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As the Bar's fiscal year draws to aclose, I want to report to you
some of the more significant activities
undertaken by the Bar Commission and
Bar staff over the last year. This summary
is not in any particular order of importance
for, as you know, all Bar matters are
important.
. Youth Education Project. In conjunc-
tion with the Bar's Speaker's bureau, the

Law Day Committee, Law Related Educa-
tion Committee and the Young Lawyers
Division, the Bar Commission launched a
project this past year for the purpose of
educating our youth about the role of law
in society. We have arranged for distribu-
tion through the state's high schools of a
booklet published in conjunction with Utah
Children entitled Rights Responsibilties
Relationships, Your Rights as a Young Per-
son in Utah. Over 56% of the high schools
in the state have participated in this pro-

gram by having lawyers teach law related
classes in our schools. Lawyers bolster the
image of the profession by engaging in
programs that serve the public interest.
This is one of those programs.
. Access to Justice Task Force. The Bar

Commission has filed a petition with the
Utah Supreme Court requesting the court
to authorize the creation of an Access to

President's Message
By Dennis V. Haslam

Justice Task Force. As you know, funding
for Legal Services Corporation has been
drastically reduced by Congress, and many
low income citizens in the state of Utah may
go without legal services. Delivery of legal
services to the poor has become a crisis in
our state and throughout the country. The
Board of Bar Commissioners has requested
the Supreme Court to authorize the creation
of the task force to evaluate the delivery of

legal services to the poor and coordinate
funding and volunteer efforts. Over l,OOO

lawyers have offered their services to our
pro bono effort. We need to match those
lawyers with the clients who need them.
. Unauthorized Practice of Law. The Bar

has been successful in prosecuting unautho-
rized practice of law cases during this past
year. Those persons engaging in unautho-
rized practice pose a serious threat to the
public and especially to those innocent

clients who are duped into paying for legal
services to a person unqualified to provide
them. We will maintain a vigilant eye on
unauthorized activities and pursue those
cases where necessary.
. Offce of Attorney Discipline. Last year,

the Commission received a report containing
an evaluation,of the Office of Attorney Dis-
cipline~i)Ur¡ng this past year, the
Commiision.hired Stephen Co chell as Chief

I

i

Disciplinary CounseL. Under the leadership
of Executive Director John Baldwin and
Steve Cochell, the Commission has begun
implementation of the recommendation
from that report. Additionally, the Bar
Commission has emphasized the need for
the Office of Attorney Discipline to focus
early on the serious cases, and go to trial
whenever necessary. We must insure that
the public is protected from attorneys who
engage in unethical conduct. During this
past year, the Office of Attorney Discipline
has gone to trial on two very serious cases
and obtained suspensions or disbarment.
Chief Disciplinary Counsel wil continue
to vigorously pursue those lawyers who
steal from their clients and who engage in
fraudulent and unethical activities.
. Legal Assistant's Division. The Supreme

Court has authorized the creation of a divi-
sion of the Bar for voluntary membership
by legal assistants. We believe there are
over 300 legal assistants working in the state
of Utah who would be interested in joining
this division. It wil create more cohesion
in the profession, improve the quality of
services provided to clients and insure that
ethical standards are maintained.
. Continuing Legal Education. The Bar

Commission and staff have sought to
improve the quantity and quality of contin-

4 v()l. 9 NO.6



~
uing kgal education provided through the

Bar. The various sections of the Bar have
cooperated by recruiting experienced pre-
senters. Our staff strives to improve the
programs presented. A concerted effort has
been made to provide CLE programs to
rural areas of the state.
· Local Bar Meetings. During the past
year, the Commission has held its monthly
meetings in Logan, Ogden, Provo, Salt
Lake City and St. George. Bar members
are always welcome to attend these meet-
ings wherever they are held. Bar

Commissioners value the opportunity to
interact with members and to learn about
professional problems as,sÓ~ià\.e ed with the
practice of law. We neef. you input.
· Internet Home Page. Thanks to the
efforts of the Bar Commissioner David
Nuffer, and his committee, the Utah State
Bar is now available to you on the World
Wide Web. We have a Home Page on the
Internet which contains information of
interest to the public and to members of the
Bar. Boot up and let us know if you like

what you see.
. Bar Membership. There are currently
6,247 active and inactive lawyers on our ros-
ter. 210 were admitted last October and 98
were admitted this past May. Some com-
plain that we have too many lawyers. Many
complain that lawyers are too expensive.
Low income and poverty level citizens think
there are not enough lawyers. What to do?
· Utah CentenniaL. The Bar's Centennial
Committee has helped coordinate the pro-
duction of a play revolving around the

polygamy and religious issues in the trial of
George Q. Cannon. As you know, citizens in
the Territory of Utah labored for 30 or 40
years before statehood was achieved. If you
are interested in acting, contact bar staff for
an audition.
· Professional Liabilty Insurance. The
Bar Commssion continues to endorse Coregis
as its liability insurance carrier and the Con-
tinental Insurance Agency as the Bar's
program administrator. There are significant
benefits to bar members who insure with the
Bar's endorsed carer, includig education, law

offce management and risk management.
Coregis is committed to helping improve
the quality of practice of Utah lawyers.
· Finances. Our financial condition is
sound. We anticipate a cash surplus at the
end of this fiscal year of approximately
$800,000. We wil likely receive more rev-
enue than budgeted, and we should be
under budget with respect to expenses.

Stephen Kaufman wil become Presi-
dent of the Bar at this year's Annual
Meeting in Sun Valley. Subject to a reten-
tion election amongst the entire Bar
membership, Charlotte L. Miller wil be
President-Elect during the 1996-1997 Bar
year. We have two fine leaders to carry the
Bar's flag for the next year. I encourage
you to support them and to share your
views regarding the practice of law in Utah
and the operation of your Bar.

It has been a great honor serving with
you in the operation of the Bar's business

during the last year. My partners wil be
grateful when I return to my day job.
Thanks for having me.
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Introduction - Special Environmental
and Natural Resources Law Issue

The Energy, Natural Resources andEnvironmental Section of the Bar
is pleased to publish this Special Issue
which endeavors to present articles on
environmental and natural resources law
topics of general interest.

Virtually every type of real estate
development and transaction has an envi-

ronmental or natural resources component.

In recognition of this consideration, four of

the articles deal with current issues with
which many lawyers may be faced in rep-
resenting clients involved in developing
real estate or real estate transactions. Mike
Keller discusses federal and state permit-
ting requirements for development of
property which impacts waters or wetlands.

John Martinez examines the takings issue

By Lucy B. Jenkins

LUCY B. JENKINS is a shareholder with the
law firm of Parsons Behle & Latimer and the
chair of the Energy, Natural Resources and
Environmental Section of the Utah State Bar.
She concentrates her practice in environ-

mental law and mediation.

which arises in contexts where government

regulation, such as wetlands regulation,
restricts development of real property. Eliz-

abeth Jones explains the procedures for

acquiring state and federally owned lands
through land exchanges. Rosemary Beless
offers her useful insights on obtaining an
environmental site assessment.

An issue which is receiving increasing
attention nationally, including in Utah, is
environmental crime. Craig Anderson
addresses criminal enforcement of environ-

mental laws at the local, state and federal
levels in Utah.

MEMBERSHIP CORNER
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Wetlands and Section 404 Permitting

i. INTRODUCTION
The presence of waters and wetlands

may limit permissible land use and seri-
ously impair the ability to develop.

Wetlands are federally protected under
§404 of the Federal Water Pollution Con-
trol Act (also known as the "Clean Water
Act"), i and § 10 of the Rivers and Harbors
Appropriations Act of l899 ("Rivers and

Harbors Act)".2
Section 404 of the CWA prohibits dis-

charges of dredged or fill material into ~
navigable waters without a permit issued

by the Army Corps of Engineers

("Corps").3 Section 10 of the Rivers and
Harbors Act requires a permit from the
Corps for construction, excavation, filling,
or other activities that obstruct navigable
waters.4

II. REGULATORY AGENCIES
The § 10 program is administered by the

Corps, whereas the §404 program is
administered jointly by the Corps and the
Environmental Protection Agency

("EPA"), with involvement of the Fish &
Wildlife Service ("FWS"), the Soil Conser-
vation Service ("SCS") and certain other
federal agencies. The Corps is the primary
permitting authority under §404, but both
agencies have enforcement authority.

III. ORGANIZATION OF THE CORPS
The Corps is highly decentralized, with

36 district offices throughout the country.
Most permitting and delineation decisions
are handled at or under the direction of the
District Engineer with input from local
field offices. Each District is headed by a
District Engineer and is located within one
of nine Divisions, each headed by a Divi-
sion Engineer. Utah is in the Sacramento
District of the South Pacific Division. The
District is headquartered in Sacramento,
and the Division is headquartered in San
Francisco. There is a local regulatory offce
in Woods Cross, Utah.

By H. Michael Keller

H. MICHAEL KELLER is a shareholder with
the Salt Lake City law firm of Van Cott,

Bagley, Cornwall & McCarthy, where he
practices environmental and natural resources

law and chairs the Firm's Natural Resources

and Environmental Law Section. He received
his bachelors and masters degrees in geology

from Dartmouth College and his J.D. in 1978
from Duke University. His practice focuses on
environmental permitting, compliance and
enforcement, advising natural resources and
other industrial clients under the air, water
quality, and hazardous waste laws. He regu-
larly represents clients on wetlands permitting
and enforcement matters. Mr. Keller is a past
Chairman of the Energy, Natural Resources
and Environmental Law Section of the Utah
State Bar. He serves as a trustee on the Board
of the Legal Aid Society of Salt Lake, Inc. and'
as a trustee on the Board of Utah Law-
Related Education, Inc.

IV. REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
OF THE SECTION 404 PROGRAM
The 404 program is implemented through

detailed regulations issued by the COrpS5 and

by EPA.6 In addition, there are regulatory
guidance letters ("RGLs") issued from time
to time by the Corps, and memoranda of
understanding between the Corps and EPA
articulating the position of the agencies on
such matters as enforcement, jurisdiction,
and mitigation. Questions concerning the

program may be directed to a Corps Dis-
trict or field office or by cal1ing EPA's

toll-free Wetlands Hotline (800) 832-7828.

V. REGULATED WATERS
Jurisdiction under § lOis based on a

concept of commercial navigability and
extends to waters that are used, have been
used, or may be susceptible for use to
transport interstate or foreign commerce.?
It only extends to the mean or ordinary
high water line of non-tidal navigable

waters.' It also extends to waters that are
subject to the ebb and flow of the tide.9

Jurisdiction under the Clean Water Act
is much broader. It extends beyond those
"waters of the United States" that are com-
mercially navigable and broadly
encompasses tributaries of such waters,
and all "other waters". . . "the use, degra-
dation, or destruction of which could affect
interstate of foreign commerce. . . ."10

Regulated tributaries may include non-
perennial streams (i.e. ephemeral or
intermittent streams) which are connected
to navigable waters. Thus, discharges into,
or excavation, construction or other activi-
ties within, normally dry arroyos or other
tributary drainages that only flow in
response to precipitation are subject to
Clean Water Act jurisdiction. 1 i

Under the interstate commerce test for
"other waters", only a limited connection

to interstate commerce is required. For
example, EPA considers use by migratory
waterfowl a sufficient connection with
interstate commerce to bring isolated
waters and wetlands within the jurisdiction
of the Clean Water Act. In Hoffan Homes
Inc. v. EPA, the Court agreed with EPA that
jurisdiction extends to isolated wetlands
where the only connection to interstate
commerce is use by migratory waterfowL. 12

Artificially created waters may also be
subject to Clean Water Act jurisdiction if
they meet the criteria of navigable waters.
As stated in Leslie Salt Co. v. United States:

The Corp's jurisdiction does not

8 Vol. 9 No.6
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depend on how the property at issue
became a water of the United States.
Congress intended to regulate locate
aquatic ecosystems regardless of
their origin. 

13

VI. WETLANDS
The Corps and EPA define "wetlands" as:
Those areas that are inundated or sat-
urated by surface or groundwater at a
frequency and duration sufficient to
support, and that under normal cir-
cumstances do support, a prevalence
of vegetation typically adapted for
life in saturated soil conditions . . . .
Wetlands generally include swamps,
marshes, bogs, and similar areas."14
The basic factors considered in evaluat-

ing the existence of wetlands are the type

of soils, the type of vegetation, and the
degree and frequency of inundation. The
definition does not require "frequent" inun-
dation in and of itself; rather, the basic
requirement is sufficiency to support, and
actual presence of, wetlands vegetation. 

15

The Corps delineates wetlands using
technical criteria set forth in a guidance

manuaL. The first such manual, issued in
1987 ("1987 Manual"), established technical
criteria and field indicators for determining
whether or not an area was a jurisdictional
wetland. Through a series of events, the
1987 Manual was superseded an then rein-
stated by the Corps and is currently the
manual being used by the Corps for wetland
delineations. The 1987 Manual requires that
wetland vegetation, hydric soils, and wet-
land hydrology all be present for a regulated
wetland to exist.

"Altering an area by ilegal filling
does not alter its legal status

as a regulated water or wetland
under Section 404."

Altering an area by ilegal filling does not
alter its legal status as a regulated water or
wetland under §404. Thus, jurisdictional
waters or wetlands that were made "fast"

land by ilegal filling after implementation
of the §404 program may remain jurisdic-
tional waters under the Clean Water Act.

As a general rule, agricultural lands that
exhibit wetlands characteristics are consid-
ered "farmed wetlands" and are subject to
Section 404 jurisdiction.16 However, wet-
lands that were converted prior to
December 23, 1985, to croplands with
"agricultural commodities" (including
annual crops, such as wheat, corn, vegeta-

bles, etc., but not perennial crops, such as
trees, apples, sod, cranberries, etc.) are
considered "prior converted croplands" and
subject to Section 404 jurisdiction if they
no longer exhibit wetlands characteristics. 

I?

These provisions of the 404 program inter-
play with the Department of Agriculture's
Swampbuster program under the Food
Security Act of 1985, as amended by the
Food, Agriculture, Conservation, and Trade
Act of 1990, which is designed to discour-
age alteration of wetlands by withholding
certain farm program benefits from farmers
who convert or modify wetlands. 

18

Fill material deposited on wetlands prior
to 1975 is considered "grandfathered"

ValueCare Premier is anew plan from Blue Cross and Blue Shield
of Utah that gives individual members of the Utah Bar Association
all the benefIts of group coverage at an affordable price.

Look at the exc!udire bene/ltd of
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network of doctors and hospitals.
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.. Vi BlueCrossBlueSlueld
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under the 404 Program.!9 Fils that

occurred after that date, but before applica-
ble program implementation dates, may
also be grandfathered.20

VII. REGULATED ACTIVITIES
The plain language of §404 prohibits

"discharge" of "dredged or fil material"
without a permit.21 The Corps and EPA
define "discharge of fill material" to mean
"the addition of fil into waters of the

United States,"22 and the "discharge of
dredged material" to mean any addition or
redeposition of dredged material associated
with any activity, including mechanized
landclearing, ditching, channelization and
other excavation, that destroys or degrades
waters of the United States.23 Fil material
is defined as "material used for the primary
purpose of replacing an aquatic area with
dry land or of changing the bottom eleva-

tion of a waterbody."24
A few activities, such as normal farming

or ranching activities, are granted express
exemptions from Section 404 permitting.25
These exemptions are subject to various
statutory and regulatory conditions and
limitations26 and have been narowly inter-

preted by the courts.27

VIII. PERMITS UNDER §404
The permits that may be issued under

Section 404 include individual permits
issued on a case-by-case basis following

review of individual applications, general
permits authorizing a category or categories

of activity in a specific region or nationwide,
and letters of permission issued through a
shortened processing procedure without the
need for individual public notice.28

Individual permit applications should be
submitted to the District Engineer of the
District in which the project is located. Typi-
cally, the application is referred by the
District to the local regulatory office of the
Corps for review and any field investigations.

Upon a determination that the applica-
tions is complete, the District Engineer is
required to issue a public notice and solicit
comments on the proposaF9 A public hear-
ing may be held to consider issues raised
concerning an applications.3o

In evaluating a permit application, the
Corps is required to evaluate the probable
impact, including cumulative impacts, on the
public interest, and consider all factors

i'~' I

which may be relevant, such as conserva-
tion, economics, aesthetics, general
environmental concerns, historic proper-
ties, etc.3! Issuance of an individual permit
wil usually trigger the Corps' obligation

under the National Environmental Policy
Act32 to assess environmental impacts of
the proposed development by preparing an
environmental assessment or an environ-
mental impact statement,3

The Corps may issue a permit if it
determines that issuance would not be con-
trary to the public interest or the following
EPA Guidelines:
. there is no practicable alternative,

. there wil be no significant adverse

impact on aquatic resources,
. all reasonable mitigation is employed,

and
. there wil be no statutory violations

caused by the proposed discharge.34

A permit must be denied if there is a
practicable alternative to the proposed dis-
charge that involves less adverse impact. If
a project does not require location in a
water or wetland (i.e., shopping center
rather than a marina), it is not water depen-
dent and, therefore, practicable alternatives
are presumed to exist. The Corps considers
an alternative to be practicable if it is
"available and capable of being done after
taking into consideration cost, existing
technology and logistics in light of overall
project purposes."35

The EPA and the Corps require that
there be no "overall net loss of wetlands

values and functions."36 Permittees can
expect the Corps to impose changes in pro-
ject design and require mitigation of

unavoidable adverse and impacts to wetlands.
The permittee may be required to provide
compensatory mitigation through the cre-
ation of new wetlands or the restoration of
existing wetlands to compensate for the
wetlands values lost as a result of the project.

The Corps follows a sequencing process
in considering mitigation during a project
review. The applicant must first attempt to
avoid adverse wetland impacts, then miti-
gate unavoidable impacts to the extent
appropriate and practicable by altering pro-
ject plans, and finally, compensate for lost
aquatic resource values through compen-
satory mitigation. Providing compensatory
mitigation can be expensive and time-con-
suming for a developer, particularly where
lands for potential mitigation projects are

not readily available.
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The burden of providing mitigation has
spawned interest in establishing mitigation
banks which may be drawn upon to satisfy
mitigation requirements. On November 28,
1995, the Corps, EPA and other agencies
issued final guidance on the creation, use
and operation of mitigation banks.3? Miti-

gation banking involves the restoration,
creation, enhancement, and, in exceptional
circumstances, preservation of wetlands or
other aquatic resources, to provide com-
pensatory mitigation in advance of

permitted impacts to similar resources. The
chemical, physical and biological functions
of the new resources are banked as mitiga-
tion "credits" which may be used by the
bank sponsor or others to compensate for
unavoidable adverse impacts to wetlands

or other aquatic resources.
Section 401 of the Clean Water Act

requires certification from the state that the
proposed discharge will meet all applicable
state water quality requirements.38 How far
a state may go in imposing conditions
beyond those mandated by numerical water
quality standards has been a subject of
great debate, particularly in the arid west
where there is increasing pressure to pre-
serve the quantity of in-stream flow to

protect water quality and aquatic species.
In P. U.D. No. 1 of Jefferson County v.

Washington Dept. of Ecology, the United
States Supreme Court evaluated a §401 cer-
tification issued by the State of Washington
in connection with a minimum stream flow
requirement imposed in a §404 permit

application for a hydroelectric project on

the Dosewallips River.39 The Court held
that §40l did not limit the state's condi-
tions to numerical water quality

limitations, but allowed the state to require
that a minimum flow be left in the river as
a condition of its certification for the pro-
ject:o The Court also expressly recognized
that water quantity is closely related to
water quality and that reduced stream flow
can constitute water pollution within the
meaning of the Clean Water Act.41

Many activities may proceed more
expeditiously, with minimal delay and
paperwork, pursuant to a nationwide permit
under the Corps' regulations in 33 C.P.R.

Part 300. A nationwide permit is a general
permit issued by regulation for a category
of activities throughout the nation. A
nationwide permit is valid only if its terms
and conditions are met. There are currently
36 nationwide permits.42 A 37th which

,
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would apply to single family homes, was
proposed by the Corps on March 23, 1995:3

Some commonly used nationwide per-
mits are: 3 (maintenance of approved fills),
12 (utility line backfil and bedding), 13
(bank stabilization), 14 (road crossing), 18
(minor discharge), and 26 (head waters and
isolated waters discharges).

"Providing compensatory mitigation

lfor adverse wetland impacts)

can be expensive and time
consuming for a developer. . . ."

Nationwide Permit 26 is only applicable
to fills of ten acres or less in isolated waters
(and wetlands) or in non-tidal waters,
including adjacent wetlands, that are located
above the headwaters (i.e., the point at
which the average annual flow is less than
5cfs 50 percent of the time):4 The permit
was not limited to ten acres until October 5,
1984:5 It generally applies automatically to
wetland fills of one acre or less, but requires
thirty days prior written notification to the
Corps for fils between one and ten acres.
These acreage limits are absolute and cannot
be avoided or increased by a mitigation

plan. Moreover, nationwide permits cannot
be used twice on the same project to increase
the allowable acreage of a single permit,
unless a linear project (such as a highway or
pipeline) is involved:6 Any real estate subdi-
vision created after October 5, 1984, must
be viewed in the aggregate and not on a lot-
by-lot basis for purposes of the one and 10
acre limits of Nationwide Permit 26.

Parties relying on a nationwide permit
must comply with notification and other

conditions applicable to that permit, as
well as any special management practices
the agencies deem necessary to minimize
damage to waters and wetlands.

Regional permits are a type of general
permit that may be issued by a Division or
District Engineer authorizing a category of
activities within that Division or District:?
Letters of permission may also be used to
authorize certain activities without the
need for individual public notice.

ix. APPEAL PROCESS
To date, there has been no administra-

tive appeal process by which parties could
contest regulatory actions by the Corps on
delineations or permits. If a dispute with
the Corps could not be resolved through

negotiation, litigation in federal court pro-
vided the only recourse.

The Corps has proposed establishing an
administrative appeal process:8 Under the
proposed rule, the Corps would provide
permit applicants and landowners an
opportunity to appeal permit denials and

jurisdictional determinations in an admin-
istrative appeal process.

x. TAKINGS CLAIMS
Imposition of wetlands regulations may

give rise to a taking of private property

without compensation in violation of the
Fifth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution.
Recent court decisions have indicated a
trend toward granting compensation when
a party is deprived of the use of his or her
land by the denial of a Section 404 permit:9

A taking may not be asserted until a
permit has been sought and denied.5o More-
over, assertion of a taking may not be
raised as a defense to an enforcement
action brought under the FWPCA. Rather,
the proper procedure is to initiate a suit for
compensation in the Court of Claims.51 The
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Court of Claims has sole jurisdiction for
claims against the United States in excess

of $ 10,000.52

XI. ENFORCEMENT
Under the Clean Water Act, the EPA has

significant authority to conduct inspections
and require dischargers to monitor and
maintain records, make reports and provide
information regarding their discharges.53

Unpermitted discharges of dredged or fil
material into waters or wetlands are subject
to issuance of a cease and desist order,
imposition of administrative penalties, or
referral to the Department of Justice to
seek civil or criminal penalties.54

The Clean Water Act grants both the
EPA and the Corps authority to assess
administrative penalties of up to $10,000
per day per violation, not to exceed

$ i 25,000.55 Judicially-levied civil penalties

of up to $25,000 per day per violation may
be assessed for certain violations. 

56

Criminal liability, under the Clean
Water Act, extends to negligent, as well as
knowing violations.57 Maximum criminal
fines range from $10,000, imprisonment
for up to two years, or both for lesser
offenses, to $250,000, or l5 years, or both
for individuals and $1,000,000 for corpora-
tions for violations involving knowing
endangerment of other persons.58 Repeat
offenders are subject to double these penal-
ties. 

59 The Clean Water Act specifically

provides that responsible corporate offcers
may be held criminally liable for acts of
the corporation.60

There is no statute of limitations in the
Clean Water Act. In 3M v. Browner, the
court held the general five-year statute of
limitations in 28 U.S.c. §2462 applicable
to enforcement actions under environmen-
tal statutes which do not contain a specific
limitation.6! The court also held that the
five-year period runs from the date of the
actual violation, and not from the date of
the government's discovery of the viola-
tion. In U.S. v. Telluride Company, the
court followed 3M and held that EPA's

claims against a ski resort developer for
unpermitted discharges of dredge and fil

material that occurred more than five years
before EPA filed its complaint were time-
barredY The court rejected EPA's
argument that a discharge of fill material is
a continuing violation for which the limita-
tions period does not begin to run until the
fill is removed.63

Section 2462 expressly applies to actions
for penalties or fines, but is silent as to actions
seeking equitable relief, such as an injunction
or order to restore illegally filed wetlands.

In the Telluride case, the court followed u.s.
v. Winward Properties,64 and held that where
the government seeks both penalties and
injunctive relief under the CWA, the five-
year limitation period applies equally to both.

XII. UTAH REQUIREMENTS
Utah has no wetland regulatory program.

However, Utah's water quality, water rights
and wildlife protection laws and regulations

should be carefully evaluated before under-
taking any activities in or adjacent to waters
or wetlands.

"Criminal liabilty under the
Clean Water Act extends to negligent

as well as knowing violations."

The Utah Water Quality Act prohibits
pollution of the "waters of the state," and
makes it unlawful to discharge pollutants
without a permit or to "place or cause to be
placed any wastes in a location where there
is probable cause to believe it( sic J wil cause
pollution" of such waters.65 To the extent

dredged or fil material constitutes a pollu-
tant or waste, its discharge to waters of the
state or placement in a location where it
would cause pollution of the waters of the
state would be subject to regulation under
Utah's Water Quality Act.

Utah water law requires written approval
from the Utah State Engineer for relocation
of any natural stream channel or alteration
or change of the beds or banks of any nat-
ural stream.66 The State Engineer must
determine that the proposed action will not
unreasonably or unnecessarily endanger
aquatic wildlife. Such activities wil likely
also be subject to regulation under the §404
program. The Utah State Engineer and the
Corps have developed a single application
form that may be submitted to either the
State Engineer or the Corps for approval.
Stream relocation or alteration authorized by
the State Engineer is covered by a regional
general permit issued by the Corps in Utah
to authorize discharges of dredged or fil
material for projects in streams where a

Utah stream alteration permit has been
issued by the State Engineer.

Utah fish and wildlife laws protect most
forms of fish and wildlife and provide spe-
cial protection for aquatic insects and
crustaceans that support trout and other

game fish.67

133 U.S.C.A. §1344 (West 1986 and Supp. 1995).

233 U.S.C.A. §403 (West 1986).

333 U.S.C.A. § 1344 (West 1986 & Supp. 1995).
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9Id.
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1433 C.F.R. 328.3(b) (1995).

15 Uniled Slates v. Larkins, 852 F.2d 189 (6th Cir. 1988);
United Slates v. Cumberland Farms of Conn., Inc., 826 F.2d
i i 5 i, i i 54 (I st Cir. 1987), cat. denied, 108 S. Ct. 1016 (1988).
16Nonnal farming activities on such lands would be exempt

from §404 permitting. 33 C.F.R. §323.2(d)(3)(iv) (1995).
i 7RGL #90-07; 33 C.F.R. §328.3(8) (1995); 58 Fed. Reg.
4503 i -34 (August 25, 1993).
1816 U.S.C.A. §§3821-24 (West 1985) and Supp. 1996).

19Uniied Slates v. Souihern /ilv. Co., 876 F.2d 606 (8th Cir.

1989).
2033 C.F.R. §330.3 (i 995).

2133 US.C.A. §1344(a) (West 1986).

2233 C.F.R. §323.2 (1995); 40 C.F.R. §232.2 (1995).

2358 Fed. Reg. 45008, 45009 (Aug. 25, 1993).

2433 C.F.R. §323.2(3) (1995).

2533 U.S.C.A § 1344(1) (West 1986).

2633 c.F.R. §323.4 (1995).

27 See e.g., United States v. Larkins, 852 F.2d i 89, i 92 (6th

Cir. 1988).
2833 C.F.R. §325.2(e)(I) (1995).

2933 C.F.R. §325.3 (1995).

3033 C.F.R. §327.4 (1995).

3 i 33 C.F.R. §325.3(e) (1995).

3242 U.S.c.A. §§4321-4370d (West 1995).

33See 33 C.F.R. Part 325, App. B. (1995).

3440 C.F.R. §230.10 (1995).

3540 C.F.R. §230.1O(a)(2) (1995).

36See, Memorandum of Agreement Concerning the
Determination of Mitigation Under the Clean Water Act
§404(b(l) Guidelines (February 26, 1990; 55 Fed. Reg. 921 i
(March 12, 1990)).
3760 Fed. Reg. 58605.
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A Framework for Addressing Takings Problems

INTRODUCTION 
i

Police officers fired a dozen tear gas
canisters into a convenience store where a
fleeing felony suspect had sought refuge,
causing over $275,000 in damage. Should
the city pay for the harm?2 A landfill com-
pany which applied for a landfil use
permit was investigated for ties with orga-
nized crime and its business was allegedly
seriously harmed when the report of the
investigation was released to the press.
Should the government pay for the harm to
the company?' A cigarette vending com-
pany is prohibited from continuing to
operate its vending machines by a new
town ordinance. Can the company recover
for the effect on its business?4 Finally, the

advent of deregulation prevents formerly
regulated industries from recovering
"stranded costs," which can no longer be
passed on to ratepayers in a competitive
environment.5 Should such costs be recov-
erable from the government?

We can all venture a guess about how
these situations should be resolved and we
can think of reasons in support of the out-
comes we suggest are right. And yet, like
looking at a good painting, the more we
linger, the more we see, and perhaps the
less certain we are that our initial intuitions
were correct.

The Takings Problem is about how the
law resolves these kinds of situations. Tak-
ings law is about what we mean by
"property"; it is about our conceptions of
an ideal government and its interaction
with private expectations; and most of all,
it is about money. It deals with circum-
stances in which government has acted
other than through the conscious, purpose-

ful exercise of the power of eminent
domain,6 and caused an effect on property
such that we must consider whether the
costs should be borne by the public gener-
ally rather than by the property owner
affected.

I will explain the basic structure of the
Takings Problem, set out an analytical
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framework for takings claims, then describe
Takings law under the Utah state constitu-
tion and under Utah's Private Property
Protection Act.

I. THE BASIC STRUCTURE OF
THE TAKINGS PROBLEM

A. The Role of Conceptions of Property in

Takings Jurisprudence
Since the Takings Problem is about pro-

tecting economic interests from
governmental oppression, determining
whether "property" is involved is the crucial
threshold question. The natural rights/posi-
tive rights dichotomy offers a distorted and
seductively easy way to resolve takings dis-
putes. Natural rights advocates argue that
property pre-exists government, and thus if
property is affected by governmental action,

then the government must either payor
desist.? In contrast, positivists contend that
property is created by government, and that
therefore the owner is at the mercy of
majoritarian politics, so that the only rele-
vant questions revolve around whether the
purposes of property collectively defined
have been advanced and whether proper
procedures were used."

But life is just not that simple. Takings
law is a continuing struggle to develop

analytical models that predictably and sen-
sibly accommodate both individual and
social concerns with respect to resources.
B. The Role of Standards of Judicial
Review in Takings Analysis

The accepted manner for challenging
governmental action in our society is by
asking courts to come to our aid. Judicial
review of governmental action may be gen-
erally defined as a court's appraisal of
whether a governmental agency or official
has acted properly. The criteria used by
courts to evaluate such conduct are embod-
ied in standards of Judicial review.

Deferential standards of judicial review
are characterized by a judicial tendency to
accept the determination of the govern-

mental entity whose conduct is questioned
and to uphold the governmental conduct if
it is in pursuance of "legitimate" govern-
mental objectives in a "rational" way.9 In

contrast, activist standards of judicial
review are characterized by a judicial ten-
dency to second-guess the governmental

entity involved and to uphold the govern-
ment only if it demonstrates it is advancing
"important" or "compellng" governmental
objectives, and that the means being used
are essential, if not indispensable, ways to
achieve those objectives.

The accepted tradition is that govern-
mental action which affects liberty
concerns-either by infringing on funda-
mental rights such as freedom of speech or
religion, or by distinguishing according to
suspect classifications, such as race or gen-
der-will usually trigger activist judicial

"
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scrutiny. Equally accepted is that when
merely economic interests are affected by
governmental action, courts wil apply def-
erential standards of judicial review. One
of the emerging questions in takings law is
whether-and the extent to which-tak-
ings law represents the application of
activist judicial review for protection of
economic concerns.
C. The Many Forms and Contexts of the
Takings Problem

The takings problem has arisen most
frequently when governments have exer-
cised the power to zone.io The exercise of
other governmental powers, however, may
also give rise to takings issues. For exam-
ple, in Dames & Moore v. Regan, 

11 the

plaintiff complained that the freezing of
Iranian assets by the President under the
power over foreign affairs improperly
affected plaintiff's property.

The types of claims that can be brought
against governmental action affecting
property are equally varied.I2 They may
arise under various clauses of federal or
state constitutions and can be grouped into
two broad categories: (1) actions based on
clauses other than Just Compensation pro-

visions, such as Due Process,I3 Equal Protec-
tionl4 and Contracts" Clauses, and (2) Just
Compensation ClauseI6 actions. This broad
division is indicative of the evolution of tak-
ings doctrine. Judicial review of
governmental action affecting property
under claims in the first category has always
been deferential, and for some time, it
appeared that it would be equally deferential
under Just Compensation Clauses as welL.
With recent development of stricter judicial
review under Just Compensation Clauses,
however, the other bases, although stil
important, are declining in significance. 

17

"One of the emerging questions in
takings law is whether-and the

extent to which-takings law
represents the application of
activist judicial review for

protection of economic concerns."

II. ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK
FOR TAKINGS CLAIMS

The federal Just Compensation Clause
is the usual basis for takings claims

because it expressly refers to "takings" of
property by governmental action and
includes the requirement of compensa-
tion.I8 State just compensation clauses
contain similar provisions and many also
prohibit "damaging" of private property. 

19

As discussed above, the first question is
whether "property" is involved at all. If
"property" is indeed involved, then the

"relevant" property, or "denominator of the
equation," must be identified. This has
proved troublesome for the Court,20 One

could conceive of the relevant property
physically or conceptually and either
broadly or narrowly. For example, in
Loretto v. Teleprompter Manhattan CATV
Corp., 21 New York authorized a private tele-
vision cable company to install cables and
relay boxes on the surface of Mrs.
Loretto's apartment building. Construed
physically and broadly, the relevant prop-
erty could have been viewed as the entire
apartment building and the land which it
occupied. Physically and narowly, the rel-
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evant property could have been viewed as
only the area which the cables and relay
boxes occupied on the surface of the build-
ing. Construed conceptually and broadly,
the relevant property could have been
viewed as all the sticks in the bundle of
rights, including the right to use, to exclude
and to transfer. Conceptually and narrowly,
the relevant property could have been
restricted to the right to exclude. Since the
effect on property is a central question in
takngs analysis, and since the smaller the
denominator to begin with, the smaller the
numerator needs to be to equal the denomi-
nator, it is not surprising that takings
claimants wil almost always seek to have

the relevant property viewed narrowly,
whereas government advocates wil argue

for broad relevant property definitions.
The relevant property defined, the next

question is whether there has been a "tak-
ing" of it. As a threshold matter, the
takings claimant would have to decide
whether to challenge the governmental
action "as applied" to his/her particular
property or "on its face," contending
instead that it was a taking in all cases. For
"as applied" challenges, claimants must
first satisfy the ripeness doctrine

announced in Wiliamson County Regional

Planning Commission v. Hamilton Bank. 
22

The doctrine requires "finality" and "com-
pleteness." Whether a "taking" has
occurred in regard to the application of a
regulatory restriction to paricular property
cannot be determined until a claimant has
obtained a "final" decision regarding the
effect of governmental action on the
claimant's property. In addition, a "takng"
is not "complete"-and thus not ripe for
adjudication-until available procedures

for seeking just compensation have been
utilized. Alternatively, the claimant may
demonstrate that it would have been futile
to seek further clarification or relief.23

In addition to ripeness considerations,

the substantive standards for "on face" and
"as applied" challenges may differ. In gen-
eral, whether a taking has occurred
involves consideration of the character of

the governmental action, the economic
impact on the owner and the effect on the
owner's reasonable investment-backed

expectations.24 The Court has admitted that
application of these factors is hopelessly
ad hoc.25 Thus, although the Court some-
times applies these three considerations

directly,"6 Supreme Court takngs jurispru-
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.
dence is best understood in terms of the
tests the Court has developed to implement
these ideas.

The Court has applied one or more of
the following tests to "as applied" chal-
lenges: (1) balancing the private cost
against the public benefit, (2) determining
whether the government is forcing the
owner to confer a benefit on the public or
is instead preventing the owner's imposi-
tion of a harm on the public, (3)
determining whether a complete property
deprivation or a mere diminution in value
of property has occurred, and (4) determin-
ing whether a permanent physical

occupation of property has occurred.27 In

contrast, in "on face" challenges, as more
fully elaborated below, the tests are (1)
whether the governmental action substan-
tially advances a legitimate governmental
objective or (2) whether the owner is
deprived of economically viable use of
property2'. The sharpness of the divide
between "as applied" and "on face" chal-
lenges has been severely blunted in recent
cases, however.29 As a result, the first two

tests under "as applied" have been incorpo-
rated into the "not substantially advance a
legitimate governmental objective," "on
face" test, and the second two "as applied"
tests have been similarly merged into the
"depriving of economically viable use,"
"on face" test.

The "not substantially advance a legiti-
mate governmental objective" test, in its
most straightforward manifestation, asks
whether there is a legitimate governmental
objective and whether the means used to
achieve the objective substantially
advances it. The Tenth Circuit has held that
this relatively uncluttered version applies
in all but exaction settings30. In Dolan v.

City of Tigard, 
31 however, without restrict-

ing its applicability in that fashion, the

Court held that the test required a twofold
inquiry: (1) Is there an "essential nexus"
between the means and the ends? and (2) Is
there a "rough proportionality" between
the means used and the extent and nature
of the harm that might be imposed by the
owner if not restricted in the manner in
which the government seeks to do so? The
"essential nexus" requirement is probably
indistinguishable from the old "rational
basis" test. The "rough proportionality"
test, however, is decidedly more demand-
ing. It seems to incorporate a "least
restrictive alternative" dimension, whereby

the government must show that the means
selected is that which would be reasonably
likely to achieve the objective, yet would
impose the least restraints on the owner. At
its most extreme, this would require the gov-
ernment to show a practical one-to-one
correspondence between the means used and
the harm sought to be prevented. Small won-
der that the Tenth Circuit sought to restrict
its applicability.

The "depriving of economically viable
use" test, as elaborated in Lucas v. South
Carolina Coastal Council,32 asks whether

the relevant property has been completely
destroyed. This entails a threshold definition
of the relevant property, or "denominator,"
for purposes of analysis, as discussed above.
Even if the relevant property is completely
destroyed, however, an unconstitutional tak-
ing has not occurred if the background
principles of state property law did not
authorize use of the property in the manner
intended by the owner, if the owner's activ-
ity amounts to a common law nuisance, or if
the matter was one of "actual necessity,"
requiring immediate action to avoid a threat-
ened public harm.33

"If the governmental action is not
otherwise improper, (such as situa-
tions in which there is no legitimate

governmental objective), forced
condemnation is also available."

If a taking has occurred, the remedial
consequences are relatively straightforward.
Invalidation of the governmental action and
damages for the period of time when it was
improperly in force are available remedies
for takings.34 If the governmental action is
not otherwise improper, (such as situations
in which there is no legitimate governmental
objective), forced condemnation is also
available.3s

III. THE TAKINGS PROBLEM
AND UTAH LAW

A. Utah State Constitution
Under Article I, Section 22 of the Utah

state constitution, property may not be taken
or damaged by government without payment
of just compensation.36 In 1987, the Utah
legislature formally implemented Article I

Section 22 through legislation.37 Until its
1990 decision in Colman v. Utah State
Land Board, the Utah Supreme Court had
not definitively held that Article I Section

22 is in fact self-executing.38 Under Colman,
a takings action, denominated an inverse
condemnation claim, may be brought
under Article I Section 22, free of state
statutory sovereign immunity provisions.39

If no "property" is involved, no action

can be brought under Article I Section 22.
For example, in Bagford v. Ephraim City,40
a private garbage hauler alleged that a city
ordinance providing for municipal garbage
collection and requiring all residents to pay
a fee, whether they used the city's garbage
collection services or not, required com-
pensation to the private garbage hauler for
lost revenue under Article I Section 22.
The court held that the expectation that the
private hauler could continue to collect its
customers' garbage was not a property
right cognizable under Article I section 22.

In Colman, the Utah Supreme Court
held that a "taking" under Article I Section
22 is "any substantial interference with pri-
vate property which destroys or materially
lessens its value, or by which the owner's
right to its use and enjoyment is in any
substantial degree abridged or destroyed."41

The court went on to describe the circum-
stances when property is "damaged" under
Article I Section 22 somewhat obliquely as
"injuries that would be actionable at com-
mon law, or where there has been some
physical disturbance of a right, either pub-
lic or private, which the owner enjoys in
connection with his property and which
gives it additional value, and which causes
him to sustain a special damage with
respect to his property in excess of that
sustained by the public generally; some
physical interference with the property

itself or with some easement which consti-
tutes an appurtenance thereto; definite
physical injury cognizable to the senses

with a perceptible effect on the present

market value; a permanent, continuous, or
inevitably recurring interference with prop-
erty rights, such as drying up wells and
springs, destroying lateral supports, pre-
venting surface waters from running off
adjacent lands or running surface waters

onto adjacent lands, or depositing of cin-
ders and other foreign materials on

neighboring lands by the permanent opera-
tion of the business or improvement
established on the adjoining lands."42
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Mr. Colman had operated and maintained
an underwater brine canal in the Great Salt
Lake from which he extracted minerals
from deep lake brines. He alleged that the
state's proposed breach of a causeway to
reduce the level of the lake and prevent
flooding would cause water from the south
arm of the lake to flow through the breach
under great pressure and cut through the
canal banks, thus causing turbidity and

sedimentation and making the use of the
canal as a brine conduit impossible. The
court concluded that Mr. Colman had
alleged both a takng and damaging of his
propert for puroses of Aricle I Section 22.

In contrast, in Farmers New World
Insurance Company,43 the Utah Supreme
Court held that water damage resulting
from the city's rebuilding of a creek to
improve its diversion capacity did not vio-
late Article I Section 22 because recovery
under that provision is limited to those
injuries which are the direct and unavoid-
able consequence of the construction or
use of the improvement. Other damages-
presumably those that are indirect or
avoidable-are not compensable, the court

held, because they provide no benefit to
the public.

As Colman and Farmers ilustrate, tak-
ings law under Article I Section 22 is in the
early stages of development. Meanwhile, the
Utah legislature has also made its contribu-
tion to the takings conundrum.
B. Utah Takings Statutes

Although United States Supreme Court
takings jurisprudence has definitely tilted
toward greater property rights protection in
recent years, the untidy status of takngs law
has generated a movement toward legislative
solutions. "Property Rights" bils have been
introduced in most state legislatures and in
Congress, and more than a few have been

signed into law. 
44

The Utah Private Property Protection Act
consists of two major components, one
applicable to state agencies, adopted in
1993, and one applicable to local govern-
ments, adopted in 1994.45 State agencies and

local governments are required to consider
potential takings issues that may arise as
such agencies and governments go about the
business of governing. Beyond that basic
similarity, however, there are substantial dif-

ferences between the requirements

imposed on state agencies and those
applicable to local governments. State
agencies are required to adopt "takings

impact assessments" (TIA's) which con-

sider the takings implications of their
proposed actions.46 Local governments,
however, need only "consider" locally
established guidelines in identifying

actions that may have takings
implications.47 State agency actions affect-
ing any form of property are covered,48

whereas only physical actions or exactions
affecting real property by local govern-
ments are covered.49 Before a state agency
implements an action that has constitu-
tional taking implications, it must submit a
copy of the TIA to the governor and the
Legislative Management Committee.50 No
such reporting requirement is imposed on
local governments. Instead, appeal of
actions having takings implications to the
local legislative body are to be made avail-
able. However, such appeals must be made
within 30 days of the initial action, and
failure of the legislative body to hear such
appeals within 14 days of their submittal

Dispute Resolution Services

Award Established
The American Arbitration Associa-

tion's Salt Lake City Regional Office
and its Regional Advisory Council
have recognized Peter W. Bilings, Sr.
for his long-standing contribution in
the alternative dispute resolution field
by establishing an annual service award
in his name.

Bilings, who received his law

degree from Harvard in 1941 and who
has practiced law in Utah for more than

50 years, was presented the first "Peter W. Bilings, Sr. Outstanding
Dispute Resolution Service Award" on April 8, 1996.

Diane Abegglen, Regional Vice President for the American Arbi-
tration Association, said Bilings was instrumental in establishing
the AAA's Sat Lake City office. He served as chair of Salt Lake
City's regional advisory board from 1988 until March 1996. In addi-
tion to his work with the AAA, Bilings was instrumental in drafting
the rules for the use of ADR by the U.S. District Court of Utah, the
statute authorizing court-annexed ADR in Utah State Courts, and the
rules implementing the state statute.

The award named after Bilings wil be presented annually by the
AAA to a person or organization with outstanding contributions in
the field of ADR.
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Michael E. Libonati & John Martinez) LOCAL GOVERNENT
LAW, §16.53.40 (takings standards).
28Id.

29See Lucas V. South Carolina Coastal Council, 112 S. Ct.

2886, 2905 (1992) (Blackman, J., dissenting).
30Clajon Production Corp. v. Petera, 70 F.3d 1566 (10th Cit.

1995) (Wyoming's two-license limit on supplemental hunting
licenses for large landowners does not violate Takings or
Equal Protection Clauses; "essential nexus" and "rough pro-
portionality" tests apply only in development exaction setting
or where there is a physical taking or its equivalent).
31114 S. Ct. 2309 (1994).

32112 S. Ct. 2886 (1992).

33Lucas v. South Carolina Coastal Council, 112 S. Ct. 2886,

2900 (1992); For an excellent treatment of these exceptions to
takings, see Richard M. Frank, Regulating Land Use
Resources in the Post-Lucas Era: The Impact of California's
Nuisance and Real Property Law, LAND USE FORUM, Vol. 2,

No.1, p.44 (Winter, 1993).

34Nollan v. California Coastal Commission, 483 U.S. 825

(1987); See, e.g., Com v. City of Lauderdale Lakes, 771 F.
Supp. 1557 (S.D. Fla. 1991) (interim damages calculation);
Com v. City of Lauderdale Lakes, 794 F. Supp. 364 (S.D. Fla.
1992) (attorney's fees calculation); rev'd on other grounds and
remanded by Corn v. City of Lauderdale Lakes, 997 F.2d 1369
(lIth Cir. 1993); rev'd on other grounds by Com v. City of
Lauderdale Lakes, 3 F.3d 442 (11 th Cir. 1993).
35See Lucas v. South Carolina Coastal Council, 112 S. Ct.
2886 (1992) (state ultimately purchased Mr. Lucas' two beach-
front lots.)
36UTAH CONST. art. I, Sec. 22 ("Private property shall not be

taken or damaged for public use without just compensation.").
37Utah Code Ann. Sec. 63-30-10.5, 1987 Utah Laws ch. 75,

sec. 3 ("(1) Immunity from suit of all governmental entities is
waived for the recovery of compensation from the govern-

mental entity when the governmental entity has taken or dam-
aged private property without just compensation. (2)

Compensation and damages shall be assessed according to the
requirement of Chapter 34, Title 78.")
38795 P.2d 622 (1990).

39See Colman v. Utah State Land Bd., at 630-35.

40904 P.2d 1095 (Utah 1995).

41 Colman, supra at 625, quoting State ex reI. State Road
Commission v. District Court, Fourth Judicial Distrct, 94 Utah
384, 394, 78 P.2d 502, 506 (1937), quoting, in tum, Stockdale
v. Rio Grande Western Ry. Co., 28 Utall 201, 211, 77 P. 849,
852 (1904).
42Colman, at 626-27 (quoting humerous prior Utah cases).

43803 P.2d 1241 (Utah 1990).

44See John Maitinez, Statutes Enacting Takings Law: Flying

in the Face of Uncertainty, 26 URBAN LAWYER 290 (1994)
(reviewing trend).
45Utah Code Ann. Secs. 63-90-1--4 (state agencies), 63-90a-l-

-4 (local governmeuts).
46Utah Code Ann. Sec. 63-90-4(1).

47Utah Code Ann. Section 63-90a-3(2).

48Utah Code Ann. Sec. 63-90-2(3) ("'Private property' means

any school or institutional trst lands and any real or personal
property in this state that is protected by either the Fifth or
Fourteenth Amendment of the Constitution of the United
States or Article I, Section 22 of the Utah Constitution.").
49Utah Code Ann. Sec. 63-90a-l(1) ('''Constitutional taking

issues' means actions involving the physical taking or exaction
of private real property by a political subdivision that might
require compensation to a private real property owner because
of: (a) the Fifth or Fourteenth Amendment of the Constitution
of the United States; (b) Article I, Section 22 of the Utah
Constitution; or (c) any recent COUlt rulings governing the
physical taking or exaction of private real property by a gov-
ernment entity.").
50Utah Code Ann. Sec. 63-90-4(4).

51 See Utah Code Ann. Sec. 63-90a-4.

results in a presumption that the initial
action was not a takng.50

As with other similar legislation across
the country, the net effect of Utah's Private
Property Protection legislation remains to
be seen. If fully implemented, it may
improve governmental decisionmaking

affecting property by forcing government
officials to consider the problem directly.
In light of the diffculty which courts have
had with the takings problem generally
however, we can probably expect that
administrative offcials wil find the prob-

lem just as intractable.

CONCLUSION
The takings problem is pervasive and

perplexing. It is manageable, however, if
approached systematically, through an
examination of whether property is
involved at all, what the relevant property
is for purposes of analysis, whether a tak-
ing has occurred and what the appropriate
remedy should be. Although it wil be diff-
cult to predict the outcome in many cases,
the analytical approach suggested here
points to the right questions.

1 I have examined the takings problem in several publications,

including: Statutes Enacting Takings Law: Flying in the Face
of Uncertainty, 26 URBAN LAWYER 290 (1994); Taking Time
Seriously: The Federal Constitutional Right to be Free From
"Startling" State Court Overrulings, 11 HARV. J.L. & Pu.
POL'y 297 (1988); Reconstructing Takings Doctrine by
Redefining Property and Sovereignty, 16 FORDHAM URB. L.J.

157 (1988); A Critical Analysis of the 1987 Takings Trilogy:
The Keystone Nollan and First English Cases, 1 HOFSTRA

PROP. L.J. 39 (1988); 3 C. Dallas Sands & Michael E. Libonati,
(now Michael E. Libonati & John Martinez) LOCAL
GOVERNMENT LAW, Ch. 16 (Land Development Regulation),

§§ 16.50 et seq. See also Frank Michelinan, Property, Utility,
and Fairness: Comments on the Ethical Foundations of "Just
Compensation" Law, 80 HARv. L. REV. 1165 (1967); Joseph
Sax, Takings and the Police Power, 74 YALE L.J. 36 (1964);
Aro Van Alstyne, Taking or Damaging by Police Power: The
Search for Inverse Condemnation Criteria, 44 S. CAL. L. REV.
1 (1971).
2Customer Company v. City of Sacramento, 10 CaL. 4th 368,

895 P.2d 900, 41 CaL. Rptr. 2d 658 (1995) cert. denied _
U.S. _, 116 S.Ct 920, 133 L.Ed.2d 849 (1995) (denying

recovery on grounds that benefit was conferred and that emer-
gency existed).
3WMX Technologies, Inc., v. Miler, _ F.3d _, 1996 WL
159587, (9th Cir. 1996) (recovery denied because no properLy
right in business reputation), distinguishing Sorrano's Gasco,
Inc. v. Morgan, 874 F.2d 1310 (9th Cir. 1989), where letters
describing investigation sent to individual customers advising
them not to deal with claimant).
4General Food Vending Inc. v. Town of Westfeld, 288 N.J.

Super. 442, 672 A.2d 760 (1995) (denying recovery because
the value of the vending machines was diminished, not

destroyed, because cigarette sales is a highly regulated indus-
try, and because the machines were not physically appropriate,
but merely restrcted in their use).
5J.Gregory Sidak, When Competition Amounts to Taking,

National LJ., April 1, 1996, p.A19 (Mr. Sidak holds the

Wyerhaeuser Chair in Law and Economics at the American
Enterprise Institute).
6The Takings Problem, thus defined, does not deal with the

comparatively straightforward situation, such as the condem-
nation of land for constiuction of a public road, in which the

government purposefully intends to acquire propert for public
use and fully expects to pay for it.
7 See, e.g., Richard Epstein, TAKINGS: PRIVATE PROPERTY AND THE

POWER OF EMINENT DOMAIN (1985); Adam J. Hirsch & Wiliam

K.S. Wang, A Qualitative Theory of the Dead Hand, 68lND. L.J.
1 (1992).
8See generally Frank Michelman, Political Markets and
Community Self-Deteniination: Competing Judicial Models of
Laeal Government Legitimacy, 53 IND. L.J. 145 (1977-1978);
Charles Reich, The New Property, 73 YALE L.J. 733 (1964).
9Deferential judicial review provides very litte protection
against governmental action. See, e.g. Hancock Industries v.
Schaeffer, 811 F.2d 225, 237-38 (3rd Cir. 1987) (court will pre-
sume there is a legitimate governmental objective that it is being
rationally advanced).
lOZoning is a form of police power. Euclid v. Ambler Realty Co.

272 U.S. 365 (1926).

11453 u.s. 654, 688 (1981).

12 An inverse condemnation claim is an asserton that the chal-

lenged governmental action is actually an exercise of the power
of eminent domain for which the governmental entity has failed
to commence direct condemnation proceedings. In addition to
this "condemnation-forcing" strategy, inverse condemnation the-
ory has also been used to recover damages for harm resulting
from a public entity's improper maintenance or use of a public
improvement. In contrast, a takigs claim is usn ally an assertion
that although the challenged action may advance a legitimate
governmental objective, it has an excessive impact on private
property to the point of constituting a taking for public use. See
generally 3 C. Dallas Sands & Michael E. Libonati, (now
Michael E. Libonati & John Martinez) LOCAL GOVERNMENT

LAW, §21.26 (Inverse Condemnation).
13U.S. CONST. amend. XIV, Sec. 1. ("(NJor shall any State

deprive any person of . . . property, without due process of law .
...").
14U.S. CONST. amend. XN ("(NJor shall any State. . . deny to

any person. . . the equal protection of the laws.").
15U.S. CONST. ar. I, Sec. 10 ("No state shall. . . pass any. . .

law impairng the obligation of contracts. . . .").
16U.S. CONST. amend. V ("(NJor shall private property be
taken for public use, withont just compensation."). The prohibi-
tion applies to the states through the Fourteenth Amendment's
Dne Process Clause. Chicago, B. & Q. R.R. v. Chicago, 166 u.s.
226,241 (1897).
1742 U.S.c. Section 1983 prohibits deprivations of federal

rights under color of state law. 42 U.S.c. Section 1988 provides
attorney's fees in Section 1983 actions. Takings claims against
defendants acting under state authority are thus usually brought
under Section 1983, whereas deprivations of federal rights by
those acting under federal law are usually brought under the
Tucker Act as federal tort claims and must ordinarily be pressed
through the Claims Court in the first instance. See e.g.,
Eversleigh v. United States, 24 Cl. Ct. 357 (1991).
18See U.S. CONST. amend. V ("(NJor shall private property be

taken for public use, without just compensation."). State and
local government property is also protected from federal takings
by the Clause. U.S. v. 50 Acres of Land, 469 U.S. 24 (1984).
19See, e.g., CAL. CONST. art. I, Sec. 14 ("Private property shall

not be taken or damaged for public use without just compensa-
tion . . . ."); UTAH CONST. art. I, Sec. 22 ("Private property
shall not be taken or damaged for public use without just com-
pensation.").
20 Lucas v. South Carolina Coastal Council, at 2905 n.7

("Regrettably, the rhetorical force of our "deprivation of all eco-
nomically feasible use" rule is greater than its precision, since
the rule does not make clear the "property interest" against
which the loss of value is to be measured.")
21458 U.S. 419 (1982).

22473 U.S. 172 (1972).

23See generally 3 C. Dallas Sands & Michael E. Libonati, (now

Michael E. Libonati & John Martinez) LOCAL GOVERNMENT

LAW, §16.53.io (Procedural Barriers to Takings Claims).
24penn Central Transp. Co. v. New York, 438 U.S. 104 (1978).

251d. at 123-24. See also Hodel v. Irving, 481 U.S. 704, 713

(1987).
26 See Concrete Pipe and Products of California, Inc. v.
Construction Laborers Pension Trust for S. Calif, 113 S. Ct.

2264, (1993) (pension plans).
27 See generally 3 C. Dallas Sands & Michael E. Libonati, (now
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Acquiring Federal and State Land
Through Land Exchanges

INTRODUCTION
On April 21st of this year, the Salt Lake

Tribune published an article on a hotly
contested land exchange proposal involv-
ing the U.S. Forest Service and Snowbasin
ski resort. I was glad to see that the topic
of land exchanges received media attention
- hopefully, the Tribune story wil produce
additional interest in this article, as land
exchanges can be useful to various parties,
from the real estate developer to the con-
servationist. Furthermore, land exchanges
present an opportunity for private parties
and the government to work together to
achieve better public land management.

As the title indicates, this article advises
practitioners as to the means of acquiring
federally-owned and state-owned land

through land exchanges. The article ini-
tially notes the historical context of public
land disposal and management which lead
to the current federal land exchange laws.
A summary of the current land exchange
processes, federal and state, is then pre-
sented. Finally, examples of current land
exchange proposals are briefly described.

HISTORICAL CONTEXT
As federal land holdings increased dur-

ing the 19th century, the federal

government strongly encouraged settle-
ment and development of the public land.
Pursuant to various statutes, thousands of
pioneering and entrepreneurial spirits filed
claims on federal land, and, by improving
and developing the land, eventually
acquired title, by land patent, from the fed-
eral government. i Gradually, as vast acres

of federal land were patented, the govern-
ment began to re-think its policies. In
1964, President Johnson created the Public
Land Review Commission to study the
existing public land laws and make recom-
mendations regarding their modification.
In 1970, the Commission submitted its

By Elizabeth Kitchens Jones

ELIZABETH KITCHENS JONES is an
associate with the law firm of Parsons
Behle & Latimer where she is a member
of the firm's Natural Resources Depart-
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rently involved in three federal land
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the University of Denver (J.D., I990),
Ms. Jones is a member of the American
and Utah State Bar Associations, Women
Lawyers of Utah, and the Rocky Moun-
tain Mineral Law Foundation.

report, One-Third Of The Nation's Land, to
the President and Congress. Subsequently,

Congress enacted the Federal Land Policy
and Management Act of 1976 ("FLPMA"),

43 U.S.c. § 1701 et seq. FLPMA repealed
virtually all of the public land disposal laws,
largely extinguishing the historical means of
acquiring public land.

FLPMA AND FLEFA
The dominant policy of the federal gov-

ernment that was ushered in by FLPMA is
that federal land is to be retained and man-
aged, not conveyed away. FLPMA,
however, does include limited provisions
for the disposal of federal land by public
sale and by exchange. Section 206 of
FLPMA, 43 U.S.c. § 1716, provides that
"(aJ tract of public land or interests therein
may be disposed of by exchange by the
Secretary (of InteriorJ under this Act. . .
where the Secretary. . . determines that the
public interest wil be well served by mak-
ing that exchange."

In 1988, FLMPA was amended by the
Federal Land Exchange Facilitation Act
("FLEFA"), Pub. L. No. 100-409, 102 Stat.
1086 (1988), to incorporate new provisions
intended to simplify the land exchange
process. Revised regulations implementing
FLEFA were adopted in 1993 and appear
at 43 C.P.R. Part 2200.2 The Bureau of
Land Management ("BLM") also re-wrote
its chief guidance document, the BLM
Exchange Handbook, to reflect the FLEFA
amendments. The BLM regulations and
handbook are the sources for the following
summary of the land exchange process.

THE LAND EXCHANGE PROCESS
Obviously, all the nuances of the land

exchange process are beyond this . article's
scope. The following discussion is
intended merely to describe the primary
aspects of the BLM's procedures and pro-
vide some guidance in navigating the
bureaucratic maze. Initially, however, a
caveat is in order. Land exchanges are
purely discretionary actions on the part of
the government. At any point in the
process, the governmenty agency may
reject or place the proposal on hold. There-
fore, to increase the government's

enthusiasm and the chances of closing the
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exchange, it is crucial for the exchange
proponent to present an attractive package
of offered lands and shoulder most of the
burden of coordinating the exchange process.
Also, the exchange process is lengthy.
Simple exchange proposals may take well
over a year to complete; more complex
proposals may take two or three years.

The ELM regulations state that an
exchange may be proposed by the ELM, or
by any person, state, or local government.
An exchange proposal quite often arises
from a situation where federal land is inter-
spersed with private land and the private
landowners must contend with a federal
agency in their backyard. Such a situation
may also create difficult regulatory issues
for the federal agency managing the land.
This is where a land exchange may be useful
for both the federal and private landowner.

The first step is to identify the non-fed-
eral (offered) lands and federal (selected)

lands to be exchanged. The offered and
selected lands must all be located within
the same state. (Interstate exchanges are
possible, but require legislative approval by
Congress.) Property that the ELM is wil-
ing to exchange is generally identified in
the Resource Management Plan, or RMP,
for the particular ELM resource area or
district in which the lands are located. A
copy of the RMP, or pertinent portions,
may be obtained by contacting the ELM
Realty Specialist for the appropriate ELM
resource area or district.

The ELM's interest in a land exchange
proposal certainly wil be heightened if the
non-federal land offered to the ELM is
valuable for public recreation or wildlife
and riparian habitat, particularly for endan-
gered species. Also, it is virtually
mandatory that the offered land be contigu-
ous to existing federal land so that the
exchange results in a larger federal land
block, or consolidates isolated federal tracts
and improves access. The federal government
generally is not interested in acquiring land
that is surrounded by private landowners
because of potential access problems.

Anyone considering an exchange should
request an informal meeting with the ELM
Realty Specialist so that the ELM may
assist in identifying the offered and

selected lands. This informal meeting also
provides an opportunity for the proponent
to gain a better understanding of the pro-
cessing steps and time frame for
completing an exchange. This early com-

munication prevents wasted time and effort
on a proposal that the agency may reject out-
of-hand for any number of reasons. For
example, a staff shortage, or, more likely, a
funding shortage, may prevent the ELM
from being able to process a land exchange
proposal.

After the offered and selected lands have
been identified a,nd the appropriate agency
staff have been consulted, a formal land
exchange proposal must be submitted by the
proponent. This may be in the form of a let-
ter with a full legal description of the offered
and selected lands and a thorough explana-
tion of the reasons for the exchange, with
emphasis on the advantages to the federal
government and the public.

". . . land exchanges present an
opportunity for private parties

and the government to work
together to achieve better

public land management."

FEASIBILITY REPORT
After the formal proposal is submitted, a

Feasibility Report wil be prepared by the
ELM. Major elements of the Feasibility
Report include (i) a brief description of the
offered and selected lands; (ii) the major
resource values involved; (iii) a determina-
tion of whether the proposal conforms to the
ELM's existing land management plans; (iv)
the future use of the lands to be acquired by

the federal government; and (v) a discus-
sion of conflicts or problems, such as
anticipated public support or opposition
and local government's position regarding
the proposed exchange. An estimate of the
processing costs of the exchange, which
the proponent is expected to bear, is also
included in the Report. The Feasibility
Report represents the ELM's preliminary
determination that the land exchange pro-
posal is workable; however, the Report is
not the ELM's final decision to complete
the exchange. That decision is not made
until much later.

EXCHANGE AGREEMENT
AND PUBLIC NOTICE

After the Feasibility Report is prepared
and approved by the ELM State Director,
the ELM and the proponent will execute a
non-binding Agreement to Initiate an
Exchange.3 The Agreement sets forth the
responsibilities of the ELM and the propo-
nent to prepare various reports on which
the ELM will base its determination of
whether or not to approve the exchange.

For example, the ELM will prepare a min-
eral potential report on the offered and
selected lands to determine if the lands
have any value for oil, gas, locatable hard
rock minerals, geothermal resources, or
sand and gravel. The environmental analy-
sis, discussed in more detail below, is the
most crucial document in the process and
the proponent wil often be responsible for
its preparation.

After the Agreement is signed, a Notice
of Exchange Proposal, or NOEP, must be
published in a local paper once a week for
four consecutive weeks and distributed to
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state and local governmental entities, the
congressional delegation for the state, and
authorized users of the federal selected
lands, such as grazing permittees or right-
of-way holders. Comments on the
exchange proposal may be submitted to the
BLM for a period of 45 days following the
initial date of newspaper publication.

APPRAISAL
FLPMA requires that the offered and

selected lands must be equal or approxi-
mately equal in value. The values of the
properties to be exchanged are determined
by an appraisaL. The proponent will bear
the cost of the appraisal, which must be
prepared by a BLM-approved appraiser
and conform to the Department of Justice
Uniform Appraisal Standards for Federal

Land Acquisitions. The market value esti-
mate of the federal and non-federal

property must be based upon a determina-

tion of the "highest and best use" of the
property. "Highest and best use" is defined
as the "most probable use" of the property,
based on market evidence as of the date of
valuation.

If the appraised property values are not
equal, a cash equalization payment, in an
amount not to exceed 25% of the total
value of the federal land, may be made by
either party. Typically, however, if the
value of the non-federal offered lands

exceeds that of the federal selected lands,
parcels of the offered lands are dropped
from the proposal or additional federal
land selected to equalize values, rather than
the federal government issuing a check to
the proponent.

THE "PUBLIC INTEREST"
FLPMA authorizes exchanges only if

"the public interest will be well served."

Theoretically then, the public interest test
is the most important substantive issue to
be analyzed in the exchange process. The
BLM regulations state that the public inter-
est determination must give full
consideration to achieving better federal
land management, meeting the needs of
state and local residents and economies
and securing important public objectives,
such as:
. Protection of fish and wildlife habitats,

cultural resources, watersheds, wilderness
and aesthetic values;
. Enhancement of recreation opportuni-
ties and public access;

. Consolidation of lands and/or interest in

lands, such as mineral and timber interests,
for more logical and efficient management
and development;
. Consolidation of split mineral and surface

estates;
. Expansion of communities;

. Accommodation of land use authoriza-
tions; and
. Promotion of multiple-use values.

". . . the public inte-rest test is
the most important substantive

issue to be analyzed in
the exchange process."

The BLM must determine that the
resource values and public objectives that
the non-federal lands might serve if acquired
are more significant than the resource values
and public objectives that the federal lands
might serve if retained in federal ownership.
This requires the BLM to balance the vari-
ous uses of the public land under its
management - whether or not an exchange
proposal benefits the public interest may
depend upon which of the multiple uses of
public land is perceived as more valuable by
the agency.

NEPA COMPLIANCE
All land exchange proposals are subject

to the National Environmental Policy Act
("NEPA"), 42 U.S.c. § 4321 et seq., there-
fore an environmental analysis in the form
of an environmental assessment ("EA") or

an environmental impact statement ("EIS")
must be prepared. The environmental analy-
sis must describe and analyze all reasonably
foreseeable impacts of completing the
exchange, considering the resource values to
be lost and gained. For example, cultural
resource inventories must be conducted on
the non-federal and federal lands to deter-
mine the presence of sites that may be
eligible for the National Register of His-
toric Places. Wildlife and botanical surveys
must also be completed to determine

whether the federal lands to be exchanged
include threatened or endangered species
habitat. The presence of extensive cultural
resources or endangered species habitat on
the federal selected lands would likely pre-

clude completion of the exchange unless

the specific purpose of the exchange is to
preserve the area through private conserva-
tion efforts.

BLM'S FINAL DECISION
AND PROTEST PERIOD

Once the environmental analysis is
completed and approved by the BLM, and
if the BLM finds that the exchange serves
the public interest, the District Manager
wil issue a final decision authorizing com-
pletion of the exchange. The decision

document must explain the agency's bases
for approval, including a brief discussion

of the environmental analysis and the pub-
lic interests served.

Written protests to the BLM's final
decision may be submitted for a period of
45 days after notice of the decision is pub-
lished in a local newspaper. Notice of the
decision is also distributed to the same par-
ties that received the initial public notice,
and any other parties deemed appropriate
by the BLM, including those parties that
submitted written comments on the pro-
posaL. Notice may be published in the
Federal Register, at the discretion of the
BLM. The EA or EIS is also available for
public review during this period. Other
federal agencies, such as the Fish and

Wildlife Service, and any state agencies

that were consulted during the environ-
mental analysis also have the opportunity
to review the BLM's final decision and the
EA or EIS and to submit comments.

The BLM's decision to accept or reject
a protest to the exchange is made by the
State Director, whose decision may be
appealed to the Interior Board of Land
Appeals. A protest to the BLM's final deci-
sion may cause the exchange to be
significantly delayed or, possibly, dropped
altogether. Consequently, to reduce poten-
tial opposition to the exchange after the
time and expense of preparing the EA or
EIS, it is very important to properly dis-
tribute the initial public notice and to
address all substantive concerns at the ear-
liest stages of the exchange process.

LAND EXCHANGES INVOLVING
STATE-OWNED LANDS

Land exchanges involving property
owned by the State of Utah are authorized
under Utah Code § 53C-4-30l with respect
to school and institutional trust lands
("trust lands"), and § 65A-7-7 with respect
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to all other state lands ("sovereign lands")"
Implementing regulations can be found at
Utah Administrative Rule §§ R850-90-100
- 1100 for trust lands, and §§ R652-80-100
- 800 for sovereign lands. In contrast to
federal land exchanges where the govern-
ment may have a varety of goals that it is
seeking to achieve, the state generally has
but one goal: to maximize income to the
state. As a result, the criteria for a state
exchange may be more demanding and

more strictly applied.
The state regulations specify that an

exchange of trust or sovereign lands must
be for property of equal or greater value, as
determined by appraisal, and must comply
with the following requirements: (i) the
exchange must clearly be in the best inter-
ests of the state; and (ii) the exchange may
not result in an unmanageable and uneco-
nomical parcel of state land, or eliminate
access to a remnant holding, without
appropriate compensation. Furthermore, if
trst lands are involved, the record of deci-

sion must provide "reasonable assurance"

that the property or assets being acquired
by the state wil result in increased income
to the trst.

Competitive applications for exchange,
sale or lease of the state land must be
solicited by the state through publication
when trust lands are involved in an
exchange proposal. If additional applica-
tions are submitted, the state must select
the application which is most likely to
maximize income to the state trust, and the
rules provide specific criteria for making
that assessment. With respect to exchanges
of sovereign lands, competitive applica-

tions may be solicited at the discretion of
the administrative agency.

replace desert tortoise habitat that wil be
disturbed by various private development
projects in Washington County.

A quick review of land exchange notices
published in the Federal Register reflects
that most land exchanges focus on consoli-
dation of federal land blocks in areas where
there are endangered or threatened species,
wildlife and riparian habitat, or public recre-
ation opportunities. The exchange

proponents in most of these examples are

intensive users of the federal land which
they are attempting to acquire, such as min-
ing and timber companies. For example,

similar to the proposal in southwest Utah,
the Forest Service in the northwest is con-

sidering a land exchange with the timber
industry to preserve habitat for the northern

spotted owl and to provide forest land for
timber harvesting.

CONCLUSION
Land exchanges are probably the most

viable means of obtaining title to federal and
state lands under current law. As the exam-
ples indicate, land exchanges may provide
resolution to the conflcts which arise from
the multiple uses of public land, all of
which, arguably, provide some public bene-
fit. If the exchange proponent is willng to
maneuver through the lengthy, somewhat
frustrating, process, and if the agency and

the proponent cooperate and coordinate, a
land exchange generally represents a win-
win situation for the proponent, the
government, and, hopefully, the public.

I Such statutes included, among others, the Homestead Act

(Act of May 20, 1862, 12 Stat. 392 (1862), which was amend-
ed and supplemented numerous times; the Stock Raising
Homestead Act (Act of Dec. 29, 1916, 39 Stat. 862 (1916);
and the Taylor Grazing Act (Act of Jnne 28, 1934, 48 Stat.
1269 (1934)).

2nis arcle addresses land exchanges involving federal land
managed by the Bureau of Land Management, the federal
agency withn the Deparment of the Interior with manage-
ment authority over most federal land. Exchange procedures
of the u.s. Forest Service, the federal agency within the

Department of Agriculture with management authority over
federal forest land, are not discussed, although such proce-
dures are very similar to those of the BLM. Furthermore, sep-
arate statutory authority and procedures exist for exchanges
involving private land holdings within the National Parks and
other federally managed conservation and preservation areas,
and coal land exchanges.
3 Although a legally binding agreement may be entered into at

a later point in the process, the BLM ordinarily wil not exe-
cute such an agreement without escape clauses which permt
the agency to withdraw from the exchange if processing fuuds
are lacking, or for more ambiguous reasons, such as if the
exchange is not found to be in the public interest. Therefore,
even the legally binding agreement may not provide much
comfort to the proponent that the exchange wil in fact be
completed.
4School and institutional trst lands are those properties grant-

ed to the State of Utah by the United States in the Utah

Enabling Act. These lands are held in tlUSt by the state to be
managed for the benefit of the state's public education system
or other state institutions designated in the Enabling Act as
beneficiaries of tiust lands. The tiust lands are administered by
the School and Institutional Tiust Lands Administration. All
other lands owned by the state are administered by the
Division of Sovereign Lands and Forestry. The following dis-
cussion is generally applicable to both agencies, however, spe-
cific requirements may vary.

CURRENT EXAMPLES
Southwest Utah is the site of a unique

land exchange proposal involving state,
federal and private land. The purpose of
the proposal, which involves a number of
land exchanges, is to establish a federal
habitat reserve for the endangered desert
tortoise and other desert species. The main
strategy for BLM acquisition of the reserve
property is to exchange the private lands,
and most of the state lands, within the pro-
posed reserve area for federal lands
elsewhere in the State of Utah. If the
exchanges can be completed, the reserve
may include several thousand acres of pri-
marily federal land. The reserve wil
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Environmental Enforcement

i. INTRODUCTION
A. Public Interest and Concern for the
Environment

The recent publication of "Our Stolen
Future"! has been touted by the press as the
most significant call to environmental con-
science since Rachel Carson published
"Silent Spring" over thirty years ago.
While Carson's book explored the cumula-
tive effect of manmade pesticides on
wildlife, "Our Stolen Future" examines
evidence linking exposure to synthetic
chemicals, which mimic natural hormones,
to birth defects and other human disorders.
These new findings have rekindled the
debate surrounding the importance of envi-
ronmental controls.

This continuing interest suggests that
despite the recent regulatory downsizing,
the fundamental goals of environmental

regulation wil likely remain. Recent opin-
ion polls report continuing public support
for the environment notwithstanding con-
gressional action to reduce regulations.

Budget cuts in federal enforcement may be
offset by citizen suits authorized in most of
the major federal statutes. The State and
local enforcement role will also increase to
replace reductions in federal prosecutions.

Finally, high profile criminal prosecutions
may be undertaken to encourage compli-
ance by the regulated community.
B. What are Environmental Crimes?

Environmental crimes are essentially
economic crimes. Testifying before the
House Subcommittee on Crime and Crimi-
nal Justice in support of the Environmental
Crimes Act of 1992, Professor Jonathan
Turley described environmental crime as:

(a)n especially vicious form of violent
offense against society. Representing
a narrow band of individuals and cor-
porations, environmental felons have
most of the characteristics of conven-
tional violent offenders save one:
environmental felons commit crimes
that often continue to victimize long
after the commission of the predicate

By Craig W Anderson

CRAIG W ANDERSON is a deputy county
attorney, and has been with the Salt Lake
County Attorney's Offce since January, 1993.

He heads the Environment and Natural
Resources Program and his responsibilities
include: environmental compliance and
enforcement, water resources, and eminent
domain. Prior to joining the County Attor-
ney's Offce, he was the staff attorney for the
Utah Department of Environmental Quality,
Division of Environmental Response and
Remediation. Mr. Anderson was in private
practice prior to moving to the Department of
Environmental Quality in 1990. He is the
Chair-Elect of the Energy, Natural Resources
and Environmental Law Section of the Utah
State Bar, and is an adjunct professor in the
Geography Department at the University of
Utah where he teaches a course in planning,
policy and environmental law. Mr. Anderson
received the degree of Juris Doctor from the
University of Utah College of Law in 1977.

offense. . . . Most environmental victims
do not have the advantage of knowing
the identity of their actor. Many envi-
ronmental victims do not know they
are victims. . . . Environmental crimes
generally encompass more victims
than a murder or other violent offense.
Moreover, these are often violations
that continue for long periods beyond
the initial act. While a robbery is com-

pleted in an instant, an environmental
violation can victimize generations

through birth defects, immune defi-
ciencies and countless other

physiological reactions. Finally,
while some crimes are committed in
the heat of passion or without pre-

meditation, environmental crimes are
committed for only one reason: cold
hard cash. The only difference
between an environmental felon and
a racketeer is purelycosmetic.2
Environmental crimes shift the costs

associated with the proper handling and
disposal of pollutants and regulated materi-
als from industry to the public. These
externalized costs can include charges to
properly clean up, treat or dispose of
wastes, costs of restoring a damaged
resource, and lost productivity. By exter-
nalizing these costs, a violator achieves a
competitive advantage over other busi-
nesses which internalize the costs to
comply with environmental regulations.

In Branch v. Western Petroleum, 657

P.2d 267 (Utah 1982), the Supreme Court
acknowledged that a polluter should
assume the costs of pollution as a cost of
doing business, rather than charge the loss
to a wholly innocent party. Under the facts
in that case, oil formation water ponded on
the defendant's property contaminated an
underground water system which fed the
plaintiff's culinary wells. The Court cited
Atlas Chemical Industries, Inc. v. Ander-
son, Tex. Civ. App., 514 S.W.2D 309
(1974), aff'd, 524 S.w. 2D 681 (1975) for
the following proposition:

We know of no acceptable rule of
jurisprudence which permits those
engaged in important and desirable
enterprises to injure with impunity
those who are engaged in enterprises
of lesser economic significance. The
cost of injuries resulting from pollu-
tion must be internalized by industry
as a cost of production and borne by
consumers or shareholders, or both,
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and not by the injured individuaL. Id.
At 316.

The need to remove the economic bene-
fit of operating a non-complying facility,
the need to "even the playing field" within
a particular industry, and the need to pre-
serve the integrity of the regulatory system
are all reasons to justify active environ-
mental enforcement programs.

C. Environmental Permit Programs
Since the 1970s, permits have been used

under the major federal environmental
laws to regulate the discharge of pollutants
into the air, water and soiL. Substantial

reductions in discharges from industrial
sources have been achieved through these
permit programs. The most significant reg-
ulatory challenge today is controlling the
cumulative impact of low volume dis-
charges produced by small businesses and
individuals. In the past, small discharges
seldom attracted the attention of state and
federal regulatory agencies. An expanding
population and high density urban develop-
ment have, however, created significant
environmental problems.'

Regulatory programs have also
impacted local governments resulting in
increased enforcement. For example, the
storm water permit program under the
Clean Water Act requires local govern-

ments to enforce compliance with regulatory
standards and build new treatment plants if
discharges are not controlled. Negligent and
intentional discharges to the storm drains

limit the capacity of the system. The costs of
building and operating new treatment plants
are passed on to the public in the form of
higher taxes.

"Environmental crimes are
essentially economic crimes which

sh~ft the costs associated with
the proper handling and disposal

of wastes to the public. By
externalizing these costs, a violator
achieves a competitive advantage."

II. ENVIRONMENTAL
COMPLIANCE PROGRAMS

Most businesses face a range of environ-
mental compliance requirements concerning
air and water discharges, waste generation,

disposal, and the handling of toxic sub-

stances and hazardous materials. The
ultimate goal of these compliance programs

is to ensure that the actions of the regulated
community are consistent with acceptable
standards for human health and the envi-
ronment. How an agency pursues
compliance is a function of policy and
experience. Some agencies expect a busi-
ness to know and understand its
compliance responsibilities and enforce the
laws strictly with sure and fast response to
any violation. Other agencies view their
role as one of support to assist the regu-
lated community attain compliance.

Under the Clinton administration's
efforts to move beyond a "one-size fits all"
system, the Environmental Protection
Agency ("EPA") is establishing four com-
pliance assistance centers to provide small
businesses with easy to use information on
how to comply with federal environmental
laws: The Salt Lake City-County Health

Department has developed an approach

which combines education and enforcement.
Workshops are developed for specific types
of businesses (auto junkyards, mobile steam
cleaners, cement batch plants, etc.) to pro-
vide information on the laws and how to
comply with them. The workshops are fol-
lowed by random inspections to determine
if the businesses are in compliance.

Compliance cannot be achieved, how-
ever, solely by providing information and
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assistance. Unfortunately, some businesses
view the payment of administrative fines
and civil penalties as a cost of doing busi-
ness. Criminal enforcement is an essential
component of any regulatory program
because many businesses and individuals
will not voluntarily comply unless there
are unambiguous consequences for non-
compliance.

Enforcement options include adminis-
trative, civil and criminal actions, allowing
regulators the flexibility to respond to many
different types of violations and circum-
stances. Administrative procedures have been
developed to resolve notices of violations
issued by an agency. These procedures
involve hearings before a board or a hear-

ing officer appointed by the board and
provide for judicial and appellate review.'

Civil actions are initiated to seek injunctive
relief and recover the costs of abatement
action. Civil actions may be based on a
statute or a common law claim such as
public nuisance.6 The objective of criminal
enforcement is to identify and eliminate
systemic noncompliance problems which
cannot be resolved any other way.

III. EMPHASIS ON ENFORCEMENT
A. Criminal Enforcement

In 1981, the United States Department
of Justice ("001") created an Environmen-
tal Enforcement Section ("EES") within its
Environment and Natural Resources Divi-
sion. EES provides litigation support to its
client agencies to obtain compliance with
environmental statutes, deter violations of
those statutes, obtain monetary civil penal-
ties for violations, and recoup federal
funds spent to abate environmental conta-

mination.7 In the same year, the EPA
established a new Office of Criminal
Enforcement. Both units focus exclusively
on the investigation and prosecution of
environmental crime.

In October, 1990, Congress enacted the

Pollution Prosecution Act ("PPROS") to
increase the number of criminal investiga-
tors. The Act established a National
Enforcement Training Institute ("NETI")
to provide specialized instruction to fed-
eral, state and local environmental

enforcement agencies. EPA also created
the National Enforcement Investigations
Center ("NEIC") which is located in Den-
ver, Colorado. The NEIC is staffed by
approximately l70 employees, including

more than 60 trained environmental crimes

investigators. The exclusive mission of the
NEIC is to uncover, obtain, and present evi-
dence of criminal environmental violations
and related crimes.9

The prosecution of environmental crime
involves a knowledge of the law, public
health and science. This mix of skills has
created a need for regulatory specialists.
Client agencies are also more frequently
seeking criminal penalties for violations that
were once handled through administrative or
civil actions. For these reasons, State and
local prosecutors in Utah are expanding their
staffs to include environmental units. The
Environment Division of the Attorney Gen-
eral's office includes an attorney and an
investigator assigned to prosecute environ-
mental crimes.

"Criminal enforcement is an
essential component of any

regulatory program because many
businesses and individuals will
not voluntarily comply unless

there are unambiguous
consequences for noncompliance."

In i 995, a natural resources and environ-
ment unit was created in the Salt Lake
County Attorney's Office. The unit is currently
staffed with an attorney and a full time
investigator assigned to the City-County
Health Department. In addition, three deputy
county attorneys have been cross deputized

as special district attorneys to prosecute vio-
lations of state statutes. The County has also
created an environmental task force which
includes representatives from other local
governments, law enforcement, prosecutors
and public safety agencies. The purpose of
the task force is to facilitate an exchange of
information to support the enforcement of
environmental regulations.

Federal, state and local environmental
laws provide for the imposition of substantial
civil and criminal penalties for violations of
operational standards and environmental
reporting requirements. Each of the major
environmental statutes now has felony
provisions. Several contain "knowing endan-
germent" provisions, including the Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act ("RCRA"),

the Clean Water Act ("CWA") and the
Clean Air Act ("CAA").

Utah environmental statutes typically
authorize civil and criminal penalties rang-
ing from $5,000 to $25,000 for each day of
violation,'O and regulators have become
increasingly aggressive in seeking the

maximum penalties." Under the Utah Solid
and Hazardous Waste Act, a knowing or
reckless 12 endangerment can result in a
felony prosecution with the potential of a
15 year prison sentence and a $250,000.00
fine for an individual and up to

$1,000,000.00 in fines for a corporation. 
'3

In addition to fines, agencies often seek
costs for investigation, sampling and analy-
sis, restoration, restitution, community
service or a pollution prevention project. It
should also be noted that Utah Code Ann.,
§63-63a-l provides that an 85% surcharge
shall be imposed by the court on all crimi-
nal fines, penalties and forfeitures. The
purpose of the surcharge is to support the
crime victim reparation trust fund.14
B. Other Potential Criminal Liabilty

Actions taken to avoid compliance with
environmental laws can lead to sanctions in
addition to substantive environmental
penalties. Efforts to avoid disclosure of
non-compliance by altering or falsifying
inventory records, reports and manifests
can lead to prosecution for fraud, conspir-
acy, aiding and abetting, forgery, and

peijury. Other prohibitions contained in the
Utah Criminal Code may also apply.15

The potential for criminal liability can
extend to lawyers. In the InFerGene case,16

a biotechnology firm, was evicted from its
leased premises. The company later filed
for bankruptcy. The landlord demanded
that InFerGene remove hazardous, medical
and radioactive wastes stored on the

premises. The company's lawyer wrote the
landlord informing him that his client
could not remove the hazardous wastes it
had left behind. The landlord notified the
district attorney and a twenty-four count
felony complaint was filed charging the
company with ilegally disposing of haz-
ardous wastes. the law firm representing

the company was named as a defendant
based on the letter to the landlord and
advise to the company regarding the aban-
donment of the waste. The charges against
the law firm were later dismissed, but the
case exemplifies the potential problems
that exist for lawyers involved with envi-
ronmental matters.
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iv. CRITERIA IN EVALUATING
CRIMINAL PROSECUTION

The primary objective of enforcement is
to identify and eliminate systemic noncom-
pliance. As previously noted, enforcement
options include administrative, civil or
criminal actions. Criminal penalties are
generally considered appropriate when
there has been a knowing or intentional
violation of the law, criminal negligence,

significant environmental damage or risk
to human health. A prosecutor's decision to
pursue a criminal case generally includes

the following factors:
1. An intentional act involving an imme-

diate threat or endangerment to human
health or the environment.

2. A knowing violation to realize eco-
nomic gain or avoid cost.

3. A pattern of conduct or plan and con-
tinuing ilegal activity.

4. Repeated violations after attempts to
gain compliance through civil or adminis-
trative proceedings.

5. An attempt to destroy or conceal evi-
dence or unlawfully prevent a witness from
testifying.

In addition to these general screening

factors, the DOJ and EPA have adopted spe-
cifc policies and guidance on criminal

prosecution and penalties. To encourage
self-auditing, self-policing and voluntary
disclosure of environmental violations, in
1991 DOJ adopted a criminal enforcement
policy.17 The criteria described in the policy

include: voluntary disclosure, cooperation,

preventive measures and compliance pro-
grams. Other factors which may be relevant
include: pervasiveness of noncompliance,
internal disciplinary action and subsequent
compliance efforts. This policy is internal
guidance for use by DOJ attorneys are
should not be relied on.

The DOJ policy to encourage voluntary
disclosure led to the enactment of legislation
in several states, including Utah,18 creating a

"self-audit" privilege. This legislation19 cre-

ates a limited privilege for environmental
audits and in some states, guarantees immu-
nity from enforcement. In response, EPA
issued a policy statement on December 22,
1995, entitled "Incentives for Self-Policing;
Discovery, Disclosure, Correction and Pre-

vention ofViolations."2o The policy identifies

incentives EPA is creating to encourage
regulated companies to conduct voluntary
compliance evaluations, disclose defi-
ciencies to the government, and correct any
violations. The policy statement also iden-
tifies criteria for the exercise of
enforcement discretion. The statement offers
a conditional waiver of the "gravity" based
component of an applicable penalty.21

The Utah Environmental Self Audit Act
was amended in the 1996 General Session
of the Utah Legislature. Senate Bil 149
authorizes22 the Department of Environ-
mental Quality to waive civil penalties
where non-compliance is discovered
through an environmental self-evaluation if
the non-compliance is: (1) voluntarily dis-
closed to the department in writing within
ten days after discovery; (2) remedied
within sixty days after discovery; and (3)
reasonable steps are taken to prevent a
recurrence. The penalty may not be
waived, however, if the non-compliance
resulted from a lack of due diligence; is a
recurrence of a similar violation; resulted
from a reckless or wilful disregard of the
law; or fraud. No waiver is allowed if the
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department had already initiated an investi-
gation; the non-compliance was discovered
pursuant to a legally mandated require-
ment; the non-compliance resulted in
serious actual harm or imminent and sub-
stantial endangerment to human health or
the environment. To the extent the non-
compliance resulted in an economic benefit
or competitive advantage over other simi-
larly regulated entities that did achieve
compliance, the department may seek a
civil penalty to recover the monetary
amount of the economic benefit or compet-
itive advantage resulting from the
non-compliance.

V. CIVIL LITIGATION AND
CONSEQUENCES OF

ENFORCEMENT ACTIONS
A criminal conviction may have conse-

quences which are not readily apparent. A
conviction may jeopardize permits and
licenses necessary to operate a business.

Most business licenses require compliance
with "all applicable laws" as a condition of
issuance or renewaL.

Numerous toxic tort cases are filed each
year by private parties seeking to recover
damages from harm allegedly sustained
from exposure to toxic substances. Increas-
ingly, actions are also fied for diminution
of value by owners of property adjoining
contaminated sites. In some cases, the
potential exists for a convergence between
public and private actions. For example, an
enforcement action may be filed under a
statute for an ilegal discharge which
impacts an adjoining property. In the
Branch case previously cited, the Court
held that when the circumstances creating
a nuisance violate a statutory prohibition,
those circumstances constitute a "nuisance
per se." The result, for all practical pur-
poses, is the same as strict liability.

Recent case law ilustrates the potential
for civil damage awards arising out of vio-
lations of environmental regulations. In
1994, two plant managers were charged
with knowing endangerment of human
health under RCRA, based on their
improper disposal of toluene, a regulated
solvent, in an unlocked dumpster. Two
young boys were overcome while playing
in the dumpster and died from acute expo-
sure to the toluene fumes. An enforcement
action under RCRA resulted in federal
prison sentences for the plant managers
and the company was fined $1.5 milion.23

A civil action brought by one of the parents
of the boys resulted in a jury verdict against
the. company of $500 milion.24 Another law-
suit is pending against the company for the
death of the second boy.

CONCLUSION
An allegation of wrongdoing from a dis-

gruntled employee, customer or investigator
may ultimately lead to the issuance of a
search warrant or subpoena to seize docu-
ments and compel testimony. An
investigation can result in the filing of a
criminal information or a grand jury pro-

ceeding. The costs and disruption associated
with any type of criminal investigation can
be substantial even if it does not result in a
prosecution The devastating effect on an
individual or a company and its employees
of a criminal investigation, much less an
indictment, trial, or conviction is enormous.
Reputations, livelihoods, and individual

freedoms are at stake.

"Enforcement is necessary to ensure
compliance, equalize the playing

field and protect the commitments
made by responsible members. . .

of the regulated community."

The costs of environmental regulation is
at the heart of the current political debate on
regulatory reform. Notwithstanding the
penalties and disruption imposed by
enforcement actions, the social cost of pollu-
tion are high and must also be considered.

We all face a variety of risks in our every
day lives. We have a certain amount of con-
trol, however, over most of the risks we
agree to assume. By contrast, in an urban
setting none of us have individual control
over the quality of the air we breath, or the
water we consume.

Once contaminated, the costs of restoring
a resource are extraordinarily high. Often, it is
impossible to completely restore or replace a
damaged resource. Moreover, the increased
risks of disease and the potential costs of
diagnosis and medical treatment compound
the problem. Unless pollution is controlled
at the source, we all bear the increased social
costs of non-compliance. Enforcement is
necessary to ensure compliance, equalize the

playing field and protect the investments

and commitments made by responsible
members of the regulated community.

l"Our Stolen Fnture," Theo Colborn, Dianne Dumanoski,

John Peterson Myers, Dutton, 1996.
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How To Obtain an Environmental Site
Assessment (Or Ignorance Is Not Bliss

Unless You've Investigated)

A.THE INNOCENT LANDOWNER'S
DEFENSE - AM I INNOCENT OR
NAIVE?

In 1980, the Comprehensive Environ-
mental Response, Compensation, and

Liability Act (CERCLA) created a set of
potentially responsible parties (PRP's) who
could be liable for the cost of cleaning up
hazardous waste sites. Among these PRP's
was the current landowner, even if he had
no involvement with the on-site wastes and
was unaware of the existence of those
wastes. 42 U.S.c. § 9607(a). Because

cleanup costs often amount to milions of
dollars, the financial risk of land ownership
became enormous. This risk plainly dis-
couraged those otherwise interested in
purchasing and developing land.

When Congress amended CERCLA in
1986 with the Superfund Amendments and
Reauthorization Act (SARA), Congress
provided a defense for some such innocent
landowners. However, establishing the
"innocent landowner" defense is far from
easy because of the strict conditions
required to prove that a landowner is
"innocent." In addition, the burden of proof

By Rosemary 1. Beless
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for the defense is on the landowner, which
makes it far more difficult to escape a triaL.

In creating the innocent landowner
defense, Congress grafted the innocent
landowner provisions onto its preexisting
third-party defense. The third-party defense

of the original 1980 law required the
defendant to establish that: (l) the release
or threat of release of a hazardous sub-
stance was caused solely by a third party;
(2) the defendant exercised due care with
respect to the hazardous substance; (3) the
defendant had taken precautions against
foreseeable acts or omissions and foresee-
able consequences of the third-party
intervention; and (4) the involved third
party had no contractual relationship with
the defendant, direct or indirect. See 42
U.S.c. § 9607(b)(3). The vast majority of

potentially responsible third parties had
some contractual relationship with the
defendant, thus, defeating the defense. In
the case of landowners, the contractual
relationship condition destroyed any ability
to shift the cleanup burden to prior owners
who were directly responsible for haz-
ardous wastes at the site. See, e.g., United
States v. Northernaire Plating Co., 670
F.Supp. 742 (W.D. Mich. 1988); United
States v. Hooker Chemicals & Plastics
Corp., 680 F.Supp. 546 (W.D. N.Y. 1988).

In the 1986 amendment, Congress mod-
ified the contractual relationship condition
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with the innocent landowner provisions. A
landowner may escape liability, even in the
presence of a contractual relationship, by
demonstrating certain facts, First, the prop-
erty must be purchased by the
defendant/landowner "after the disposal or
placement of the hazardous substance on,
in, or at the facility. . . ." 42 U.S.C. §
9601(35)(A). Second, the defendant/
landowner must establish one of the fol-
lowing three criteria: (1) at the time of
purchase the defendant did not know and
had no reason to know that any hazardous

substance was disposed of on, in, or at the
facility; (2) the defendant is a government
entity which acquired the property by
involuntary transfer, eminent domain, or
escheat; or (3) the owner obtained the
property by inheritance or bequest. 42
U,S.c. § 9601(35)(A)(i) - (iii). Finally, the
defendant landowner must establish that he
or she exercised due care with respect to
the hazardous substances. 42 U.S.C. §
9607(b)(3).

The full scope of the innocent

landowner defense has not yet been
defined by the federal circuit courts; how-

ever, a number of decisions have begun to
provide important guidance to future land
purchasers. The availability of the innocent
landowner defense has turned on two central
questions: (1) did the defendant have reason
to know of the hazardous substances at the
time of acquisition; and (2) did the defen-

dant exercise due care with respect to those
substances?

"A landowner may escape
liability, even in the presence of a

contractual relationship, by
demonstrating certain facts."

Whether a landowner had reason to know
of hazardous substances at the time of
purchase is dependent upon what pre-acqui-
sition investigation the owner made. The
statute gives some guidance as to the pre-
acquisition investigation required of the

innocent landowner. The defense requires

that the owner "must have undertaken, at
the time of acquisition, all appropriate

inquiry into the previous ownership and
uses of the property consistent with good
commercial or customary practice in an
effort to minimize liability." 42 U.S.C. §
9601(35)(B). The statute continues by
defining what factors a court should con-
sider in determining whether the purchaser
has made "all appropriate inquiry":

For purposes of the preceding sen-
tence the court shall take into
account any specialized knowledge
or experience on the part of the
defendant, the relationship of the
purchase price to the value of the
property if uncontaminated, com-
monly known or reasonably
ascertainable information about the
property, the obviousness of the pres-
ence or likely presence of
contamination at the property, and
the ability to detect such contamina-
tion by appropriate inspection.

¡d.

The criteria imposed by the statute pro-
vide that the standard for pre-acquisition
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"appropriate inquiry" wil vary consider-

ably depending on the circumstances of the
purchase. For example, a landowner who
purchased contaminated property long ago
would not be held to as stringent an envi-
ronmental-assessment standard as would a
current purchaser. See e.g., United States v.
Serafini, 706 F.Supp. 346 (M.D. Pa. 1988)
(court denied the government summary
judgment because it failed to show that
defendants' actions were "inconsistent with
good commercial customary practices"
although the defendant purchasers had

made no inquiry into past or current uses
of the landfill and waste disposal site when
they bought it in 1969.) In addition, if an
experienced land developer acquires land
at an apparent discount price, the developer
is on notice to make an especially exten-
sive investigation. Commercial purchasers
wil be held to a very demanding standard of

good practice, and good faith alone wil not
be sufficient to establish innocence. See
e.g., O'Neil v. Picilo, 682 F.Supp. 706
(D.C.R.I. 1988).

For a commercial real estate purchaser,
a full-scale environmental assessment of
the property may well be required. How-
ever, conducting a pre-acquisition
environmental assessment does not neces-
sarily insulate the purchaser from

CERCLA liability. The assessment itself
wil be scrutinized and, if conducted negli-

gently or inadequately, the purchaser may
stil be liable. LaSalle Natl Trust, N.A. v.

Shaffer, 1993 w.L. 499742 at 6 (N.D. Il

1993) (defendant's motion for summary
judgment denied where it had filed suit
against its environmental consultant alleg-
ing that an environmental audit conducted
prior to defendant's purchase of subject
property was not consistent with good
commercial and customary practices.) The
test for the defense is an objective one and
contains no good faith safeguard for pur-
chasers. In one case, the court observed
that the defendant's claim of no knowledge
of the presence of hazardous substances

was "patently incredible" where the defen-
dant had commissioned an environmental
assessment of the subject site. Therefore,
the defendant could not avail himself of the
innocent landowner defense. United States
v. Shell Oil Co., 841 F. Supp. 962, 973
(C.D. CaL. 1993).

As the standards for pre-acquisition
investigation rise, they could preclude the
availability of the innocent landowner

defense. A very thorough site investigation
will turn up all but the most exceptional case
of hazardous contamination or at least put
the purchaser on notice that hazardous sub-
stances may be present. Thus, the purchaser
wil learn of the wastes and wil be unable to
acquire the site as an "innocent landowner."
This fact does not, however, undermine the
value of a thorough environmental site
assessment. The prospective purchaser may
decide not to purchase a site with substantial
liability or may use this site information in
contractual negotiations with the seller.

"For a commercial real estate
purchaser, a full-scale

environmental assessment of the
property may well be required."

In addition to the pre-acquisition investi-
gation, the purchaser must establish that he
exercised due care with respect to any haz-

ardous substances on the site. Of course, the
question arises: how can one exercise due
care with respect to hazardous substances
that one does not know of? It may be that
even if a purchaser conducted a thorough
pre-acquisition inquiry, he may discover the
waste only once he takes possession of the
property. Once the hazardous substance is
discovered, the landowner is required to
exercise "due care" with respect to the haz-
ardous substance, a relatively onerous
requirement. 42 U.S.C. § 9607(b)(3). For
example, one landowner lost the innocence
defense because after he was notified by
state officials, he "did not then effectively
assess the status of the site, build fences,

reinforce the berms, or take any other pre-
cautionary measures." United States v.
DiBiase Salem Realty Trust, 1993 W.L.
729662 at 7 (D. Mass. 1993). Indeed, due
care might even require a full-scale cleanup.
If the innocent landowner defense is thereby
preserved, the landowner might then bring a
private action to recover all of its cleanup
costs from other responsible parties.

The central issues regarding the innocent
landowner defense are those of pre-acqui-
sition investigation and due care.
Nevertheless, the following factors must also
be considered. First, the innocent landowner
defense is unavailable if disposal of haz-

ardous substances continued after the time
of property acquisition. For instance, a
court held that grandchildren may not avail
themselves of the innocent landowner
defense where land was placed in trust for
their benefit by their grandfather before the
release of hazardous substances occurred.
Steego Corp. v. Ravenal, 830 F.Supp. 42,
52 (D. Mass. 1993). Likewise, under the
third-party defense, an innocent landowner
can only escape liability if another entity
was the "sole cause" of the release. In
United States v. A&N Cleaners and Laun-
derers, 854 F.Supp. 229 (S.D.N.Y. 1994),

the court rejected the owner's innocent
landowner defense when the owner failed
to prove the past tenants were the sole

cause of the release of hazardous sub-
stances. The innocent landowner defense
was denied because the owner failed to
inquire into the disposal activities of a sub-
tenant. Finally, an otherwise innocent
landowner may lose the defense if its
actions cause or contribute to the damages
resulting from a hazardous substance
release. For example, construction activity
that inadvertently unearths and releases
hazardous waste might negate the defense.
See, e.g., United States v. Wedzeb Enterprises,

Inc., 809 F.Supp. 646 (S.D. Ind. 1992).

B. WHAT ARE ENVIRONMENTAL
SITE ASSESSMENTS?

The steps required by the innocent
landowner defense are il-defined. Neither
Congress nor the courts have provided a
formula for purchasers of property to fol-
low. Without standards, chances are that
borrowers', landowners' and sellers' con-
sultants may not see eye to eye on what
constitutes an acceptable assessment. The
result can be an expensive and wasteful
dispute. Moreover, from a borrower's per-
spective, how can one compare the quality
of competing environmental engineering

firms without uniform assessment proto-
cols? How can a lender and borrower agree
on the development of environmental data
when consultants approach the problem
from different perspectives? The list of
problems resulting from the absence of
standards in the environmental assess-
ment field is endless.

Therefore, in 1993, the American Soci-
ety for Testing and Materials (ASTM)
issued the final Standard for Environmen-
tal Assessments for Commercial Real
Estate (Standard) for use in satisfaction of
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the innocent landowner defense under the
federal Superfund law. The ASTM Stan-
dard provides guidance on the extent and
nature of the inquiry that should be con-
ducted by a prospective landowner. While
the ASTM Standard does not have the
force of law, the site assessment standard
was designed to fulfil the "appropriate
inquiry" under the landowner defense.

ASTM Standard, E 1527-93 § 1.1. Indeed,
many standards developed by ASTM over
the years have become accepted industry
practice and have been recognized as such
by the courts. See also U.S. Offce of Man-
agement and Budget Circular No. A-1l9,
47 Fed. Reg. 49,496 (1982) (requiring that
federal government rely on voluntary stan-
dards where possible).

The stated purpose of the ASTM Stan-
dard is to define "good commercial and
customary practice in the United States of
America for conducting an environmental
site assessment of a parcel of commercial
real estate with respect to the range of conta-
minants within the scope of the
Comprehensive Environmental Response
Compensation and Liability Act (CER-
CLA)" and the practice is intended to permit
a user to satisfy one of the requirements to
qualify for the innocent landowner defense
to CERCLA liability. E 1527-93, E 1528-93.
However, the Standard makes no implication
that a person must use the Standard in order
to be deemed to have conducted inquiry in a
commercially prudent or reasonable manner.
E 1527-93, § 4.1. Finally, the Standard is

limited to commercial real estate and does
not imply that it is customar practice for
residential purchasers or tenants to conduct
any environmental site assessment.

C. DO IT MYSELF OR HIRE A
PROFESSIONAL?

The ASTM investigation includes two
components: (1) the transaction screen
process and (2) the Phase I environmental
site assessment process. The transaction
screen takes the form of a questionnaire

and is designed for use by the lender/pur-
chaser. The Phase I site assessment

requires the expertise of an environmental
professionaL. The potential purchaser's

investigation can commence with a low
level transaction screen and then move to
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more intense investigation as information
is discovered. During this process, ASTM
provides for decision notes in which the
purchaser can conclude that the property
has been investigated sufficiently or that
further inquiry is required.

The transaction screen is a question-
answer process (including up to 23

questions) which consists of three stages of
inquiry: (1) questioning owners or opera-
tors; (2) visiting the site; and (3) checking
government records and historical sources.
E 1528-93 § 5.1. The transaction screen is
designed to be administered by a purchaser
of the property and/or the lender, at little or
no cost, other than their personal time.

Three parties are necessary to complete the
questionnaire: (l) the owner of the prop-
erty (or a knowledgeable person within the
owner's organization); (2) the operator of
the property (again, a person knowledge-
able of the operations of the property); and
(3) the user of the transaction screen (the

purchaser or the lender). The questions are
designed to be answered "yes," "no," or
"unknown." "Yes" or "unknown" answers
create a presumption in favor of further
inquiry and use of a Phase I environmental
assessment. This presumption may be
rebutted by the purchaser/lender in consid-

eration of the circumstances of the

transaction. For example, one of the ques-
tions is: "Are there currently, or to the best
of your knowledge, have there been previ-
ously, any registered or unregistered

storage tanks (above or underground)
located on the property?" If the answer is
"unknown," then it may be necessary to
research fire insurance maps, fire inspec-
tion records, and building inspection
records to come up with a "no" answer. If
the answer is "yes," it may be necessary to
research these same records as well as con-
struction records to confirm that the tanks
were removed and that no contamination
was present, in order to justify not pro-
ceeding with a Phase I investigation.

After the questionnaire is completed,
the purchaser/lender must visit the site to
make a visual inspection. The final aspect
of the transaction screen is a limited
records search. The purchaser must check
specified government records within a
defined radius of the site, checking for list-
ing under CERCLA, RCRA, and state
laws. The review also contains a check of
limited historical sources, involving a
review of fire insurance maps and an inter-

view with the local fire marshaL.
The transaction screen works best when

you can document fairly easily that the par-
cel in question was not subjected to any uses
other than pasture or cultivation. In most
other situations, there are going to be a lot of
"unknown" or "yes" answers that will
require the expert opinion of an environmen-
tal professional and a full Phase I
environmental site assessment.

"While the ASTM Standard does
not have the force of law, the site

assessment standard was designed
to fulfll the 'appropriate inquiry'

under the landowner defense."

D. WHAT SHOULD THE
ASSESSMENT SAY?

If the transaction screen indicates the

possible presence of hazardous wastes on
the property, then the purchaser moves on to
a Phase I site assessment. The ASTM Stan-
dard provides that there are four components
of a Phase I assessment: (1) a review of

records; (2) a site reconnaissance, (3) inter-
views with current owners and operators;
and (4) report preparation and evaluation. A
Phase I assessment requires the use of an
environmental professional and the pur-
chaser/lender is required to cooperate with
the professional and provide him or her with
all relevant documents and specialized
knowledge regarding the site.

Phase I commences with an extensive
records review, checking government
sources for a broader radius from the site
and expanding the list of sources to include
records of emergency release reports, con-
taminated wells, and local agencies,

including fire and planning departments.
This review is to be supplemented by a
review of "standard physical setting
sources," of the U.S. Geological Survey and
the Soil Conservation Service. In addition,
the environmental consultant is required to
review federal and state environmental
record sources. The following regulatory

databases should be reviewed for the prop-
erty and adjoinirig properties: Federal
National Priorities List (l-mile radius); Fed-
eral CERCUS List (O.5-mile radius);
Federal RCRA TSD Facilities List (l-mile

radius); Federal RCRA Generators List
(subject/adjoining); State Landfil/Solid
Waste Disposal Site List (O.5-mile radius);
State Leaking Underground Storage Tank
List (O.5-mile radius); and State Under-
ground Storage Tank List (subject/
adjoining properties and O.5-mile radius).

The required historical review under the
Phase I records review should include his-
torical aerial photographs and maps, R.L.
Polk City Directories, and Sanborn fire
insurance maps. Other historical sources
include United States Geological Survey
topographical maps, along with zoning and
land use records and property tax files.

The second step of a Phase I site assess-
ment is site reconnaissance. In this step,
the environmental consultant visits the
property and visually observes the site,
with particular focus on the structures. This
step is aimed at ascertaining the condition
of the site and any obvious signs of envi-
ronmental releases (e.g., stains, spils,
leaking containers). The environmental
consultant may also be able to ascertain
past property uses, adjoining property uses,
geological conditions, identifiable contain-
ers or spils of hazardous substances, the

state of vegetation on the property, wells or
septic tanks, and signs of underground
storage tanks.

The third step involves further inter-
views with the site owners and occupants
about their knowledge of the uses and
physical condition of the site. The inter-
view is to include searches for helpful
documents, past litigation, and related
information. Interviews are also to be con-
ducted with local government officials,
such as the fire department, health agency,
and hazardous waste disposal agency.

The fourth and most critical step of the
Phase I environmental assessment is report
preparation and evaluation of the informa-

tion gathered by the environmental

professionaL. ASTM sets forth guidelines
for the contents of this report, including

extensive requirements for documentation
and source identification. A qualification
statement also is to be included. The report
is to culminate in a conclusion that states
that the "assessment has revealed no evi-
dence of recognized environmental

conditions in connection with the property
except for the following: . . . ." In the alter-
native, the conclusion may state that no
recognized environmental conditions have
been found on the property. ASTM defines
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"recognized environmental conditions" as
the presence or likely presence of haz-
ardous substances or petroleum products
on a property under conditions that indi-
cate an existing release, a past release, or a
material threat of a release into structures,

ground, groundwater or surface water on
the subject property. The term is not
intended to include de minimis conditions

that generally do not present a material risk
of harm to public health or the environ-
ment and that generally would not be the
subject of an enforcement action if brought
to the attention of the appropriate govern-

ment agencies. The environmental

professional may also address "other envi-
ronmental conditions" which may include
issues which either do not constitute a
"recognized environmental condition" or
are considered "non-scope" items by
ASTM (e.g., asbestos-containing materials,
wetlands, radon).

location's particular characteristics.
Although the consultant knows what tests

are available, it is up to the client to recom-
mend the types of testing to be undertaken
on the property. The client also decides on
the number of samples to be gathered, the
location from which the samples are to be
taken, and how specific and accurate the lab-
oratory analysis should be. The limitation of
a Phase II assessment is that samples can
only be taken from specific locations on the
property and, therefore, the client wil only
know that those specific locations are clean
or contamnated, he wil not be able to know
the chemical character of the entire property.
Nevertheless, the Phase II sampling and
analysis provides actual, intrusive tests of
the chemical character of the varous media
on the property and wil provide a baseline

for contamination at the time the property
was sold. The Phase II site assessment may
also provide a basis for negotiation of price
and terms regarding the sale of the property.

A Phase III analysis of the property
goes beyond mere assessment, sampling,
and analysis of the property and addresses
the actual remedial action for contamina-
tion on the property. The Phase III process
wil fully characterize the contamination,

identify the potential remedial action alter-
natives, evaluate the feasibility of
implementing these alternatives, and
implement the most appropriate cleanup
activities. Because of the high costs
involved in a Phase III analysis, such a
remedial action is not generally par of the
pre-acquisition process.

E. WHEN is ENOUGH, ENOUGH?
While Phase I site assessment contains

a large amount of information about the
subject property, all of this information is
non-intrusive. In other words, all of the
information regarding the Phase I site
assessment is obtained from records, visual
inspection, and interviews with people
regarding the property. No actual sampling
or testing is pedormed under a Phase I site
assessment.

A Phase II site assessment includes
sampling and testing of the property. Phase
II studies are conducted when the results of
a Phase I site assessment reveal the possi-
ble existence of potential or actual site
contamination, often signified by discol-
ored soils or surface water. The more
comprehensive studies are performed to
verify Phase I findings and, if possible, to
determine the level and extent of the conta-
mination. The presence of abandoned
underground storage tanks or locations
with questionable site histories, such as
former gasoline stations or petroleum facil-
ities, may also warrant a Phase II study. A
variety of testing methods are available to
the consultant: they range from geophysi-
cal exploration to discover buried metallc
objects, such as barrels or underground
storage ta, to the collection and laboratory

analysis of soils, surface water, groundwa-
ter, or air samples. Since each location is
unique, all Phase II sampling plans must be
individually developed, factoring in that

I!.I!
~ It's Election Timel I~
I Updated Handbook Compares I
I Each State's Lobbying Rules I
~ Just in time for the '96 elections, West announces the release of ~
~ Lobbying, PACs, and Campaign Finance - 50 State Handbook, ~
~ 7996 Edition. This softbound publication provides quick access to ~

~ complete and uniform coverage of each state's lobbying and ~
~ campaign finance statutes and regulations, ~
~ The Handbook's design allows the reader to easily compare dif- ~
~ ferent state's lobbying regulations and campaign contribution lim- ~

~ itations using a uniform outline at the beginning of each chapter, ~
~ Every chapter includes crucial definitional information and lists of ~

mi those activities exempt from regulation, In addition to the state mi~ regulations, the 1996 Edition features a new chapter covering the ~
~ new federal "Lobbying Disclosure Act of 1995," ~
~ The latest edition is again authored by the State Capital Law ~
~ Firm Group (SCLFG), a highly regarded organization of 50 inde- ~
~ pendent law firms, on representing each state, who focus on ~
~ governmental affairs and lobbying, Member firms of the SCLFG ~
~ practice independently and not in a relationship for the joint prac- ~~ tice of law, ~
~ The book includes on chapter for each state, detailng lobbyist ~
~ regulations and obligations, the duties required of entities employ- ~
~ ing government liaisons, and practices prohibited when dealing ~
~ with public officials, These state-specific chapters also include ~
mi references to state attorney general and election commission mi~ opinions, a list of required forms, and "where to go for help" ~~ information, ~
~ For more information about this new publication, call West ~
~ Publishing at 1-800-241-0214, Additional information on West ~
~ Publishing is available on West's home page at http://ww,west- ~~ pub,com, ~1!.1!
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UTAH LAWYERS: ARE You COVERED?
Do you currently have Lawyers Professional Liability Insurance through
IT A Insurance or Rollins Hudig Hall of Utah? Following
our recent merger, we insure most of the attorrteys in Utah!

WHY NOT YOU?
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~~0~ ro~~ ~~) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --~

l,

ITA
We invite you to receive

a no-obligation

QUICK QUOTE
by completing the

following information:

.,
Insurance

Rollins Hudig Hall
of Utah

1) Contact Person:
Firm Name:
Address:
Phone:

2) Who is your current malpractice insurer?
3) What date does your policy expire?
4) What is your current or renewal premium?
5) Current limits & deductible:

6) Have you had or reported any claims - or incidents that might lead to claims -
in the last five years? 0 Yes 0 No If Yes, please provide details.

7) Years in private practice for each attorney: Indicate below or attach roster.1. 2. 3. 4. 5._ 6._ 7. 8._ 9._
8) What are your Areas of Practice? Total to 100%

% Banking, S&L, Financial Institution
% Bankruptcy / Collections
% Corporate Formation, Mergers, and

Acquisitions
% Criminal Law
% Defense PI/Work Compo
% Environmental
% FamilyLaw
% International Law
% Investment Counseling
% General/ Commll Litigation

Fax:

10._

% Labor/ERISA
% Mediation
% Oil, Gas, Mining, Utilties
% Patent/Copyright/Trademark
% Plaintiff PI/Work Comp
% Real Estate/Title
% Taxation
% Securities, Bonds, Ltd. Partnerships, etc. '~'
% Wils, Est. Planning, Probate
% Other
% Other

~

Please return this information to:

FAX: 488-2559 ITA Insurance/Rollns Hudig Hall of Utah
P.o. Box 526259

Salt Lake City, UT 84152-6259

Phone: 488-2550

1-800-759-2001



-STATEBARNEWS~
Commission and reported that the Bar's new phone David Bird reviewed the recommenda-

Highlights
system and voice mail is in place. tions of his committee on current

10. David Nuffer discussed the Internet and legislation. The Board voted to accept
the Bar's home page and displayed the recommendation of the Legislative

During its regular meeting on January 26, printouts of Bar information which wil Affairs Committee to support the fol-
1996, held in Salt Lake City, Utah, the Board be made available on the Internet. lowing bills.

~

of Bar Commissioners received the follow- 11. The Board voted to conditionally SJR7 "Trial Jury Resolution"
ing reports and took the actions indicated. approve the students and attorneys to sit SB53 "Trial By Jury"

~.

1. The Board approved the minutes of for the February bar examination pend- HB38 "Fees for Write of Garnishment"
the December 1, 1995 meeting. ing a favorable recommendation of the SB96 "Judges Mandatory Retirement"

2. The Board voted not to grant the Character & Fitness Committee. HB175 "Judicial Conduct Commis-
request to waive the MPRE ExamIna- 12. Steve Cochell reported that the court sion Amendments"
tion requirement for a foreign legal decided in the Bar's favor on the Babilis HB i 31 "Amendments to Homestead
consultant applicant. and Walpole cases. He reviewed annual Exemptions Act"

3. Dennis Haslam reviewed the status of statistics on attorney discipline and HB69 "Forfeiture of Water Rights
the Youth Education Project. The noted that the number of written com- The Board voted not to accept the rec-
Board voted to move forward with the plaints has declined from 893 to 781 in ommen dation of the Legislative

Youth Education Project, purchase 1995. The Board voted to approve the Affairs Committee to support HB8
5,000 books and to resear~h the intel- hiring of a new attorney in the Offce of "Limitation of Civil Action" but to
lectual property issue. Attorney Discipline and a part-time gen- instead oppose HB8 and encourage the

4. Steve Kaufman reported that following eral counseL. The Board voted to hire Committee to defeat the bilL.
the January 25th meeting of the Long- outside counsel on three UPL matters. The Board also voted to accept the
Range Planning Committee, the 13. The Bar Commission met with the recommendation of the Legislative
committee decided to change its per- chairs of the Bar's Sections and Com- Affairs Committee to oppose HB 182
spective to be one more "visionary" mittees over lunch. Dennis Haslam "Fully Informed Jury."
and longer range. requested all chairs to get a progress

During its regular meeting of March 7,5. Appeals Court Judge Michael Wilkins report on the year's activities to Richard
appeared to obtain the Bar's support Dibblee by May 1. 1996, held in St. George, Utah, the Board
on proposed legislation which would 14. The Board voted to approve Ethics of Bar Commissioners received the follow-
create a mediation and settlement pro- Opinion No. 95-02, which allows a law ing reports and took the actions indicated.
gram for matters on appeal before the partner of a part-time justice judge to 1. The Board approved the minutes of
Utah Court of Appeals. The Board represent criminal defendants in the the January 26, 1996 meeting.
voted to give the Bar's support on this judicial district in which the justice of 2. 1. Michael Hansen, liaison to the Judi-
legislation. the peace sits. The Board also approved cial Council, reported on the Judicial

6. Dennis Haslam updated the Commis- Ethics Opinion No. 95-05, which Council meeting concurrently taking
sian on the status of Legal Services involves the issue of the relationship place. He indicated that the Council
Corporation funding, and talked about between Rule of Professional Conduct would probably be voting on a pro-
the botteneck preventing the matching 4.2 and a U.S. Department of Justice posal made by the district court judges
up of cases with the 1,000 plus pro regulation. that if a small claims matter is filed in
bono attorneys recruited by the Bar's 15. J. Michael Hansen reported on the the district court, it can be transferred
pro bono coordinator. recent Judicial Council meeting and at the option of the district court judge

7. Budget & Finance Committee Chair, indicated that judges planning to run for to the justice court for trial without the
Ray Westergard reviewed the Decem- retention election were certified at the consent of either the parties or the jus-
bel' financial reports. last meeting of the Judicial CounciL. He tice court judge.

8. John Baldwin reported that the Law & also indicated that the Judicial Council 3. Dennis Haslam reported on the

~'
Justice Center is engaged in building adopted the report on Electronic Access American Bar Association National
out space on the first floor for lease to to Court Records. Conference of Bar Presidents meeting

~

the Judicial Conduct Commission. 16. Lisa-Michelle Church indicated that he recently attended in Baltimore and
Baldwin reviewed upcoming dates and about a month ago she met with Dennis indicated that there is a lot of good
indicated that the May 31 Commission Haslam, Bea Peck, Charlotte Miler and information to be collected. Haslam
meeting would be held in Logan so others to discuss what the Bar or law also reported on the Western States

that the Commission could meet with firm leaders could do to eliminate the Bar Conference.

the Cache and Box Elder County Bars. "glass ceiling" and address the issues 4. Haslam referred to Courts & Judges
9. John Baldwin distributed copies of the and perceptions. Committee Chair Scott Daniels' letter

Monthly Department Activity report 17. Legislative Affairs Committee Chair, outlining the Committee's concerns
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regarding court consolidation. Ron
Gibson indicated that the legislature
just passed the final court consolida-

tion plan which included legislation on
the management of judicial calendars.

5. John Baldwin reported on the Youth

Education Project and reviewed the
list of schools who have responded.
He indicated staff would be following
up with those schools who have not
responded.

6. The Board voted to reject a petition
from a Foreign Legal Consultant

applicant to waive the MPRE require-
ment or change the rule to require the
applicant to only successfully com-
plete the Bar's Ethics SchooL.

7. The Board voted to have a petition
drafted to allow inactive attorneys to
provide pro bono legal services.

8. John Baldwin took this opportunity to
remind the Bar Commission that Reed
Martineau is Chancellor this year of
the Jack Rabbit Bar Meeting and Utah
wil host the meeting at the Stein Erik-
sen Lodge on June 7-8, 1996. ABA
leaders are expected to be attending
and Sen. Hatch has been invited to talk
about the Senate Judiciary Committee.

9. John Baldwin reviewed the Bar
department reports and indicated that
120 applicants are scheduled to take
the February Bar examination. He
indicated that since the new telephone
system was installed on January 12
and until March 4, 29,000 calls came
into the Law & Justice Center and
99% of those were picked up in 5 sec-
onds and the balance were picked up
in 30 seconds.

LO. Baldwin reported that Speakers

Bureau brochures were mailed to
approximately 335 clubs and civic
groups in the state advertising the
Bar's Speakers Bureau. He also noted
that approximately 270 attorneys are
signed up as volunteers on the Speak-
ers Bureau and that these volunteer
speakers wil be utilized in the Youth
Education Project.

11. Baldwin summarized the Bar's liabil-
ity insurance endorsement. Haslam
noted that approximately 1,000

lawyers (25 percent of active) are
insured with Coregis Insurance Com-
pany and that the Bar had chosen to
endorse Coregis last year following a
review of 5-6 insurance carriers by the

Professional Liability Insurance Com-
mittee. The Board voted to have the
Executive Committee proceed to select
an insurance broker.

12. Chief Disciplinary Counsel Steve
Cochell reported on department statistics
for the months of January and February
and noted that 44 complaints were dis-
missed in January and 32 in February.

13. Baldwin reviewed the financial reports
for the month of January and indicated
that expenses were less than budgeted
and income higher than budgeted. He
reported that budget forecasting wil
begin in March. The proposed budget
would be presented to the Board at the
May meeting and copies of the budget
would be made available to interested
Bar members.

14. Legislative Affairs Committee Chair
Dave Bird presented a final report on
the recent legislative session.

15. Paul Moxley reported that the Commit-
tee on Professionalism, consisting of
Debra Moore, Charles Brown and him-
self, has met several times in the past
few months and is putting together a list
of recommendations for Bar Commis-
sion approval. The Committee has been
looking at the following ideas: (1) acti-
vate the mentor program. It could be
difficult to certify mentors, but vol un-

teers could be used as they are in the
Stewart Hansen Society; (2) institute a
bridge-the-gap program similar to
South Dakota's but broaden to include
50 hours and make it mandatory for
new admittees. Moxley indicated he
would be talking with the Litigation
Section about seminars that could be
part of the bridge-the-gap program;
and (3) study models of professional-
ism courses which other law schools
have in place.

16. Paul Moxley reported on the Centen-
nial Committee and indicated that the
centennial play performance is sched-
uled for September 19 at Kingsbury
HalL. Tickets wil be available at the
Sun Valley meeting.

17. Steve Kaufman distributed a copy of
Client Security Fund Committee Chair
David Hamilton's February 28, 1996

letter which outlined the committee's
recommendations following their Feb-
ruary 23rd meeting. Considering

meeting time constraints, the Board
voted to pay Claim NO.2 and to pre-
sent the balance of the claims for the
Board's review at the next meeting.
A full text of the minutes of these and
other meetings of the Bar Commission
is available for inspection at the offce
of the Executive Director.

Discipline Corner
PUBLIC REPRIMAND

On or about April 25, 1996, the Honor-
able Leslie Lewis Third District Judge
entered an order publicly reprimanding
attorney Larry Long. The court also placed
Mr. Long on six months' probation, ordered
him to attend the next available Ethics
School presented by the Offce of Attorney

Discipline and to issue written apologies to
Judge Joanne L. Rigby and client Peggy Sue
McHenry. This discipline arises out of Mr.
Long's use of an undated letter that termi-
nated his services. Mr. Long had clients sign
these letters at the time of the initial intake
in case he needed to withdraw and could not
locate the client.

In this case, Mr. Long presented the ter-
mination letter signed by Peggy Sue
McHenry to Judge Rigby in order to with-
draw from Ms. McHenry's case. Trial had
been set in the matter, but with the presenta-
tion of the termination letter, Judge Rigby

allowed Mr. Long to withdraw. Mr. Long
presented the termination letter along with
an ex parte motion and order of withdrawal
of counseL. This caused the court to believe
that Ms. McHenry had just terminated
Respondent's counseL. It was determined
that Mr. Long did not intentionally mislead
the court, but that his actions negligently

allowed the court to believe that the termi-
nation had recently taken place. This

matter was resolved through a discipline
by consent and Mr. Long agreed to stop
using undated termination letters. Mr. Long
stipulated to negligent violations of Rule
1.6(b) (formerly Rule 1.4(b)) Declining

or Termination Representation and Rule
3.3(a), Candor Toward the TribunaL.

ADMONITION
On or about April 25, 1996, the Chair of

The Ethics and Discipline Committee of
the Utah State Bar signed an order admon-
ishing an attorney for the attorney's failure
to act with reasonable diligence and

promptness in settling a Worker's Compen-
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sation matter. The attorney failed to deliver
stipulations in a timely manner and, when
challenged by opposing counsel, failed to
make revisions or produce medical records
within deadlines. This extended the time
for resolving the matter substantially. Ulti-
mately, the Client was forced to obtain
another attorney. The Attorney was admon-
ished for violating Rule 1.3 (Diligence),

Rules of Professional Conduct of the Utah
State Bar.

ADMONITION
On April 25, 1996, the Chair of the

Ethics and Discipline Committee issued an
Admonition to an attorney upon the recom-
mendation of a Screening PaneL.

The attorney was retained on January 11,
1995, and paid a fee of $300.00 to modify
the amount of child support due a client.
Thereafter, the attorney failed to provide any
meaningful legal services and failed to
refund the unearned fee upon request. Sub-
sequently, the client filed a complaint with
the Bar, however, the attorney failed to
respond to two letters from the Office of
Attorney Discipline requesting information
about the complaint. The attorney was

admonished for violating Rule 1.2(a), Scope
of Representation; Rule 1.3, Diligence; Rule
1.4(b), Communication; and Rule 8.1 (b),
Failure to Cooperate with the Offce of
Attorney Discipline.

United States Bankruptcy Appellate Panel
of the Tenth Circuit

Position Announcement
Position: Part-time law clerk to Tenth Cir-

cuit Bankruptcy Appellate Panel Judges
Glen E. Clark and Judith A. Boulden.
Location: Salt Lake City, Utah.
Starting Date: July 1996.

Starting Salary: $29,119 (JSP 12) to

$53,195 (JSP 14), depending on qualifica-
tions.

The Judicial Council of the Tenth Cir-
cuit has approved implementation of
bankrptcy appellate panels (BAP) for an
initial three-year period commencing July
1, 1996, and ending June 30, 1999. Each
BAP judge is authorized to employ a one-
third time law clerk. Judges Clark and
Boulden intend to employ the same law
clerk thereby enabling the court to employ
one person to serve and be compensated at
the level of two-thirds of a full-time law
clerk.

POSITION DESCRIPTION: The
Tenth Circuit Bankruptcy Appellate Panel
wil hear and determine appeals originating

from appealable judgments, decrees, and
orders of bankruptcy courts. The law clerk
wil be responsible for assisting the judges
in all of their duties as panel members.
Some travel within the Court wil be
required.

QUALIFICATIONS: Graduation with
a Juris Doctor degree from an accredited
law school and admission to practice
before the highest court of a state, territory,
commonwealth, or possession of the
United States. The following qualifications

may affect the selection of an applicant as
well as determine the starting salary: pro-
gressively responsible experience in the
practice of bankrptcy law, experience as a
law clerk for a bankruptcy judge or as a law
clerk or staff attorney for an appellate court.

APPLICATION PROCEDURE: Quali-
fied persons are invited to submit a current
comprehensive resume. The position is open
until filled. Applications wil be considered
beginning May 20, 1996. Duplicate appli-
cations should be directed to the Honorable
Glen E. Clark, Chief Judge, United States

Bankruptcy Court, Room 365 Frank E. Moss
United States Courthouse, 350 South Main
Street, Salt Lake City, Utah 84101. Appli-
cants selected for an interview wil be
notified.

THE COURT IS AN ACTIVE EQUAL
OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

Benefits Summary
o Sick leave and annual leave on a prorated

basis depending on the number of hours
worked in a pay period, unless exempt from
the Leave Act.
o Choice of federal health insurance programs.
o Ten paid holidays per year.

Equal Employment Opportunity
The court provides equal employment

opportunity to all persons regardless of their
race, sex, color, national origin, religion,
age, or handicap.

Julie/July 1996

WILL & TRUST
SUPPLIES

CORP-KIT NORllWEST HAS AN ECONOMICAL
LIN OF WILL AND TRUST SUPPLIES

INCLUDING IMRITED POLICY ENVELOPES,
COVERS AND COMPLETE KITS WHICH ALSO
INCLUDE IMRITED FIRST PAGES AND

CONTINATION SHEETS. SEVERA TITLES TO
CHOOSE FROM:

. LAST WILL and TESTAMENT

. WILL

. LIVING WILL

. TRUST

. DECLARATION OF TRUST

. LIVING TRUST

ALL ENVELOPES AND COVERS WILL HAVE YOUR FIRM
NAM IMPRITED ( UP TO 4 LINS ).

KITS AR AVAILABLE WITH SUPPLIES TO PREPAR 25.
50 OR i 00 WILLS, TRUSTS, ETC WITH ENVELOPES,

COVERS, FIRST SHEETS & 4 CONTINATION SHEETS.

NO. io ENVLOPES AR 24 LB. WHITE WOVE & COVERS
AR 24 LB. LEDGER STOCK.

25 KITS..........$49.95 Plus S & H

o 0 0

EXHIBIT INDEXES
& CLOSING SETS

EXHIBIT INDEXES - ALPHABETICAL

EXHIBIT INDEXES - NUMERICAL

CLOSING SETS - ALPHABETICAL

CLOSING SETS - NUMERICAL

WRITABLE TAB SETS

CORPORATE OUTFITS
WITH BY-LAWSIMINIRSOLUTIONS PKG.

$52.95
WIO BY-LAWSIMNIRSOLUTIONS PKG.

$49.95

LLCOUTFITS
LTD. PART. OUTFITS

FAM. LTD. PART.
OUTFITS

NON-PROFIT OUTFITS
$59.95

ALL OUTFITS WITH EMBOSSING SEAL &

POUCH

ORDER TOLL FREE!
PHONE 1-800-874-6570

FAX 1-800-874-6568
ORDERS IN BY 2 PM MT SHIPPED SAM DAY

WE WILL BILL YOU WIll YOUR ORDER
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

CORP-KIT NORTHWEST, INC.
413 E. SECOND SOUTH

BRIGHAM CITY, UT 84302

SERVING THE NORTHWEST
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Announcement
The Utah State Bar is now accepting

applications for a position on the Ethics

Advisory Opinion Committee for a three-
year term beginning July 1, 1996. The

Committee comprises 14 members who are
appointed upon application to a Bar selec-
tion committee.

The charge of the Committee is to pre-
pare written opinions concerning the
ethical propriety of anticipated profes-

sional or personal conduct and to forward
these opinions to the Board of Bar Com-
missioners for its approvaL.

Because the written opinions of the
Committee have major and enduring sig-
nificance to the Bar and the general public,
the Board solicits the participation of
lawyers and members of the judiciary who
can make a significant commitment to the
goals of the Committee and the Bar.

If you are interested in serving on the
Ethics Advisory Opinion Committee,
please submit an application with the fol-
lowing information, either in résumé or
narrative form:
. Basic information, such as years and

location of practice, type of practice (large

firm, solo, corporate, government, etc.), and
substantive areas of practice.
. A brief description of your interest in the

Committee, including relevant experience,
interest in or ability to contribute to well-
written, well-researched opinions. This
should be a statement in the nature of what
you can contribute to the Committee.

Appointments will be made to accom-

plish two general goals:
. Maintaining a Committee that is willing
to dedicate the effort necessary to carry out
the responsibilities of the Committee and is
committed to the issuance of timely, well-
reasoned, articulate opinions.
. Creation of a balanced Committee that

incorporates as many diverse views and
backgrounds as possible.

If you would like to contribute to this
important function of the Bar, please submit a
letter and résumé indicating your interest to:

Ethics Advisory Committee
Selection Panel
Utah State Bar

640 South 200 East
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111

Applicants Sought
for Bar's

Representative to
American Bar

Association
The Board of Bar Commissioners

is seeking applicants to serve a two-
year term as the Bar's representative

to the American Bar Association's
House of Delegates. Each State Bar is
entitled to one delegate. The term
would begin at the conclusion of the
ABA's Annual Meeting in August, and
run through the August of 1998

Annual Meeting. Reed L. Martineau
is currently serving as the Bar's

delegate.

Please send your letter of applica-
tion and resume to John C. Baldwin,
Executive Director, Utah State Bar,
645 South 200 East #3l0, Salt Lake
City, Utah 84lll, no later than August
19, 1996.

. .

Plan to attend the upcoming
1996 Utah State Bar Annual Meeting

to be held July 3-6 in Sun Valley, Idaho

Hope to see you there!

c -,.

....

.::~,

Teenage and adult volunteers needed for the Family Picnic and Carnival
at the 1996 Utah State Bar Annual Convention in Sun Valley, Idaho on July 4, 1996 at 6:30 p.m.

Call Phyllis Vetter at (801) 237-0271

. .
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Utah State Bar Approves
Ethics Opinions

Ethics Advisory Opinion No. 96-02
Approved April 26, 1996

Issue: How long must an attorney retain a
Issue No. I: May the same Utah guardian client's file after the attorney's representa-
ad litem represent the interests of siblings? tion of the client has been terminated?
Opinion: There is no per se prohibition, Opinion: The Utah Rules of Professional

and such representation is permissible Conduct-i;equ'ite that an attorney retain or
where: (1) the interests of the siblings are (other wise disÍose of a client's file so that
not directly adverse, (2) the representation ..aU-property is returned to its owner, the
of one sibling will not materially limit the client's foreseeable interests are protected,

lawyer's representation of another sibling, and other legal and ethical requirements are

and (3) it is not reasonably foreseeable that met. The attorney's precise ethical obliga-
the lawyer wil obtain confidential infor- tions wil vary depending upon several
mation relating to the representation of one factors discussed below (see full opinon).

siblig that might be used to the disadvantage

of another sibling represented by the lawyer.
Issue NO.2: If the same attorney guardian
may not represent siblings of a represented
child, may other attorney guardians within
the same offce represent the siblings?
Opinion: No, except where (1) they have
no opportunity to discuss the cases with
each other, to access each other's files, or
to share confidential information in other

respects, and (2) they are not subject to

common direction, planning, or supervision
with respect to the conduct of the case.

Ethics Advisory Opinion No. 95-08
Approved April 26, 1996

Ethics Advisory Opinion No. 96-01
Approved April 26, 1996

Issue: Maya lawyer representing a defen-
dant in multiple lawsuits asserting similar
claims initiate and conduct ex parte com-
munications with former plaintiffs who
have settled their claims?
Opinion: Yes, but only if the settling plain-
tiffs are not represented by counsel and
only after appropriate disclosures have

been made by the lawyer to the setting
plaintiffs.

Ethics Advisory Opinion No. 96-03
Approved April 26, 1996

Issue: What are the ethical obligations of an
attorney who has negotiated an agreement
with medical providers on behalf of a per-
sonal injury client whose debts are
subsequently discharged in bankruptcy?
Opinion: Absent dishonesty, fraud, deceit or
misrepresentation, the attorney has no ethi-
cal obligation to honor personally the
client's agreements to pay medical providers
out of a settlement or judgment. Disputes
resulting from the failure of an attorney to
make payment for services rendered by the
medical providers should be treated as ques-
tions of substantive law, including state and
banptcy law, and should be eXaIned under
traditional contract, agency, and bankrptcy
doctrines rather than as questions of the ethi-
cal propriety of the attorney's actions.

See entire opinion for a complete discus-
sion of the opinion. The full text of these
and other opinions may be obtained from
Maud Thurman at the Utah State Bar, 645
South 200 East, Salt Lake City, Utah 84111.

Law Day Awards
By D. Frank Wilkins

On Law Day this year, May 1, 1996,
The Utah State Bar honored six citizens
and one law firm by presenting awards to
them at a luncheon held at the Red Lion
Hotel, in Salt Lake City, Utah.

Dean H. Reese
Hansen of the 1. Ruben
Clark Law School of
Brigham Young Uni-
versity and Dean Lee
E. Teitelbaum of the
University of Utah

College of Law were
Dean H. Reese Hansen presented with the

first awards for "Ilustrious Civility in the
Law", which say that these "Distinguished
Deans" have: served as examples of ele-
gant courtesy and politeness in their work
as teachers and counselors of law, and this
elevated civility, combined with their
excellence of scholarship, professionalism,

leadership and felicity of language, has
infused Utah's Bar

and Bench with uplift.
The Young Lawyer

Division of the Bar
annually honors a

young lawyer who has
made significant con-
tributions in the legal

or non-legal commu-
nity. This year Kristin
G. Brewer, Director Dean Lee E. Teitelbaum

of the Office of Guardian ad Litem, was
chosen for her skill in managing programs
that help children who are involved in
cases of abuse and domestic disputes.

The Liberty Bell Award was presented
to Non-Lawyer Dana L. Hayward, a paralegal
with the legal Aid Society, who was
selected for her leadership in assisting victis

of domestic abuse needing protective orders.
The Scott M. Matheson awards for out-

standing contributions to law-related

education were presented to Kevin P. Sull-

van of Ogden, a member of the law firm of
Farr Kaufman Sullivan Gorman Jensen
Medsker Nichols and Perkins, as well as
the law firm of Richards_ Caine and Allen

of Ogden.
Teacher Neil P. Harding, Grantsvile

High School, was honored as "Teacher of
the Year" for his excellence in teaching and
promoting legal issues and education.

NOTICE
Watch for your 1996-97 licensing form in the mail during the

first part of June. If you have changed your address or anticipate a
change, it is important that you notify the Utah State Bar in writ-
ing at 645 South 200 East, SLC, Utah 8411 1, Attn: Licensing, or
fax the change to (801) 531-0660. The Bar is particularly inter-
ested inreceiving your firm name and E-mail address.

If you have questions call Arnold Birrell at (801) 297-7020.
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Second Annual Chief Justice~s-Etllics Symposium
A Smashillg SucesS)

tened to the tape. When as~ows~led
the situation, she deadpanned, "We settled
the case." After the laughter died down Mr.
Fox opened a lively discussion on the incident
with the quip that he really had not intended
to provide a forum for diry discovery tricks.
At the end of the morning, all agreed that the
symposium had raised real problems that
actually, if (it is hoped) infrequently, arise in
practice, and which present diffcult ethical
dilemmas that practitioners must deal with.

When the substantive par of the program
ended, the slopes beckoned. Although the
skiing conditions "Were perfect, people were
unable to pass up Deer Valley's famous food
before heading out to the mountain. As a
compromise, most people ate outside on the
deck before hitting the slopes. All reports
indicate that the skiing was almost as good
as the morning's session on ethics.

The day ended with an aprés ski recep-
tion for everyone, attended by Chief Justice
Zimmerman, Lar Fox and the paneL. Judg-
ing from the size of the crowd, very few felt

"What do you do when you receive a confi-
dentialfax intendedfor opposing counsel?"

With that question, Lawrence J. Fox,
keynote speaker and moderator for the
Second Annual Chief Justice's Ethics Sym-
posium, began a morning of lively
discussion centering on a series ofthought-
provoking hypotheticals.

The Spring program, which the Park
City Bar presented for the second year at
Deer Valley, was chaired by The Honorable
Michael D. Zimmerman, Chief Justice of
the Utah Supreme Court. The distinguished
Mr, Fox, a Philadelphia litigator who is
chair of the ABA Litigation Section and a
member of the ABA Standing Committee
on Ethics, clearly has a backup career as a
stand-up comic. He kept everyone engaged
and entertained, as well as informed, as he
led a panel of Salt Lake litigators through
increasingly murky ethical problems.

The panel consisted of Richard D. Bur-
bidge of Burbidge & Mitchell; Thomas R.
Karrenberg of Anderson & Karrenberg;
Ellen Maycock of Kruse, Landa & May-
cock; and Kathryn H. Snedaker of Van

Cott, Bagley, Cornwall & McCarhy, all of
whom shared more than a little knowledge
and experience, and added some humor of
their own to the general discussion. Chief
Justice Zimmerman added his perspective
on the issues, and contributed a few well-
placed one-liners of his own.

Despite the view from the Bald Eagle
Room (the kind of "bluebird day" some of
us wait for all ski season), from the

moment Larry Fox posed the first hypo-
thetical, people II the room were
sufficiently engaged that they actually
ignored the conditions outside and joined
enthusiastically in the discussion. Varia-

tions on the hypotheticals were provided
by audience members who had found
themselves in difficult situations (almost
all of which had become humorous, after
the fact). One lawyer described a situation
in which she had tape-recorded a deposi-
tion, with full consent of all parties, but
had forgotten to turn off the recorder when
she and her client left the room, while
opposing counsel remained to discuss priv-
ileged matters with his client. She

apparently only discovered the problem
when she went back to her offce and lis-

compelled to return to their offices to
squeeze in a couple of bilables. People

stayed and talked for several hours,
although it is not entirely clear whether the
primar topic at that point involved the eth-
ical practice of law, or where to place one's
weight on the ski in spring conditions.
Undoubtedly, it was a good mix of both.

The Park City Bar Association wishes
to than everyone involved in the Sympo-

sium for their participation, their
assistance, and their collegiality. "Although
we have heard that this was the best ethics
seminar people have attended - and prob-

ably the best seminar that ever was - we
promise to outdo ourselves for the Third
Annual Chief Justice's Ethics Symposium
next spring," said Wendy Faber, CLE
Director for the Park City Bar. "We have
proven that CLE (especially ethics) does
not have to emulate everyone's most bor-

ing law school class. We intend to continue
our commtment to provide lively, interest-
ing and informative CLE programs."

Ethics Opinions Available
The Ethics Advisory Opinion Committee of the Utah State Bar has compiled a com-

pendium of Utah ethics opinions that are now available to members of the Bar for the cost
of $5.00. Forty two opinions were approved by the Board of Bar Commissioners between
Januar 1, 1988 and April 26, 1996. For an additional $2.00 ($7.00 total) members wil be
placed on a subscription list to receive new opinions as they become available durg 1996.

Quantity

ETHICS OPINIONS ORDER FORM

Amount Remitted

Utah State Bar
Ethics Opinions

($5.00 each set)

Ethics Opinions/
Subscription list

($7.00)

Please make all checks payable to the Utah State Bar
Mail to: Utah State Bar Ethics Opinions, ATTN: Maud Thurman
645 South 200 East #310, Salt Lake City, Utah 84111.

Name

Address

City

Please allow 2-3 weeks for delivery.

State Zip
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IRS Address Changes Parsons Behle & Two Utah Inductees

Non-bankruptcy Notice and Latimer Innovates a in the College
Correspondence New Pro Bono Project of Law PracticeWhen service on the Rocky Mountain

ManagementDistrict of the Internal Revenue Service, as Parsons Behle & Latimer has created a
an agency of the United States, is required brand new pro bono project in conjunction with
by Rule 4(i) of the Federal Rules of Civil the Legal Aid Society of Salt Lake. The Utah The College of Law Practice Man-
Procedure or by LR.C. 7425 (c)(l) or any State Bar is pleased to announce this project. agement, a non-profit corporation
other non-bankptcy provision, a copy of The Legal Aid Society ("LAS"), due to formed in 1993, inducted its third
the summons and complaint should be sent its limited resources has been unable to con- class of Honorar Fellows and Fellows
by certified or registered mail to: duct depositions in cases and has been at The Hotel Inter-Continental in

Internal Revenue Service unable to appeal worthwhile cases. Parsons Toronto, Ontario on April 20, 1996
Rocky Mountain District Behle & Latimer wil now be providing following a full day of education
Attn: SPS Advisor these services to LAS clients. experience.
Stop 5020DEN LAS clients wil now have access to a Richard C. Reed of Bellevue,
600 17th Street broader range of legal services. This access Washington, President of the College
Denver, CO 80202-2490 to justice is what pro bono service is all stated "The purpose of the College is

about. Parsons Behle & Latimer is setting an to recognize leaders in the legal pro-
Bankruptcy Notices and Correspondence excellent example with this project. They fession who have made outstanding

The IRS wil be retaining personnel in identified a pressing legal need, created an contributions to law firm management
Salt Lake City to process Utah bankrptcy effective means for fillng this need, and fol- over a period of not less than ten
cases, so service under Rules 7004 and lowed through on implementing a project. years, and to stimulate thought on
9014 of the Federal Rules of Bankrptcy With the depositions program in place, future developments and techniques of
Procedure or serve for any other reason in a LAS clients will be able to garner more practice management."
Utah bankptcy case should be mailed to: complete discovery information. An added Those inducted were nominated

Unti June 14, 1996 feature of this program is that Eagle Report- and elected unanimously by the
Internal Revenue Service ing has graciously agreed to provide pro Trustees of the College after an exten-

Rocky Mountain District bono court reporters for these depositions. sive nomination process. Honorary
Now LAS clients wil receive more exten- Fellows from Utah include: Keith E.Stop 5021, SPS
sive representation at the trial leveL. Taylor and Richard B. Turnbow.Attn: Insolvency Director

463 South 400 East St. The appeals portion of the project pro-

Salt Lake City, UT 84111 vides a valuable service as well. In addition

to providing the option for appeals, the A Call for SpanishAfter June 14, 1996 actual appeals decisions wil help define law
Internal Revenue Service for indigent client cases. The precedence set- Speaking LawyersRocky Mountain District ting service wil provide a valuable resources
Stop 5021, SPS for LAS clients well into the future. The Governor's Office of HispanicAttn: Insolvency Director Once again, the Utah State Bar congratu- Affairs and the Tuesday Night Bar Pro-50 South 200 East lates Parsons Behle & Latimer on their gram have come together to provideSalt Lake City, UT 84111 commtment to ensurng access to justice via assistance to Spanish speakng members of

their new and innovative pro bono project. our community. Lawyers who speak Span-
ish are needed to assist in this program so
that Spanish speaking Hispanics can bene-

2nd Annual Live CLE Broadcast From fit from the Tuesday Night Bar Program.

Cedar City and the Shakespeare Festival This program has been helping our com-
munity since March of 1995, and we need

The Utah State Bar wil again sponsor a live broadcast seminar in August, originat- your help to continue. If you speak Spanish
and are interested in participating in thising in Cedar City in conjunction with the Shakespearean FestivaL. The seminar wil be
program, please contact Kim Willams atbroadcast live to Logan, Ogden, Vernal, Roosevelt, Delta, Richfield, Moab and Salt
531-9077, Utah State Bar, or Lorena Riffo,Lake City. The program, entitled "Everything You Want to Know About Business Law,
Governor's Office of Hispanic Affairs atBut Were Afraid to Ask", wil be worth 4 hours of live CLE credit. Topics to be dis-
531-8850.cussed include securities problems in business deals, choice of entity and non compete

agreements, tax considerations and employer/employee issues. Look for a more
detailed brochure in your maiL. If you have any questions, please contact Monica Jer-
gensen, CLEAdministrator, at (801) 531-9095.
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Prosecution of Unauthorized Practice of Law Cases in Utah
The Utah Supreme Court's recent deci-

sion in Utah State Bar v. Summerhayes &
Hayden held that third-party adjusting, in
which an adjuster represents a stranger to
an insurance contract on a claim asserted

against a tortfeasor, constitutes the unau-
thorized practice of law. See Utah State
Bar v. Summerhayes & Hayden, No.
940375, 277 Utah Adv. Rep. 17 (Nov. 3,
1995). In this context, the Court discussed
what is meant by the "practice of law:"

The practice of law, although dif-
ficult to define precisely, is generally
acknowledged to involve the render-
ing of services that require the
knowledge and application of legal
principles to serve the interests of
another with his consent . . . . It not
only consists of performing services
in the courts of justice throughout the
various stages of a matter, but in a
larger sense involves counseling,

advising and assisting others in con-
nection with their legal rights, duties,
and liabilities . . . . It also includes
the preparation of contracts and other
legal instruments by which legal
rights and duties are fixed.

¡d. at 13 (citations omitted). The Court
concluded that the practice of third-party
adjusting falls within the definition of "the
practice of law" because the public

adjuster represents injured clients in mak-
ing a claim against an insurance company
that insures or indemnifies a person who
could be liable for the injury. Id. at 13-14.
Such representation necessarily involves
legal knowledge and skill, and the ability
to apply complex, abstract legal principles.
Finally, because neither the Court nor the
Utah State Legislature has authorized
third-party adjusters to practice law, the

Court held that the practice of third-party
adjusting is the unauthorized practice of
law. ¡d. at 14-15.

Clearly, the unauthorized practice of
law can take many forms. Consistent with
the Court's view of the nature of "the prac-
tice of law," the Utah State Bar has
prosecuted a number of cases, in a variety
of contexts, that involved the unauthorized
practice of law. Those cases are summa-
rized as follows:
1. Utah State Bar v. Benton Peterson

The Hon. Leslie Lewis, Third District
Judge, issued a permanent injunction on

July 7, 1995, restraining Benton Peterson, a
paralegal, from engaging in the unauthorized
practice of law. A jury found that Mr. Peter-
son prepared divorce complaints and decrees
of divorce on behalf of multiple individuals.
Mr. Peterson has appealed the injunction.
The case is pending before the Utah
Supreme Court.
2. Utah State Bar v. Lawrence Jacobson
dba Administrative Specialists.

The Hon. Kenneth Rigtrup, Third District
Judge, issued a permanent injunction on
April 5, 1996, restraining the unauthorized
practice of law by Lawrence Jacobson, a
paralegal doing business as Administrative

Specialists, from providing legal advice to
third parties on domestic law matters and
defending traffic violations. The injunction
also restrains Mr. Jacobson from drafting
pleadings on behalf of third parties for filing
in state district courts and from holding him-
self out as an attorney.
3. Utah State Bar v. Gary T. Thompson
and Emily Sutton dba Legal Access.

The Hon. Tyrone Medley, Third District
Judge,ïssued a permanent injunction on
November 8, 1994, restraining the unautho-
rized practice of law by Gary Thompson and
Emily Sutton who operated Legal Access, a
divorce and bankruptcy clinic.

In July 1995, the court issued on Order to
Show Cause for contempt against both
defendants. On May 3, 1996, Emily Sutton
agreed to entry of an order finding her in
contempt of the Court's injunction order and
stipulated to entry of a judgment for a por-
tion of the fees incurred in the prosecution

of the Order to Show Cause and restitution
to a client-victim.
4. Utah State Bar v. Tom Montez dba
Eagle Paralegal

On June 12, 1995, the Utah State Bar
filed a complaint in Second District Court
against Tom Montez, a paralegal, for practic-
ing law without a license. Mr. Montez
allegedly prepared pleadings on behalf of a
couple seeking to adopt a child and accepted
a retainer and represented to another individ-
ual that he would assist him in preparing an
immigration application. The case is pend-
ing before the Hon. Pamela Heffernan.
5. Utah State Bar v. Eugene Till

On February 27, 1996, the Utah State Bar
filed a complaint in Third District Court
against Eugene Powell Til, the registered
agent for a business trust entitled Great

Southern, which is allegedly doing busi-
ness as Plan Master.

The complaint alleges that Mr. Til (1)
gave legal advice and drafted articles of
incorporation for a non-profit organization

and charged a fee for services; (2) drafted
an estate plan on behalf of an elderly indi-
vidual, which consisted of a trust, a wil

and durable power of attorney for health
care. In addition, the complaint alleges that
Mr. Til provided the client with legal advice
regarding estate planning and how to trans-
fer assets to fund the trust. The complaint
alleges that the legal advice rendered was
incomplete and would have resulted in
injury to the client's estate. The case is
pending before the Hon. Glenn Iwasak.
6. Utah State Bar v. Tom Wood

On February 22, 1996, the Utah State
Bar filed a complaint in Third District
Court against Tom T. Wood, an attorney
licensed to practice law in Missouri and
previously licensed to practice law in
Hawaii. He is not licensed or admitted to
practice law in the State of Utah. Mr. Wood
allegedly assisted an individual in prepar-

ing eviction documents. Mr. Wood
allegedly also was operating out of the
office of Cornelius Hyzer, a disbarred
attorney, and signed pleading on behalf of
Mr. Hyzer. The case is pending before the
Honorable Frank NoeL.

!

i

Bankruptcy
Open House

All practitioners interested in occasional
case-by-case employment by the District of
Utah Panel of Chapter 7 Bankruptcy

Trustees are invited to a Bankruptcy Open
House to be held on June 25, 1996, from
2:00-5:00 p.m. at #9 Exchange Place, Suite
100, Salt Lake City, UT 84111, sponsored
by the Offce of the United States Trustee.
A formal program discussing the types of
professionals hired by trustees and the
roles various professionals play in bank-
ruptcy, wil be held from 2:00-3:00 p.m.

Between 3:00-5:00 p.m. interested profes-
sionals wil be provided an opportunity to

meet the Chapter 7 Trustees in an informal
setting. For more information, please con-
tact Laurie Crandall at 524-3031 or Peter
Kuhn at 524-5105.
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SECTION NEWS~
State of Patents in Utah

The Utah bar is accomplishing great
things. The efforts of the Intellectual Prop-
erty Section are sometimes overshadowed
by all of the important activity. The Patent
bar is even a lesser portion of that. This
obscure faction of a relatively obscure Sec-
tion is really quite an important and
dynamic group from a commercial per-
spective. I trust I always knew this, but
recent experience provided a creschendo-

ing perspective.
In February, the Licensing Executive

Society, a diverse group of North American
professionals interested in intellectual
property, held its annual Winter meeting in
Salt Lake. Two observations arose from my
discussion with its members. First, those
familiar with Utah's patent attorneys' repu-
tation overwhelmed me with praise for the
group. Second, those not so familiar with
us, were surprised to learn that we are
almost sixty strong.

After the proceedings I surveyed some
facts relevant to my observations. I looked
up patent attorney populations using the
Martindale Hubbell Law Directory and
compared those with general population
statistics from a general reference work.
The numbers were astonishing.

Salt Lake City enjoys the greatest num-
ber of patent attorneys of all cities between
the Mississippi River and the West Coast,
excepting only Dallas and Houston, Texas,
which have vastly larger populations. Utah
has more patent attorneys than fourteen
Western States (Alaska, North and South
Dakota, Wyoming, Hawaii, Idaho, Mon-
tana, Kansas, Arkansas, Nebraska, Nevada,
New Mexico, Iowa, and Arizona) - com-
bined! A national trade publication
recently ranked two Utah firms on its list
of top United States patent firms. Perhaps
the most impressive fact is that Utah has
the highest per capita concentration of
patent attorneys of any Western state, and
the third highest in the Nation, after New
York, Minnesota, and Virginia (the physi-
cal location of the United States Patent and
Trademark Offce).

How did this come about? Credit must

By V. Roland Smith

ROLAND SMITH serves as Chair of the
160-member Intellectual Property Law Sec-
tion of the Utah State Bar. Mr. Smith also

chairs the Patent, Trademark & Copyright
Section of the National Lawyers Associa-
tion; enjoys membership in the American
Intellectual Property Law Association; is
licensed to practice in all matters before the
United States Patent and Trademark Offce;
and is admitted as an attorney and coun-
selor of the United States Court of Appeals
for the Federal Circuit.

primarily go to Utah inventors, authors and

programmers, and the enterprises who
employ them. These people produce the
commercially viable innovations and expres-
sions that keep patent attorneys busy. All

evidence shows that creative genius is alive
and well in Utah. Karl Cannon, a local
patent lawyer and columnist, recently esti-
mated that Utah ranks 17th nationally in per
capita patents issued. As a representative and
member of the Utah patent law community,
my hat is off, first and foremost, to the enter-
prises that support them.

A second contributing factor is the spirit,
quality and dedication of Utah patent attor-
neys. This distinct community would not
have developed without the repeat business
and referrals of existing clientele. Business
would not have thrived, as it did, if Utah
patent attorneys had not consistently out per-
formed East and West Coast competition. It
speaks well that Utah patent attorneys attract
business here from all over the World.

Some may say that it is unfortunate that
Utah patent attorneys are losing our "best
kept secret status." Ironically, the demand
for services may threaten the customary high
quality. Fortunately, however, the consumers
of such services and their general business

counsel have been shrewd enough to
demand continuing qualified patent repre-
sentation as the Utah patent bar grows.

Growth could not occur over-night.
Becoming a patent lawyer requires: 1)
admission to a state bar; 2) an in-depth sci-
entific education equivalent to a bachelors
degree in such as physics, chemistry or engi-

neering; 3) otherwise demonstrating fitness
to practice before the United States Patent
and Tragemark office; and, 4) passing a
rigorous bar examination offered once per

year (whose pass rate fluctuates in the 30-
50% range).

It is imperative that patent, trademark
and copyright work is only trusted to fully
qualified and experienced counsel who
maintain their skils and a full docket of

such cases. Patent practice is not a simple
affair. The body of relevant law is exten-
sive. Complex governing statutory and
case law have evolved over the entire his-
tory of our Nation, patent, trademark and
copyright law has specialized case reports
and a specialized Court. In 1983 the United
States Court of Appeals for the Federal
Circuit was instituted as a substantive court
to hear appeals in these areas and to nor-

malize circuit disharmony. There are
several levels of administrative rules which
govern conduct before the relevant agen-
cies. The informal rules alone constitute
about ten thousand pages of text.

My hat is off to those patent attorneys
who provide uncompromisingly focussed,
quality services; who make significant tan-
gible and intangible contributions to the
local economy; who keep pace with an
ever changing and expanding body of law;
and, who identify, train and employ new
patent attorneys to keep up with the
demand created by past successes.

One of my goals as Chair of the Intel-
lectual Property Section, has been to bring
home the message that patent law is thriv-
ing here. There is no need for Utah
enterprises, authors, or inventors to look
outside the borders of this State for intel-
lectual property representation. This wil
continue to generate positive results: the
Utah intellectual property community will
increasingly import outside wealth into our
economy; Utah's already positive image as
a high-tech center wil expand; the ancil-
lary demand for general legal services wil
increase; and, perhaps most importantly,
authors, inventors and their related enter-
prises wil receive quality representation.
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Utah Bar, to hear and associate with three
significant players in this arena: Judge
Randall R. Rader, of the United States
Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit;
Brian Farney, General Counsel for Micron
Technology, Inc.; and, Ronald L. Lyons,
director of Intellectual Property Law for
Thiokol Corp. On behalf of the Intellectual
Property Section, and the Bar at large, we
invite all to attend.

Another objective of the Intellectual
Property Section is to promote understand-
ing of the social value of patent, trademark
and copyright law. Contemplate with me
the impact of these systems on our quality
of life. The founding fathers aforded con-
stitutional status to patents and copyrights
- "To promote the Progress of Science and
the useful Arts." Time has proven that
social systems which do not reward

authors and inventors through progressive

intellectual property law suffer from stagna-
tion. I invite you to ponder whether the
industrial revolution would have occurred
without the respective patent systems of the
United Kingdom and the United States. The
coinciding geography and chronology are not
merely coincidentaL.

This July we have an opportunity, in con-
junction with the Annual Meeting of the

Announcing the New
Utah State Bar
Legal Assistants

Division
The Utah State Bar is pleased to

announce the creation of a Legal Assistant
Division. On March 26, 1996 the Utah
Supreme Court authorized the Bar to create
an affliate status for legal assistants to fos-

ter a greater understanding of their role in
providing legal services, to enhance the
availability of public service opportunities,
and to improve communications among
lawyers and legal assistants.

There are some criteria to obtain affli-
ate status, such as having a sponsoring
attorney and filing annual certifications.
The first year's membership fee is only
$15.00 and includes a certificate of mem-
bership in the division. For more

information on affliate membership crite-
ria and to obtain certification forms, please
contact Toby Brown at the Utah State Bar
(297-7027).

We are now soliciting legal assistants to
join this new division of the Bar. If you
know of any legal assistants interested in
joining this new division, please have them
contact Toby Brown. Thanks!

Attorneys Needed to Assist the Elderly
Needs of the Elderly Committee

Senior Center Legal Clinics

Attorneys are needed to contribute two
hours during the nextl2 months to assist
elderly persons in a legal clinic setting. The
clinics provide elderly persons with the
opportunity to ask questions about their
legal and quasi-legal problems in the famil-
iar and easily accessible surroundings of a
Senior Center. Attorneys direct the person to
appropriate legal or other services.

The Needs of the Elderly Committee sup-
ports the participating attorneys, by among
other things, providing information on the
various legal and other services available to
the elderly. Since the attorney serves primar-
ily a referral function, the attorney need not
have a background in elder law. Participat-
ing attorneys are not expected to provide

continuing legal representation to the elderly
persons with whom they meet and are being
asked to provide only two hours of time dur-
ing the next 12 months.

The Needs of the Elderly Committee
instituted the Senior Center Legal Clinics
program to address the elderly's acute need
for attorney help in locating available

resources for resolving their legal or quasi-
legal problems, Without this assistance, the
elderly often unnecessarily endure confusion

and anxiety over problems which an attor-
ney could quickly address by simply

directing the elderly person to the proper
governmental agency or pro bono/low cost
provider of legal services. Attorneys partic-
ipating in the clinics are able to provide
substantial comfort to the elderly, with
only a two hour time commitment.

The Committee has conducted a number
of these legal clinics during the last several

months. Though these clics, the Commttee
has obtained the experience to support par-
ticipating attorneys in helping the elderly.
Attorneys participating in these clinics
have not needed specialized knowledge in
elder law to provide real assistance.

To make these clinics a permanent ser-
vice of the Bar, participating from

individual Bar members is essential. Any
attorneys interested in participating in this
rewarding, yet truly worthwhile, program
are encouraged to contact: John J. Borsos
or Camille Elkington, 370 East South Tem-
ple, Suite 500, Salt Lake City, Utah 84111,
(801) 533-8883; or Joseph T. Dunbeck, Jr.,
Parsons, Davies, Kinghorn & Peters, 310
South Main Street, Suite 1100, Salt Lake
City, Utah 84101, (801) 363-4300.
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The Anual Convention Commttee extends its gratitude to the following sponsors for their
contrbutions in makg ths year's convention successful and enjoyable. Please show your

appreciation for their donation by supporting these firms and businesses:

Parsons Behle & Latimer
Snow, Christensen & Martineau
Jones, Waldo, Holbrook &

McDonough
Kipp & Christian
Suitter Axland & Ilanson
VanCott, Bagley, Cornwall &

McCarthy
Strong & Hanni
Kimball, Parr, Waddoups, Brown

& Gee
Kruse, Landa & Maycock
Parry Murray & Ward
Parsons, Davies, Kinghorn &

Peters
Prince, Yeates & Geldzahler
Trask, Britt & Rossa
Cohne, Rappaport & Segal

Giauque, Crockett, Bendinger &
Peterson

Haley & Stolebarger
Holme Roberts & Owen
Richards, Brandt, Miller & Nelson
Snell & Wilmer
Thorpe, North & Western
Watkiss, Dunning & Watkiss
Winder & Haslam
Dunn & Dunn
Green & Berry
McKay, Burton & Thurman
Stoel Rives Boley Jones & Grey
Wood, Quinn & Crapo
Aldrich, Nelson, Weight & Esplin
Ray, Quinney & Nebeker

Scalley & Reading
Sun Valley Company
Litigation Section
Salt Lake County Bar Association
Construction Law Section
Women Lawyers of Utah
Michie Company
Blue Cross/Blue Shield of Utah
Key Bank of Utah
3d Physics
All Search & Inspection, Inc.
DynaQuest Corporation
The ITC Companies
ITA InsurancefRollins Hudig Hall

of Utah
Sedgwick James of Idaho, Inc.
Shephard's McGraw-Hili
The Steele Richards Group, Inc.
Stewart Title Guaranty Co.
Voice Operated Computer Systems
West Publishing Company
MBNA America
Association of Legal

Administrators, Beehive

Chapter
MGD Management
Shoaf & Associates
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That applications are now being accepted for the position of district court judge in the Third District
and Fourth District.

The vacancy on the Third District bench is the result of the retirement of Judge Kenneth Rigtrup.
The Fourth District Court vacancy is created by the retirement of Judge Boyd L. Park from the bench.

Completed application forms must be received by the Administrative Offce of the Courts no later
than 5:00 p.m., July 12, 1996.

Applicants must be 25 years of age or older, citizens of the United States, Utah residents for three
years prior to selection and admitted to practice law in Utah. After appointment, the judge must reside
within the geographic boundaries of the court.

Copies of forms required in the application process and instructions are available from the
Administrative Offce of the Courts. Forms and instructions also are available in the following word pro-
cessing formats: ASCII Text; WordPerfect 5.x; WordPerfect 6.x; Microsoft Word 5.x; Microsoft Word
6.x; Word for macintosh 5.x.

To obtain the forms and instructions in a word processing format, provide a return Internet E-Mail
address or a 3.5" disk to Marilyn Smith at any of the following:
· Internet E-Mail: · Administrative Offce of the Courts

marilynsm(gcourtlink.utcourts.gov Attention: Marilyn Smith
230 South 500 East, Suite 300

· FAX: (801) 578-3843 Salt Lake City, Utah 84102
When requesting forms and instructions in a word processing format, indicate the requested format.

The applications form, waiver forms, and instructions are available in all of the above formats to sub-
scribers of the Utah State Court Bulletin Board.

Utah law requires the Judicial Nominating Commission to submit three nominees to the Governor
within 45 days of its first meeting. The Governor has 30 days in which to make a selection. The Utah
State Senate has 60 days in which to approve or reject the governor's selection. To obtain the procedures
of Judicial Nominating Commssions and the names of Commssion members call (801) 578-3800.

At its first meeting the Nominating Commission reviews written public comments. This meeting is
open to the public. To comment upon the challenges facing Utah's courts in general, or the Third District
Court or Fourth District Court, submit a written statement no later than Aug. 10, 1996, to the
Administrative Offce of the Courts, Attn: Third or Fourth Judicial District Nominating Commission.
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TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT:

Salary as of July 1, 1996, is $89,550 annually. · 20 days paid vacation per year · 11 paid holidays
· $18,000 term life insurance policy (with an option to purchase $200,00 more at group rates) · Choice
of five Medical and Dental Plans. Some plans paid 100% by the state, others requiring a small employ-
ee contribution.

Retirement Program: The state contrbutes an amount equal to 10.32% of judge's salaries toward
the retirement system. A percentage of court fees also goes toward the system. Two percent of a judge's
salary is deducted as their share of the retirement system costs. Judges are able to retire at any age with
25 yrs. service; at age 62 with 10 years service; or at age 70 with 6 years service. Retirement amount is
calculated on the basis of years of service and an average of the last 2 years of salary. Judges receive
5% of their final average salary for each of their first 10 years of service, 2.25% of their average salary
for each year from 11 to 20 years of service, and 1 % of their final average salary for each year beyond
20 years to a maximum of 75 %.

Each judge is subject to an unopposed, non-partisan retention election at the first general election
held more than 3 years after the appointment. To be retained, a judge must receive a majority of affr-
mative votes cast. This means that newly appointed judges will serve at least 3, but not more than 5
years prior to standing for their first retention election.

Following the first retention election, trial court and appellate judges appear on the retention ballot
every 6 years. Supreme Court Justices stand for retention every 10 years.

All sitting judges undergo a performance review after the first year in offce and biennially there-
after. Judges not up for retention election can use the performance review results (which are confiden-
tial) as a guide for self-improvement. Judges up for retention election are subject to Certification Review
by the Judicial CounciL. Prior to the election, the Council publishes in the voter information pamphlet
and in a newspaper of general circulation in the judicial district whether the judge met or failed to meet
the following evaluation criteria:

· Compliance with case delay reduction standards.
· No formal sanctions and not more than 1 informal sanction by the Judicial Conduct Commission.
· Completion of 30 hours of approved judicial education each year.
· Self Certifcation that a judge is physically and mentally able to serve, and complies with the Codes

of Judicial Conduct and Administration.
· A satisfactory score on the certifcation portion of the Council's Survey of the Bar.

Those wishing to recommend possible candidates for judicial offce or those wishing to be considered for such
offce should promptly contact Marilyn Smith, Administrative Offce of the Courts, 230 South 500 East, Salt Lake
City, Utah, 84102. (801) 578-3800. Application packets wil be forwarded to prospective candidates.
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From March 25 through April 30, one-
hundred-nine (l09) death penalty

sentencing hearings for convicted murderer
J.C. Davis were held in Utah courtrooms.

At those hearings, one-hundred-eighty-six

judges, attorneys, paralegals, and commu-
nity representatives patiently listened to the
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Mock Trial Thanks
testimony and arguments of more than 1,000

junior and senior high school students

statewide. Sixty-two attorney coaches

helped those students prepare their testi-
mony and arguments.

The Utah Law-Related Education Project
and the Utah State Bar recognize and sin-
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cerely thank these judges, attorneys, and
community members who invested their
time and talent in this enduring educational
effort. These volunteers' significant contri-
butions leverage an $11,000 cash
investment into a program valued in excess
of $250,000. THANK YOU!
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Each May 1 Law Day is celebratedthroughout the country in a variety
of ways by a variety of people. The Young
Lawyers Division ("YLD") of the Utah
State Bar sponsors two events that reach
literally thousands of people, both lawyers
and non-lawyers.

The annual Law Day Luncheon is an
opportunity for lawyers, family, staff, and
others to have lunch and listen to knowl-
edgeable and entertaining speakers
celebrate, explain and sometimes critique,
our legal system. This year's speaker was
the Honorable Lloyd George, Chief Judge
for the District of Nevada. In addition to
many other national committees, Chief
Justice Wiliam Renquist appointed Judge
George as an American representative to
the International Judiciary Committee. In
this capacity Judge George has traveled to
many different countries to lecture on the
U.S. Constitution and on the American
Judicial System. Judge George also served
on the drafting committee for the

Tajikhistan Constitution. (Tajikhistan is a
former Soviet Republic). Judge George has
also been actively involved in assisting in
the creation of judicial systems other for-
mer Soviet Republics.

YLD Projects Benefit
Community and Bar

By Dan Andresen

Judge George's experience with the
International Judiciary Committee, along
with his many years experience as a practi-
tioner and a judge, made him a perfect
speaker on this year's Law Day theme "The
U.S. Constitution - The Original American
Dream". Judge George told of the numerous
difficulties that the former Soviet Republics
are having in their attempt to create constitu-
tional democracies. While many countries
wish to follow the example of the U.S. Con-
stitution, Judge George said that the power
structure that exists in the countries are
unwiling to implement the strict separation
of powers embodied in the U.S. Constitu-
tion. The court systems of the many
countries are simply extensions of the exec-

utive branch of government. The judges in
these systems are underpaid and directly
subject to political pressure.

Judge George contrasted the state of
affairs in those countries with the indepen-
dent nature of the judicial system in this
country. Judge George reaffrmed the impor-
tance of the role of the judicial system as a
check on the power of the legislative and
executive branches of government. He also
stressed the importance of our role as attor-
neys as the champion of individual rights:

Also on May 1, the second annual YLD
Call-A-Lawyer project was held. In con-
junction with AT&T and Fox 13
Television, the YLD recruited approxi-
mately one hundred lawyer volunteers to
take phone calls between 7:00 pm and
10:00 pm. Fox 13 Television advertised the
event throughout its newscasts during the
day and, during prime time, ran messages

across the bottom of the screen that
lawyers wil be available to receive calls
concerning access to the judicial system.
While the numbers for this years Call-A-
Lawyer Program were not available at the
time this article was written, last year fif-
teen hundred calls were answered by forty
attorneys and fifteen thousand calls were
attempted.

In conjunction with the Call-A-Lawyer
project YLD would like to thank the fol-
lowing law firms for their participation of
this project. These law firms donated their
space and phone lines to the volunteers so
the calls could be received. Without the
generous support of these law firms the
Call-A-Lawyer project would not be possi-
ble. The law firms which donated phone
lines and space are Holme Roberts &
Owen, Snow Christensen & Martineau,
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Kimball Parr Waddoups Brown & Gee,
Ray Quinney & Nebeker, Kirton &
McConkie, and Fabian & Clendenin.

While the Law Day activities have
become the most visible of the YLD pro-
jects, the YLD organizes and runs a
number of other projects throughout the
year which are just as important as the Law
Day activities. Although the list of YLD
projects is too long to review each one in
this aricle, I would like to review a few of
them to give you an idea of the type and
scope of the projects YLD runs each year.

The YLD Needs of Children Committee
has helped create a volunteer guardian ad
litem project in conjunction with the Third
District Court. The YLD has been instru-
mental in setting up the training program
for volunteer guardians ad litem, who take
on pro bono cases and represent the inter-
ests of minor children in custody, abuse,

and neglect type cases. Thirty nine new
guardians ad litem recently went through
the training program and are now accept-
ing cases.

For years the YLD has sponsored the
Tuesday Night Bar Program where six to
eight YLD members are available each
Tuesday night at the Utah Law & Justice
Center to address the legal problems of
individuals who are having trouble access-
ing the judicial system. This project assists
approximately fifteen hundred (1500) citi-
zens per year with no cost to any of the
participants.

In April, the YLD sponsored a service
project in conjunction with the YWCA
Women's Shelter. Approximately forty to
fifty YLD members and others paricipated
in the service project over a four day
period. With the help of the volunteers, the
YLD was able to remodel the Women's
Shelter portion of the YWCA, which
includes nineteen separate rooms for
women and children who are in difficult
circumstances. The Women's Shelter
assists hundreds of women and children
each year. The YLD volunteers were able
to repai walls, paint the entire floor, install
additional lighting, remodel phone areas,
as well as provide a thorough cleaning for
the entire area of the building.

In addition to its community service
type projects, the YLD is also actively
involved in assisting its membership in the
practice of law and the transition from law
student to practitioner. Each year the YLD
sponsors a social event for new admittees

to the Bar. This is an opportunity for those

individuals who have passed the Bar to
come to the Law & Justice Center and be
welcomed not only by the YLD, but also by
offcers of the Utah State Bar and Salt Lake
County Bar. The YLD actively participates
in the Bridge the Gap Program for new
admittees to the Bar and also sponsors ongo-
ing brown bag CLE sessions which target
areas specifically relevant to young lawyers.

As you can see, the YLD has been active
this past year and many YLD members have
devoted a substantial amount of time in
making these programs work. However, we
always have a need for more people to par-
ticipate in YLD programs. If you would like
to participate in any of the YLD programs
we would love to hear from you. You can
contact me at #366-7471. I hope to hear
from a number of you soon.
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Some Resolutions of a New Judge

Iwrite this article reluctantly. One of myformer partners warned me last year
that if I had the effrontery to write a "view
from the bench," before I could reasonably
claim to develop a legitimate view, any

remaining respect for me would evaporate.
Nine months of judicial service wil proba-
bly fail to satisfy him, but perhaps it is not
too soon to make some commitments to
the bar, the public, my colleagues on the
bench, and perhaps most important,
myself, about how I plan to conduct myself
as ajudge.

My first nine months have been spent
primarily as a circuit court judge with an
overwhelmingly criminal calendar. In that
time I have probably handled eight to ten
thousand matters in court - enough to

remind me that the business of law is peo-
ple. As Robert T. Noonan, Jr. stated: "No
person itself, the law lives in persons."!
Many of these people are in a courtroom
for the first time. Their view of the law,
and of courts, if any, is shaped by televi-
sion, movies, and the media. They want
"justice," but they are not at all sure the
courts are designed to dispense justice, at
least not to them. They are, for the most
part, the less affuent, the less educated, the
less influential, and they are conscious of

By Judge Robert K. Hilder

JUDGE HILDER was born and raised in
Sydney, Australia, emigrating to Utah in

1977 where he attended the University of
Utah (B.S. 1981, J.D. 1984). He was
appointed to the Third District Court by
Governor Mike Leavitt in August, 1995.
Judge Hilder clerked for Christensen, Jensen
& Powell (now Christensen & Jensen) dur-
ing law school and joined the firm upon
graduation. At the time of his appointment,

Judge Hilder served as the firm's managing
director. His practice stressed civil litigation,
covering a wide range of specialties. He is
presently assigned to the Third Circuit
Court, Salt Lake Department.

their condition.
These people, in their hearts, might agree

with Thucydides: "You know as well as we
do that right, as the world goes, is only in
question for equals in power; the strong do
what they can, and the weak do what thèy
must." I believe and am pledged to the
notion that this is not the reality in our Utah
courts, but the cynicism, or at least skepti-
cism, about equality under the law prevails.
Many believe that equality under the law
goes only as far as Anatole France sug-
gested: "The law, in its majestic equality,
forbids the rich as well as the poor to sleep

under bridges."
Clarence Darrow is supposed to have

said that: "in reality there is no such thing
as justice either in or out of court. In fact,
the word cannot be defined." Conceding
the difficulty of definition, and even con-
ceding that many decisions a judge is
bound to make fall short of anyone's ideal
definition of justice (e.g. what would hap-
pen in Utopia so often invoked by my
contracts' professor, Dean Walter Oberer),
I resolve to advance the cause of justice as
far as it is in my power to do so. I wil
approach the matter, I hope, more like
Judge Learned Hand, who rather than
defining the word, made the following
practical observation:

Justice does not depend upon legal
dialectics so much as upon the
atmosphere of the courtroom, and
that in the end depends primarily on
the judge.

Brown v. Walter, 62 F.2d 798, 800 (2nd Cir.
1933).

The following resolutions, therefore,
concern some of the things I can do in the
courtroom. The list is not complete, and
further experience wil no doubt suggest
certain revisions, but this is where I stand
from the lofty perspective of nine month's
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experience. (Note: One study suggests that
the socialization of a judge takes at least
fifteen years.2 Without disputing the
study's findings, I can't help but wonder
what happens to the unfortunate litigants
during this prolonged process.)
1. Be conscious of the courtroom
atmosphere.

The courtroom is my workplace. For the
typical lawyer, it is a familiar environment,
but for litigants, witnesses, and jurors, the
courtroom can be a strange and forbidding
place. A lesson in how not to put a witness
at ease was provided by the King (acting as
judge) in Lewis Carroll's Alice's Adven-
tures in Wonderland: "Give me your
evidence," said the King (to the Hatter),
"and don't be nervous, or I'll have you
executed on the spot."

The importance of a courteous and
patient reception was recognized as long as
5,500 years ago. Ptah Hotep, an offcial of

ancient Egypt, reportedly gave the follow-

ing instruction:
If thou be a leader, be gracious when
thou hearkenest unto the speech of a
suppliant. Let him not hesitate to
deliver himself that which he hath
thought to tell thee but be desirous of
removing his injury. Let him speak
freely that the thing for which he
hath come may be done.'
Unfortunately, judges cannot remove, or

even redress, every injury, but Ptah Hotep
notes also the merit contained in the hear-
ing itself: "Listen attentively to the

petitioner, for a good hearing is a soothing
to the soul."4 I wil, therefore, strive to pro-
vide the "good hearing," even though the

outcome may not be all the petitioner
desires.
2. Hear patiently and avoid hasty

judgment.
John Bunyon recorded the following

exchange:
Judge: Thou runagate, heretic and
traitor, hast thou heard what these
honest gentlemen have witnessed

against thee?
Faithful: May I speak a few words in
my own defense?
Judge: Sirrah, sirrah, thou deservest
to live no longer, but to be slain

immediately upon the place; yet that
all men may see our gentleness to
thee let us hear what thou, vile runa-
gate, hast to say.s

No judge wants to act with such haste,

but the temptation does arise. After only a
few weeks on the bench, I recall starting to
state my decision after a preliminary hearing,
when defense counsel said something like:
"Your Honor, I apologize for interrupting,
but would it be too much trouble if I made
my argument before you finish your decision?"
I was embarrassed and, I hope, instructed.
3. Communicate clearly.

The aim of every judge and lawyer
should be to communicate effectively. It is
harder than it seems. I thought I was doing
fairly well, particularly when speaking
directly to criminal defendants, but on a
recent visit to the county jail I learned other-
wise. I was at the jail participating in a
rehabilitation class I often order. Coinciden-
tally, four of the twelve inmates had been
sentenced by me. They received me with

courtesy and good humor, but as I left, one
young man, who was sentenced three weeks
earlier, approached me: "Judge, I don't want
to be rude, and I am sure you were fair, but
could you please explain what my sentence
is; I really didn't understand you."

"I resolve, therefore, to follow the
evidence and the law to the

indicated conclusion, rather than
to seek to shape the law to

justif a desired conclusion."

I resolve, therefore, to do better, and par-
ticularly to ask questions of unrepresented
parties to measure understanding. I wil also
strive for brevity, a hallmark of effective
communication, but I doubt I wil do as well
as Justice Harold H. Burton, during a sen-
tencing for murder:

Defendant: "As God is my judge, I
didn't do it. I'm not guilty."
Justice Burton: "He isn't, I am, You
did. You are."6

4. Act with integrity.
I have learned quickly that judges are not

insulated from external pressures. Indeed, it
is to be expected that citizen groups, the
media, political entities, and even erstwhile
friends, wil seek to influence decisions.

While it is the expected role of these groups
and individuals to advance their causes how-
ever they legitimately can, it is the essence
of the judge's role, and the measure of his or

her integrity, to decide on the evidence.
The task is complicated, however, by the
realization that Lord MacMillan's com-
ment, "in almost every case except the very
plainest, it would be possible to decide the
issue either way with reasonable justifica-
tion,"7 has more than a kernel of truth.

I resolve, therefore, to follow the evi-

dence and the law to the indicated
conclusion, rather than to seek to shape the
law to justify a desired conclusion. By so
doing, I hope to avoid the cruelty of which
Sir Francis Bacon spoke:

Judges must beware of hard
constructions and strained infer-
ences; for there is no worse torture
than the torture of laws.8

In the criminal law particularly, judges
must understand their role if they are to
fulfil their responsibilities with integrity

and courage. As we are taught by our peers:
Judges must remember why they are
on the bench. They are not part of the
police department, the prosecutor's

or the public defender's office. They
are there to do justice according to
settled principles, not according to
what is popular at the moment.9

5. Respect, as far as possible, the dignity
and privacy of the individuaL.

Speaking of his wartime work as a
writer of documentaries, John Mortimer
(author of the Rumpole series) says: "i had
the pretext, which the law has also given
me, for talking to an endless variety of
people and asking them impertinent ques-
tions."IO That license can be abused. Not
every impertinent question needs to be
asked, and I resolve not to ask questions

merely to satisfy my curiosity, or to allow
lawyers to inquire unnecessarily.

When the questions must be asked,
where possible I wil limit the negative
effect. For example, I have learned that
"disorderly conduct" covers a wide range
of human behavior, some merely foolish,
some quite humiliating to confess. Now,
when I take a guilty plea to disorderly con-
duct, I always have the defendant approach
the bench to give those details I must have
to fairly sentence.
6. Remember, I was once a lawyer.

Judges were lawyers once. Both lawyers
and judges can forget this. The roles åre
different, and a judge cannot be effective if
he or she identifies too closely with the
advocate's role, but my lawyer origins
should provide empathy for the difficulties
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of the lawyer's role.
Accordingly, I resolve to remember that

the courtroom is not my exclusive domain.
The courtroom is also the lawyer's arena,
and she belongs there at least as much as I
do. I wil also remember the crushing

workload of most litigators. As a general
rule, whatever preparation or additional
work I may do outside the courtoom pales
into insignificance when compared to the
lawyer's task in preparation, as well as jug-
gling numerous other matters while tring

to attend to the matter in my court.
I wil also remember the ever-present

pressure of pleasing the client. Except in
cases of egregious incompetence, I wil

seek to never embarrass a lawyer. To the

contrary, I wil try to follow the counsel of
Sir Francis Bacon:

There is due to the advocate come
commendation and gracing, where
causes are well handled and fai pleaded;
especially towards the side which
obtaineth not; for that upholds in the
client the reputation of his counsel . . .11

CONCLUSION
These resolutions are probably both pre-

mature and idealistic. It is certainly
foolhardy to share them with so many
lawyers who wil gladly point out to me (or,
more likely, to others) each occasion where I
violate my own canons. When this does
occur, I only ask that you be kind.

1 Robert T. Noonan, Jr., Persons and Masks of the Law (New

York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1976), p. 4.
2 Alpert, Atkns and Ziller, "Becoming a Judge: The Transition

From Advocate to Arbiter," 62 Judicature 325 (Feb. 1979)
3Ptah Hotep (quoted in The Judge's Book, National
Conference of State Trial Court Judges and The National
Judicial College, Second Edition, 1994), p. 41.
4Ibid, p. 42.

5John Bunyon, quoted in Ephraim Loodon, ed., The Law in
Literature (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1970).
6peter Hay, The Book of Legal Anecdotes (New York: Barnes

and Noble, 1970), p. 205.
7London, op. cit.

8Francis Bacon, "Of Judicature," (quoted in Law: A Treasury

of Art and Literature, Beaux Arts Edition, 1990), p, 105.
9The Judge's Book, p. 43.

lOJohn Mortimer, Clinging to the Wreckage: A Part of Life

(New York: Penguin Books, 1982) p. 71.
llLaw: A Treasury of Art and Literature, 10.
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- CASE SUMMARIES
Selected Cases in 1995-1996

On April 24, 1996, Justice Richard C.
Howe and Utah Court of Appeals Judge
Gregory K. Orme summarized at a Salt
Lake County Bar Luncheon the cases they
considered most significant from their courts
in 1995. Their summaries are reprinted for
all the Utah Bar. These case summaries are
provided for the convenience of the reader, to
identify what each case generally involves.
They are not a definitive statement of the
court's holding, nor can they substitute for
a careful reading of the opinion.

TORTS
Cruz v. Middlekauff Lincoln-Mercury,

909 P.2d 1252 (1996): Plaintiffs sued car
dealership after being injured by thief-dri-
ven car stolen from dealership lot. Trial
court denied motion to dismiss. Affirmed.
Plaintiffs alleged special circumstances,
which if proved, could take this case out of
general rule that owner is not liable for
damage caused by thief when keys left in
ignition. Here, dealership allegedly had
long history of thefts; dealer customarily
left keys in cars; no security to prevent cars
from being stolen; unobstructed exit from
car lot. Owner's negligence may be proxi-
mate cause if theft and subsequent

negligent driving is reasonably foreseeable.

Jackson v. Brown, 904 P.2d 685 (1995):
Abolishes cause of action for breach of
promise to marry, but leaves open whether
economic losses may be recovered. Also,
tort of intentional inflction of emotional
distress may lie if outrageous and deceitful
conduct is proved.

Jackson v. Righter, 891 P.2d 1387 (1995):
Supervisor's romantic involvement with
worker was without scope of employment
and thus employer not liable; employer's
knowledge of relationship does not give
employer sufficient knowledge to antici-
pate a claim for alienation of affections

against an employee under its supervision.

Lawson v. Salt Lake Trappers, 901 P.2d
1013 (1995): Owner of ballpark did not
breach duty to screen most dangerous part
of stands and provide screened seats to as

By Clark R. Nielsen

many patrons as may reasonably be
expected. Parent has no cause of action for
emotional distress from fear of injury when
parent did not see foul balL.

Whipple v. American Fork Irrigation Co.,
910 P.2d l2l8 (1996): Plaintiff's husband
drowned while rescuing child from canal;
widow sues canal company. Trial court
grants rule l2(b)(6) dismissaL. Reversed.

Plaintiff pleaded sufficient facts to raise
issue of whether there was a "hidden trap"
which might render canal company liable.

CRIMINAL LAW
State v. Herrera; State v. Sweezey, 895 P.2d

359 (1995): Utah's insanity defense statute
is constitutional even though it exonerates
criminal defendant only if he does not have
the mental capacity to form the intent to kilL.

State v. Troyer, 910 P.2d 1182 (1995):
Where statement made by defendant was
without benefit of Miranda warning, state-
ment may not be used in state's
case-in-chief, but may be used for impeach-
ment purposes. If statement was not coerced
and Fifth Amendment was not violated,
fruits may be admissible in case-in-chief.

REAL PROPERTY
In re Knickerbocker Estate, 912 P.2d 969

(1996): Historically, joint tenant could only ter-
minate the joint tenancy by destroying one of
four unities essential to it - a unilateral self-
conveyance was ineffective. However, the use
of a straw man to sever joint tenancy would
create lopsided body of law wherein property
owners are required to perpetrate legal fic-
tions for purpose of severing joint tenancy but
not for creating a joint tenancy which can be
done without a straw man under §57-l-5.
Instead, the intent of the paries should govern

Building Monitoring Systems v. Paxton,
906 P.2d 1215 (1995): Tenants complained
to health department after landlord (LL)

refused to make repairs. LL brought unlaw-
ful detainer action against tenants. While
landlord may evict for any legal reason or
for no reason at all, he is not free to evict in
retaliation for his tenant's report of housing

code violations to authorities. Once LL has
made repairs, he may evict tenant, but he
must give tenant reasonable opportunity to
find other housing.

Richards v. Baum, 287 Utah Adv. Rep. 13

(3/28/96): Buyer under real estate contract
brought suit to quiet title against seller. Seller
counterclaimed and trial court quieted title
in seller. Buyer appealed but failed to obtain
a stay or post a supersedeas bond; seller sold
land to a BFP while the appeal was pend-
ing. Dismissed because appeal is moot.

CONTRACTS
Ward v. Intermountain Farmers Ass 'n,

907 P.2d 264 (1995): Plaintiff sued IFA, a
Utah corporation, for damages caused to
his Idaho field when IFA accidentally
sprayed the field with fertilizer that had
been contaminated with herbicide. Plaintiff
had signed a release agreeing to "hold
(IFA) harmless for any and all damages
caused by the spraying of my approximate
nineteen acres of safflower." Court may
consider extrinsic evidence in determining
whether a contract is ambiguous; the
release agreement was ambiguous.

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW
Bagford v. Ephraim City, 904 P.2d 1095

(1995): Plaintiffs operated a garbage col-
lection business and sued the city when it
passed an ordinance requiring all city resi-
dents to pay the city for garbage collection,
whether or not the residents were using the
city's garbage collection service. Plaintiffs
alleged a taking requiring compensation.
Plaintiffs did not have a protectable prop-
erty interest in avoiding the competitive
disadvantage caused by the ordinance.

WORKERS' COMPENSATION
Savage v. Educators Mutual Ins. Co.,

908 P.2d 862 (1995): Injured worker can-
not assert a claim for lack of good faith and
fair dealing against his employer's work-
ers' compensation insurance carrier due to
lack of contractual privity; must go
through Industrial Commission.
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CORPORATE
Steenblik v. Lichfield, 906 P.2d 872

(1995): Officer or director of suspended
corporation is personally liable for unlaw-
ful acts committed by the entity unless that
person proves the affrmative defense that
he lacked knowledge of the acts.

GOVERNMENTAL IMMUNITY
Keegan v. State, 896 P.2d 618 (1995):

Estate of deceased motorist sued the Utah
Deparment of Transportation alleging that
it negligently failed to raise the median
barer on an Interstate highway. A jur found
for plaintiff. Reversed. UDOT immune
under the Utah Governmental Immunity
Act because its decision not to raise the
median barrier was a discretionary act.

Cole v. Jordan School Dist., 899 P.2d

776 (1995): Utah Code Ann. § 63-30-11(4)
which permits minor to extend time to sub-
mit notice of claim does not preclude
application of general tolling provision
which gives minor one year to submit
claim after reaching age 18.

UNAUTHORIZED PRACTICE OF LAW
Utah State Bar v. Summerhays & Hay-

den, 910 P.2d 1227 (1996): Trial court
enjoined defendants from engaging in the
practice of third-party adjusting of insur-

ance claims (representing a stranger to the
insurance contract). Affirmed: third-party
adjusting constitutes the unauthorized
practice of law.

MISC.
Elks & Moose Lodges v. Dept. of Alcohol

Beverage Control, 905 P.2d 1189 (1995):
DABC has the authority to suspend the
liquor licenses of organizations which violate
the Utah Civil Rights Act. DABC correctly
determined that petitioners' membership
policies barng women violated the Act.

CIVIL CASES
4447 Assocs. v. First Security Fin., 889

P.2d 467 (Utah App. 1995) (1. Orme):
Notice of assignment was imparted by
unambiguous reference in financial state-
ment. Notice imposed duty on creditor not
to extinguish account for reasons not con-

templated in underlying agreement.

BB &B Transportation v. Industrial
Commission, 893 P.2d 611 (Utah App.
1995) (1. Jackson): An employer's right of
control is the critical element in determin-

ing whether an employment relationship
exists. For worker's compensation purposes,
an employee may have two "employers"
with "mixed control." Therefore, a truck
owner is not relieved of his obligation to pay
worker's compensation benefits to a truck
driver by the fact that the trck's lessee, the

driver's statutory employer, is also responsi-
ble for coverage.

Fink v. Miller, 896 P.2d 649 (Utah App.
1995) (1. Orme): Not all restrictive
covenants are governed by Crimmins v.
Simonds, 636 P.2d 478 (Utah 1981). Aban-
donment of covenants regarding building
materials determined with references to
objective "number, nature, and severity" test.

Gilmor v. Cummings, 904 P.2d 703 (Utah
App. 1995) (1. Jackson), cert. denied, (Utah
Jan. 9, 1996) (No. 950472): Attorney fees

are recoverable as special damages when
they are incurred to remove a cloud placed
by a defendant on a property's title if the ele-
ments of slander of title have been proven.

Woodhaven Apts. v. Washington, 907 P.2d
271 (Utah App. 1995) (1. Wilkins): Liqui-
dated damages provision in residential
lease upheld.

Mead Corp. v. Dixon Paper Co., 907 P.2d
1179 (Utah App. 1995) (1. Greenwood):
Dragnet clauses are not extended to cover
future advances unless they are of the same
kind and quality or relate to the same trans-
action as the principle obligation. The
doctrine of equitable subrogation is not
extended from guarantor law to context in
which there is a letter of credit.

Salt Lake Knee & Sports Rehabilitation v.
Salt Lake Knee and Sports Medicine, 909
P.2d 266 (Utah App. 1995) (1. Davis): Even
though defendant partnership was a member
of a new joint venture to which assets of a
company were transferred, joint ventures are
separate legal entities, and as such, the new
joint venture is a "third party" for purposes
of a contract between plaintiff and defendant
requiring defendant to pay 1/3 of value of
good will in the event of a sale of the com-
pany to a "third party."

Carrier v. Pro-Tech Restoration, 909 P.2d
271 (UtaApp. 1995) (1. Onne): When several
paries are on a single side in lawsuit, they
must share peremptory challenges unless
there is a "substantial controversy" between
them, which ordinarily requires cross-claims
premised on nonderivative theories.

Horrell v. Utah Farm Bureau, 909 P.2d
1279 (Utah App. 1996) (1. Davis): In an
action to obtain insurance proceeds after the
destruction of a residence by fire, the stan-
dard of proof for the defenses of arson and
misrepresentation is preponderance of the
evidence, not clear and convincing evidence.

Selvage v. J.1 Johnson & Assoc., 910 P.2d
1252 (Utah App. 1996) (1. Greenwood):
The one-year time limit for the insider
transfer cause of action in UFA is a statute
of limitation, not one of repose. Case clarifies
the accepted test for determining if a time
limit is a statute of repose or limitation.

Furter, discusses what qualifies as suffcient
evidence under UFTA for intent to hinder,
delay, or defraud. Finally, it limits recovery
of attorney fees to those authorized by con-
tract, refusing to adopt court-made rule that
would allow recovery of all fees incurred
in pursuing a fraudulent transfer action.

Thompson v. Community Nursing Ser-
vices, 910 P.2d 1267 (Utah App. 1996) (per
curiam): Administrative proceedings are
'judicial proceedings" for purposes of apply-
ing the factors to be considered in

deteD1ning whether an allegedly defamatory
statement is absolutely privileged. Statements
during the administrative investigation
were found to be absolutely privileged.

Kilpatrick v. Wiley, Rein & Fielding, 909
P.2d 1283 (Utah App. 1996) (J. Jackson),
petition for cert. filed, (Utah Feb. 5, 1996)
(No. 960069): In a legal malpractice case,
there are four elements for actions based
on breach of fiduciary duty. Standard of
causation for such actions is the same as
actions sounding in negligence or breach
of contract: clients must show that they
would have benefitted had attorney
adhered to standards of professional con-
duct and not breached fiduciary duties.
Plaintiffs created genuine issues of mater-
ial facts on the question of causation.

¡

,

i

l
¡

CRIMINAL CASES
State v. Davis, 903 P.2d 940 (Utah App.

1995) (J. Davis): Civil forfeiture action and
criminal proceedings are separate proceed-
ings for double jeopardy purposes. Further,
forfeiture proceedings brought pursuant to
Utah Code Ann. § 58-37-13 (1994) consti-
tute punishment for double jeopardy
puroses. Accordingly, the State's attempt to
pursue criminal proceedings against defen-
dant after he had already defended the civil
forfeiture action is a violation of the Double
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Jeopardy Clause of the Fifth Amendment
to the United States Constitution.

State v. Blubaugh, 904 P.2d 688 (Utah
App. 1995) (J. Davis), cert. denied, (Utah
Feb. 6, 1996) (No. 950507): Court affirmed
conviction of defendant for depraved indif-
ference murder in a case in which,

theoretically, another person could have
committed the crime. The court ruled that,
"the rules of circumstantial evidence do
not require that the circumstances should
to a moral certainty actually exclude every
hypothesis that the act may have been com-
mitted by another person, but the hypothesis
intended is a reasonable one consistent

with the circumstances and facts proved."

State v. Hall 905 P.2d 899 (Utah App.
1995) (per curiam): Utah Pyramid Scheme
Act is not unconstitutionally vague or over
broad.

State v. Houk, 906 P.2d 907 (Utah App.
1995) (per curiam): Trial court did not dis-
criminate against defendant and impose a
harsher sentence because he was white.
Sentence was with legally prescribed limits.

State v. Winward, 909 P.2d 909 (Utah App.
1995) (1. Grme): Forgery requires specific
intent to defraud someone. Unauthorized
endorsement and intent to defraud have to
be linked. The jury instructions must be
precisely focused when evidence is not.

vehicle when defendant was arrested in a sting
operation for soliciting prostitution. Search
and seizure was upheld pursuant to the
bright-line rue of New York v. Belton, 453 U.S.

454 (1981), which held that when an occu-
pant of a vehicle is lawfully arrested, the

police may make a contemporaneous search
of the passenger compartment of the vehicle.

State v. Fife, 911 P.2d 989 (Utah App.
1996) (1. Greenwood): Trial court's denial of
credit for time served in a state hospital
pending a return to competency was upheld.
There was no finding of violation of equal
protection, due process, or double jeopardy
guarantees.

FAMILY LAW CASES
Mori v. Mori, 896 P.2d 1237 (Utah App.)

(1. Bench), cert. granted, 910 P.2d 425 (Utah
1995): Parties were married in Utah and
divorced in Japan. Wife sought to "register"
Japanese divorce decree in Utah as a foreign
judgment. Utah Code Ann. § 78-22a-1, -8.
However, judgments from foreign countries
cannot be registered in Utah courts pursuant
to Utah foreign judgment act. But the Japan-

ese decree could be enforced in Utah court
under principle of comity if properly
pleaded. However, in this case, plaintiff
asked that the Japanese decree be registered
as foreign judgment. Since the decree could
not be registered as a foreign judgment,
plaintiff's complaint did not state a claim
for which Utah courts could grant relief.

Liska v. Liska, 902 P.2d 644 (Utah App.
1995) (1. Grme): When commissioners and
judges confer pursuant to UCCJA, a record
- preferably verbatim - must be made.

Under UCCJA, two states may have juris-
diction in theoretical sense but jurisdiction
of decree state may nonetheless be primary.

Dow v. Gilroy, 910 P.2d 1249 (Utah
App. 1996) (J. Greenwood): The four-year
catch-all statute of limitation applies to
actions to determine paternity but applica-
tion of that provision is tolled by minority.
This reconciles past precedent which had
confused issue of existence of a statute of
limitation for a determination of paternity.

State v. Arbon, 909 P.2d 1270 (Utah
App. 1995) (1. Jackson), cert. denied,
(Utah April 4, 1996) (No. 960053): Dri-

ver's license suspensions do not constitute
punishment for double jeopardy purposes.
Instead, they are imposed to protect the
public. The State may, for a single drunk
driving violation, both suspend the driver's
license and bring criminal charges.

In re J.D. W, 910 P.2d 1242 (Utah App.)
(1. Bench), cert. denied, 910 P.2d 425
(Utah 1995): In a case where a juvenile
was solicited to buy marijuana by an
undercover narcotics officer, the court held
that the defendant was not entrapped as a
matter of law because the officer did not
utilize improper methods, such as relying
on a close personal relationship with

defendant; offering a large quantity of mar-
ijuana for an extremely low price; or
badgering defendant to buy the marijuana.

State v. Moreno, 910 P.2d 1245 (Utah
App. 1996) (1. Bench): Cocaine was found
by offcers on the front seat of defendant's
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I.O.L.T.A.
Honor Roll

The Utah Bar Foundation honors all
individuals and law firms who have sup-
ported the Foundation by converting their
trust accounts to the IOLTA Program
(Interest on Lawyer Trust Accounts).

Foundation funding is generated primarily
with interest earned on IOLTA. These are
the accounts that are too small or held for too
short a period of time to economically ben-
efit the client or to justify paying the bank
service charges. When pooled together, these
accounts provide significant amounts.

Lawyers can take pride in the work the
Utah Bar Foundation is performing on
their behalf. The Foundation strives to
invest your support in projects and pro-
grams that will enhance the public
understanding of the legal system, improve
the administration of justice, provide
access to legal services, and support other
worthwhile law-related community pro-
jects in the state. Every time a project is
funded, the community is enriched and the
image of the legal profession enhanced.

If any name has been omitted, we regret
the oversight. To rectify the error or omis-
sion, please contact the Bar Foundation
office - 297-7046. We encourage all of
those who are not now participating in the
IOLTA Program to call our office and
make arrangements to join the following
lawyers and law firms.

UTAH BAR FOUNDATION
Board of Tustees 1995-96

(Sitting L-R) Stewart M. Hanson, Jr., Secretary-Treasurer; Jane Marquardt, Vice President;
James B. Lee, President; (Standing L-R) Trustees Hon. Pamela T. Greenwood, Carman E.
Kipp, Joanne C. Slotnik, H. James Clegg

Adamson, Craig G.
ADAMSON & SUMMERHAYS
AFFORDABLE LEGAL ADVOCATES
ALDRICH NELSON WEIGHT & ESPLIN
Alex, John
ALLEN & BILLETER
Allred, David M.
ANDERSON & KARRENBERG
ANDERSON & SMITH
ANDERSON & WATKINS
Angerhofer, David J.
Archuleta, Robert M.
ARMSTRONG RAWLINGS & WEST
Ascione, Patrick

1996 IOLTA HONOR ROLL
Ashton, Paul H.

ASHTON BRAUNBERGER POULSEN
& BOUD

ATKIN & ASSOCIATES
Atkin, Gary Eugene
Atwood, Robert
ROBERT F. BABCOCK & ASSOCIATES
Baden, Wesley
Badger, Deborah R.
Bailey, Steven R.
Baird, John K.
BAGLEY & DENVER
Bagley, Marvin D.

BALLARD SPAHR ANDREWS
& INGERSOLL

Barking, Judy Dawn
Barnard, Brian
Barneck, Matthew C.
Barnum, Craig M.
Barrett, W. Scott
Barton, C. Bruce
Barton, Paul J.
BEASLIN NYGAARD COKE

& VINCENT
Beesley, Wilford A.
BELL & BELL
Bell, J. Richard
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Bell, Gary 1. Clark, Lynn 1. FILLMORE BELLISTON & ISRAELSEN
Bell, Mark F. Clark, Scott W. Fisher, Darwin C.
Benge, Wiliam Cline, Russell A. FISHER SCRIBNER MOODY
Bennett, Wendell E. CLYDE SNOW & SWENSON &STIRLAND
Berceau, David J. COHNE RAPPAPORT & SEGAL Fitzgerald, Machelle
BERTCH & BIRCH Coleman, Brian A. Flint, Edward D.
BERMAN GAUFIN & TOMSIC COOK & DAVIS FLORENCE & HUTCHISON
Berry, David T. COOK & LAWRENCE Fonnesbeck, Christian S.
EDWIN H. BEUS & ASSOCIATES Cook, David S. FOSTER & FOSTER
Bigelow, Richard N. Cook, Glen A. Fox, Katherine A.
Bileter, J. David Jr. CORBRIDGE BAIRD & CHRISTENSEN Freestone, Wayne A.
BIRD&FUGAL CORPORAN & WILLIAMS Friel, David J.
Bishop, Lee Cragun, Michael J. FROERER & MILES
Bishop, Wilard R. CRAVER & WEST Frost, Clarence J.
BISHOP & RONNOW Crelln, Terry M. Fratto, Joseph
Black, John L. Crippen, Michael W. Fullmer, Nathan J.
BLACKBURN & STOLL Crist, Neil B. Gale, Gary L.
Blakelock, Rosemond G. CROWTHER & REED Geary, David W.
BLATTER & FIELDING Crum, Judith E. Geurts, Bryan A.
Blonquist, Thomas R. Cunningham, Scott N. GIAUQUE CROCKETT BENDINGER
BOTTUM & WELLS Dalebout, Richard S. & PETERSON 

Bouwhuis, Michael D. Dalgleish, Willam J. Gilbert, Donald D.
Bowen, David R. Dallimore, Suzanne M. Giles, Wayne B.
Bowen, Travis L. Dalton, Donald F. Gil, L. Zane
Boyer, Laura L. Dangerfield, Joel R. Glassman, Thatcher
Boyer, Robert B. Darger, Daniel Godfrey, Ted K.
Bradford, R. Wiliam DART ADAMSON & DONOVAN GOICOECHEA LAW OFFICE
Bradford, Richard D. DeJonge, Nicolaas Golden, Richard R.

BRADFORD BRADY & RASMUSSEN Deland, Loni F. Goldstein, Janet A.
Bradshaw, James Demler, Shannon R. GRANT & GRANT
Bradshaw, Kenneth D. Denver, Wiliam James Green, John
Brantley, Steven D. Deschamps, Daniel P. GREEN & BERRY
Brown, David W. Dibb, Bruce L. GREEN & LUHN 

Brown, Kenneth R. Dilon, Robert C. Griddle, Marlin G.
Brown, Marilyn M. Dishell, Amy B. GRIDLEY WARD HAVAS HAMILTON
Bullen, Herschel Ditto, Daniel T. & SHAW 

BUNDERSON & BARON Dorius, Dale M. Griffn, Ronald E.

BURBIDGE & MITCHELL Drage, Nathan W. Grow, Steven L.
Burrows, Dana D. Draper, Tad D. Gubler, Scott A.
BURTON & ASSOCIATES Dresch, Edward F. Guerra, Maximo R.
BUSHLAWFIRM Duncan, Robert B. GUSTIN & CHRISTIAN
Bybee, John M. Dunn, Clifford V. ROBERT W. GUTKE LAW OFFICE
Cabanila, Laura H. Dunn, James T. HADLEY & HADLEY
CALLISTER DUNCAN & NEBEKER Dunn, Ronald L. HALEY & STOLEBARGER
CAMPBELL & CAMPBELL Durando, Nan N. HALLIDAY & HALLIDAY
CAMPBELL MAACK & SESSIONS DURBANO & ASSOCIATES Hallock, Todd N.
Cannon, Russell A. Eastmond, M. Dirk Halls, Craig C.
CANNON CLEARY & ASSOCIATES Echard, Robert A. Halls, Wiliam C.
Carr, Taylor D. ELGGREN & VAN DYKE Hanni, Kenneth 1.
Cathcart, Terry L. Ells, Dean B. Hansen, C. Clayton
Challed, David G. Evans, John T. Hansen, F. Mark
CHAMBERLAIN & HIGBEE Eyre, Donald, Jr. Hansen, James K.

CHAPMAN & CUTLER FARR KAUFMAN SULLIVAN Hansen, Steven L.
Charlier, Scott G. GORMAN JENSEN MEDSKER HANSEN & ANDERSON
CHRISTENSEN & JENSEN & PERKINS HANSON NELSON CHIPMAN
Christensen, Krege B. Fenstermaker, Sherlynn W. & QUIGLEY 

Chrystler, Gary L. Ferrero, P. Gary Hardcastle, Floyd A.
Clark, John F. Fielding, Donald K. Harding, Phillip A.
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Harmond, George M. Jr. Kesler, Susannah E. McBride, Blaine P.F.
Harms, Clark A. Killpack, David G. McCoy, John L.
Harris, W. Thomas KIMBALL PARR WADDOUPS BROWN McCully, Michael D.

Harris, Walter & GEE McDONALD & WEST
HARRIS PRESTON & CHAMBERS KING & ISAACSON McDOUGAL & SMITH
HART & HART KIPP & CHRISTIAN McDougal, Bryan L.
Hatch, Denton M. KIRKHAM & ROOKER McGEE & BRADSHAW
Hatch, Joseph E. KIRTON McCONKIE & POELMAN McIntyre, James
Hawkins, Gregory P. Knauer, Louise McINTYRE GOLDEN HARGOS & DIAZ
Healy, Tim W. Knowlton, Daniel K. McKAY BURTON & THURMAN
Heaton, Fred Kik Kofford, Quinn M. McKEACHNll & ALLRED
Hendrickson, Jean P. KRUSE LANDA & MAYCOCK McKeown, Richard B.
HENRIOD & NllLSEN Kuhnhausen, Steven McMURRAY McMURRY DALE
Heward, Lynn P. Kunz, David S. & PARKINSON 

HILLYARD ANDERSON & OLSEN Lambert, Loren M. McRAE & DELAND
HILTON & CLARK Larsen, Bryan A. Medlin, James B.
Holm, Floyd W. Larson, Curis L. Meservy, Jay A.
HOLME ROBERTS & OWEN Lauritzen, A. W. Metos, Allan M.
Honarvar, Nayer H. LAHERTY & ASSOCIATES Mickelson, James D.
HOWARD LEWIS & PETERSEN LEAVITT & LEAVITT EUGENE MILLER & ASSOCIATES
Howard, Thomas Lee, Jennifer P. Miner, Robert C.

Howe, Jeffrey C. Lee, Wallace A. Mitchell, Scott B.
HOWELL FETZER & HENDRICKSON Leigh, Willam H. Mitsunaga, Jimi

Hufnagel, Wendy Lewis, Janet MOHLMAN & YOUNG
Huggins, Joseph J. Lewis, Kay M. Monson, Scott G.
HUGHES & REED LIAPIS GRAY & STEGALL MONTREUX FRERES LAW OFFICE
Hughes, Robert W. Lilja, Scott MOONEY & ASSOCIATES
Hult, Nathan D. Litizette, Stanley V. MORGAN & HANSEN
HUNTSMAN LAW OFFICE Little, D. Scott MORRIS & MORRIS
Huntsman, R. Clayton LITTLEFllLD & PETERSON Morrison, John K.

Hutchison, Richard C. Long, S. Dee Mortensen, Paul W.
ISOM & ASSOCIATES Loreman, David D. Morton, Joseph L. II

IVll&YOUNG Lowe, John W. MORTON & GARCIA
JANOVE & ASSOCIATES LYNN J. LUND & ASSOCIATES Mower, Connie L.
JARDINE LINEBAUGH & DUNN Macfarlane, Grant MOXLEY JONES & CAMPBELL
Jaussi, Clair J. Maddox, David R. MOYLE & DRAPER
JEFFS & JEFFS Madsen, Mark R. MUELLER & NELSON
Jenkns, Scott R. MADSON & METCALF MURPHY TOLBOE & MABEY
Jensen, Brent J. Major, Lois Murray, Duncan
Jensen, Jerrold S. MALOUF LAW OFFICES Neeleman, Thomas D.
Jensen, Jonathan K. Mangum, D. Karl Neeley, Douglas L.
Jensen, Michael A. MANN HADFIELD & THORNE Neeley, Robert L.

JENSEN & KILLPACK Marelius, Suzanne NEIGHBORHOOD JUSTICE CENTER
JENSEN & LEWIS Margetts, Kenneth C. Nielsen, D. Michael
Jewell, Stephen W. MARQUARDT HASENYAGER NllLSEN & DIXON
Jocums, Krsten B. &CUSTEN NllLSEN & SENIOR
Johnson, Drew M. MARSDEN ORTON CAHOON Nielson, Robert J.
Johnson, Paul H. & GOTTFREDSON Nilsen, Todd B.
JONES & TOWNSEND Martinez, Michael N. NORRIS & ASSOCIATES
Jones, Dan S. MATHESON MORTENSEN OLSEN Oda, Stephen i.
Jones, Michael G. & JEPPSON OLMSTEAD & OLMSTEAD
Jones, Michael K. Mathews, Dennis R. Olmstead, Michael F.
JONES WALDO HOLBROOK Matthews, Elaine M. OLSEN McIFF & CHAMBERLAIN

& McDONOUGH Maughan, Mitchell D. OLSON & HOGGAN
Judd, Phillp D. Maycock, John B. Olson, Mark T.
Kanell, Leo MAZURAN & HAYES Ong,LukeH.
KeIrn, Brian D. McALLISTER & CHUNTZ PATRICIA O'RORKE & ASSOCIATES
Kesler, John T. F. McAllister, E. Craig Orifici, Joseph F.
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PALMER & ASSOCIATES Sabey, Deanna Taylor, Margaret Sidwell
Palley, Mary Flynn Sagers, Joanna B. Taylor, Thomas S.
Pappas, Sam N. Sampinos, Nick J. TAYLOR ENNENGA ADAMS & LOWE
Park, Michael W. Sandack, A. Wally TAYLOR MOODY & THORNE
PARKFIRM Sandberg, Signey M. Taylor, Stephen O.
Parker, David W. Sanders, David L. TESCH THOMPSON & SONNENREICH
PARRY MURRAY WARD Sanford, Dan L. Thompson, Roger H.
PARSONS BEHLE & LATIMER SCALLEY & READING THOMPSON & HJELLE
PARSONS DAVIES KINGHORN Schollan, Jerry THORPE NORTH & WESTERN

& PETERS Schumacher, Robert J. Thorne, Wiliam A.
Patterson, David L. Schwartz, Victor D. Tolbe, Christopher A.
Payne, David Young Schneider, Mark N. TRASK BRITT & ROSSA
Perkins, Richard W. SEAL & KENNEDY Trueblood, D. Randall
PERRY MALMBERG & PERRY Secor, Jeanette J. Trujilo, Jose L.

PETERSON & SIMPSON Semmell, Jane Pett Tunks, Rodney B.
PETTEY & BRANTLEY Sensenig, Laura K. Tyler, Lilian Jean
Petty, Ralph C. Sessions, Brook J. Uipi, Filia H.
Philips, Delbert R. Shar, John M. Uresk, Roland
PODRIS BLACK & ASSOCIATES Shaw, Ryan C. UTAH LEGAL CLINIC
Pond, Delwin T. Shea, Patrick A. UTAH LEGAL SERVICES
POWELL & LANG Siggins, Olga B. UTAH SCHOOL EMPLOYEES
PRESTON & CHAMBERS SILVESTER & CONROY VAN WAGONER & STEVENS
Prince, Frederick S. Jr. Simpson, Steven P. VAN COTT BAGLEY CORNWALL
PRINCE YEATES & GELDZAHLER Skoubye, Jeff B. & McCARTHY 

Prisbey, Aaron J. Smay, E. Craig Vance, Ronald N.
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES Smedley, James J. Vilos, James D.
PRUITT GUSHEE & BACHTELL Smith, Byron L. WADDINGHAM & PETERSON
PURSER & EDWARDS Smith, David K. WALKER & GOODWILL
Pusey, Robert D. Smith, Duane R. Walsh, John
Rasmussen, Lee C. Smith, Frank G. WALSTAD & BABCOCK
RASMUSSEN MINR & ASSOCIATES Smith, G. Brent Wangsgard, Craig
Reber, Fay E. Smith, Scott H. WARD & ASSOCIATES
Reeve, Kenlon W. Smith, Sheldon A. Ward, Clark R.
Reilly, Rosalie SMITH & STRATTON Warthern, Robert Lee
Retallck, James M. SMITH REEVE & FULLER Wasserman, Ann L.
Rice, John K. SNELL & WILMER WATKISS DUNNING & WATKISS
RICHARDS BIRD & KUMP Snider, Kent E. Weiss, Loren E.
RICHARDS BRANDT MILLER SNIDER & PACE West, Orson

& NELSON SNOW CHRISTENSEN & MARTINEAU West, Suzanne
BRUCE L. RICHARDS & ASSOCIATES SNOW HUTCHISON & NEIDER WHATCOTT BARRETT & HAGEN
RICHARDSON PACKARD & LAMBERT SNOW & JENSEN WICOX DEWSNUP & KIG
Ridge, Raymond L. Snow, V. Lowry Wilde, Robert H.

RILLING & ASSOCIATES Sorge, John D. WILKINS ORITT & HEADMAN
Ritter, Arthur J. Speciale, George H. WILLIAMS & HUNT
Roberts, Thomas P. Stanger, Ronald R. WILSON & WISON
ROBINSON & SHEEN Stark, La Var E. WINDER & HASLAM
ROBINSON SEILER & GLAZIER Steffensen, David W. Winters, Donald W.
Rogan, Thomas F. Stephens, Jeffrey R. Wolbach, Judith
Rogers, Jon H. Stewart, Alan R. Woodall, James H.
Rose, Brent D. Stewart, Steven H. WOODARD & WOODARD
Ross, David E. STOELRIVES WOODBURY & KESLER
Ross,YanM. STOKER & SWINTON Wootton, Noall T.
Rounds, Raymond B. STREICH LANG WORKMAN NYDEGGER & SEELEY
Rouse, Morna Bowman STRONG & HANNI Wray, Wiliam B.
Rowe, DelB. SUITTER AXLAND & HANSON Zeuthen, Carolyn D.
Roybal, Frank A. SUTHERLAND & ENGLAND Zager, Mitchel
Rushton, Kenneth A. TANNER & TANNER ZOLL & BRANCH
Russell, M. Reid Tate, Ralph R. ZOLLINGER & ATWOOD
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CLE CALENDAR-
ALI-ABA SATELLITE SEMINAR:

PARTNERSHIPS REVISITED

Date:
Time:
Place:
Fee:

Tuesday, June 18, 1996
10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.
Utah Law & Justice Center
$160.00 (To register, please
call1-800-CLE-NEWS)
4 HOURSCLE Credit:

TRIAL ACADEMY PART III:
DIRECT EXAMINATION

Date:
Time:

Thursday, June 27, 1996
6:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.
(Registration begins
at 5:30 p.m.)
To be determined

$20.00 for members of the
Litigation Section
$30.00 for all others
2 HOURS (ALSO
COUNTS AS 2 HOURS
NLCLE CREDIT)

Place:
Fee:

CLE Credit:

:\famihlefi
hoiiciessb\"firi'.
a heart all¡¡ckiiclim
whonCtd,CPlt
;ichild who iiccds
cl1trKcnn-firslaid
Disa.~ier ha.'i niari~ faces

day
Strike back.
elire 10 your Red Cross IOM.Y.

+ 
Amrican
Red Cross

1996 ANNUAL CONVENTION TRIAL ACADEMY PART IV:
CROSS EXAMINATION

Date:
Place:

July 3 - July 6, 1996
Sun Valley Resort,
Sun Valley, Idaho
$200.00 before June 7,1996
$230.00 after June 7, 1996
16 HOURS, WHICH
INCLUDES 4 IN ETHICS)

Thursday, August 29, 1996

6:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.
To be determined

$20.00 for Litigation
Section Members
$30.00 for Non-Section
Members
2 HOURS (ALSO
COUNTS AS 2 HOURS
NLCLE CREDIT)

Date:
Time:
Place:
Fee:

Fee:

CLE Credit:

CLE Credit:

19TH ANNUAL SECURITIES
SECTION WORKSHOP

Dates:
Place:

August 16 & 17,1996
Sun Valley Resort,
Sun Valley, Idaho
To be determined
- 8 HOURS

Fee:
CLE Credit:

Those attorneys who need to comply with the New Lawyer CLE requirements, and who
live outside the Wasatch Front, may satisfy their NLCLE requirements by videotape.
Please contact the CLE Department (801) 531-9095, for further details.

Seminar fees and times are subject to change. Please watch your mail for brochures and
mailings on these and other upcoming seminars for final information. Questions regarding
any Utah State Bar CLE seminar should be directed to Monica Jergensen, CLE Adminis-
trator, at (801) 531-9095.

r-:~::::R:GR~~E-REGISTRATÏON-FORM::--
1.

2.

Make all checks payable to the Utah State Bar/CLE Total Due

Name Phone

Credit Card Biling Address City, State, ZIP

Bar Number American ExpresslMasterCardNISA Exp. Date

Signature

Please send in your registration with payment to: Utah State Bar, CLE Dept., 645 S. 200 E., S.L.C., Utah 84111. The
Bar and the Continuing Legal Education Department are working with Sections to provide a full complement of live semi-
nars. Please watch for brochure mailings on these.

Registration Policy: Please register in advance as registrations are taken on a space available basis. Those who register
at the door are welcome but cannot always be guaranteed entrance or materials on the seminar day.

Cancellation Policy: Cancellations must be confirmed by letter at least 48 hours prior to the seminar date. Registration
fees, minus a $20 nonrefundable fee, will be returned to those registrants who cancel at least 48 hours prior to the seminar
date. No refunds will be given for cancellations made after that time.
NOTE: It is the responsibility of each attorney to maintain records of his or her attendance at seminars for purposes of the
2 year CLE reporting period required by the Utah Mandatory CLE Board.
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-CLASSIFIED,ADS-
RATES & DEADLINES

Utah Bar Member Rates: 1-50 words -

$20.00/51-100 words - $35.00. Confi-
dential box is $10.00 extra. Cancellations

must be in writing. For information regard-
ing classified advertising, please contact
(801) 531-9077.

Classified Advertising Policy: No
commercial advertising is allowed in the
classified advertising section of the Jour-
naL. For display advertising rates and

information, please call (801) 487-6072. It
shall be the policy of the Utah State Bar
that no advertisement should indicate any
preference, limitation, specification or dis-
crimination based on color, handicap,
religion, sex, national origin or age.

Utah Bar Journal and the Utah State
Bar Association do not assume any respon-
sibility for an ad, including errors or
omissions, beyond the cost of the ad itself.
Claims for error adjustment must be made
within a reasonable time after the ad is
published.

CAVEAT - The deadline for classified
advertisements is the first day of each
month prior to the month of publication.
(Example: May 1 deadline for June publi-
cation). If advertisements are received later
than the first, they will be published in the
next available issue. In addition, payment
must be received with the advertisement.

BOOKS FOR SALE

U.S. Code Service .... . . . . . . . . .$800.00
AmJur 2nd . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .800.00
AmJur Legal Forms. . . . . . . . . . . . .500.00
ALR 3rd, 4th, 5th

w/Digest and lndex . . . . . . . . . . .800.00
Supreme Court Report

(U.S. Led. 2nd) . . . . . . . . . . . . . .800.00
U.S. Led. Digest

w/Index . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .500.00
All set current, sold as package (§

$2500.00. Call San Juan County (§ (80 i)
587-2128.

POSITIONS AVAILABLE

ST. GEORGE LAW FIRM seeking one
or more experienced attorneys: one with
quality litigation experience of 4+ years,

another with a solid tax background, busi-

ness organization and estate planning.
Strong writing skills, solid experience and
credentials needed. All inquiries wil be kept
strictly confidentiaL. Please send resume and
additional information to Hiring Coordinator,
P.O. Box 1229, St. George, Utah 8477l-1229.

Established, full service SLC tïrm seeks an
associate with 5+ years experience in taxa-
tion, estate planning and business

organization. Some litigation experience
preferred. All inquiries will be kept confi-

dentiaL. Please send resume to: Maud C.
Thurman, Utah State Bar, Box #21, 645
South 200 East, Salt Lake City, UT 84111.

STATE OF UTAH, Legal Counsel II, pro-
vide legal counsel to the Division of Air

Quality. Provide legal analysis regarding

Clean Air Act requirements. Review docu-
ments for compliance with regulatory/
statutory requirements. Provide advice on
legal suftïciency of enforcement documenta-
tion, penalties/negotiated settlements.
Conduct negotiations, draf/review contracts,
develop statutes and rules. Juris Doctorate,
current Utah State Bar membership plus two
years of paid professional related employ-
ment after obtaining Utah State Bar
Membership. PREFERENCE MAY BE
GIVEN FOR ENVIRONMENTAL LAW
EXPERIENCE. For application information
and assistance call Charlene Lamph, 536-
4413. POSITION CLOSES 5:00 P.M. July
15,1996.

POSITIONS SOUGHT '
BI-LINGUAL ASSISTANT (SPANISH-
ENGLISH) AVAILABLE as employee or
on contract basis. Guatemalan native. Ceitified,
accurate translations of legal documents,
client/witness interviews, depositions, court
appearances, immigration, workers' compen-
sation proceedings: investigations. In-home
offce with computer, fax, etc. Excellent ref-
erences; reasonable rates. Emergency projects
welcome. Brenda Perez (§ (80l) 296-2200.

Legal researcher and/or librarian, part or full
time. J.D. and 23 years experience. Last

seven years chief researcher of over 1000
cases and in charge of library for a firm.
Very reasonable, negotiable salary. Refer-

ences available. Toni Marotz, i l82 Foothill
Drive #534, Salt Lake City, Utah 84108 or
Call (§ (80l) 581-1451.

Part-time or contract work sought by attor-
ney with excellent credentials (Moot
Court, Law review, Coif, Phi Kappa Phi)
and background in civil litigation and
civil/criminal appellate work. Licensed in
Utah and Colorado. For discovery, motions,
briefs, research, call M. Boudreau (§ (801)
466-6531.

CALIFORNIA LAWYER. I am also
admitted in Utah! I will make appearances
anywhere in California or help in any other
way I can. $60 per hour + travel expenses.
Contact John Palley (§ (9l6) 455-6785 or
Palleyj (§ aol.com.

Utah-licensed attorney seeks part-time,
contract or project work. Three years' liti-
gation experience, law review, Moot Court.
Excellent writinglresearch skills, quick
turn-around, reasonable rates. Call Richard
(§ (801) 595-1373.

Attorney: Former Assistant Bar CounseL.

Experienced in attorney discipline matters.
Familiar with the disciplinary proceedings
of the Utah State Bar. Reasonable rates.
Call Nayer H. Honarvar. Laherty & Asso-
ciates, 9 Exchange Place, Suite #400, Salt
Lake City, UT 84111, Call (80 l) 583-0206
or (801) 359-8003.

OFFICE SPACE/SHARING

Prime Salt Lake executive office space (445
East 500 South). Freeway access. Close to
new courts complex. One to three private
offces. New carpet and wallcoverings. Large
conference room. Fax, copier and free
direct-access parking. $600-750 per office.
Secretarial services available. Potential for
overflow work. Call (801) 236-l100.

Professional office space located at 732l
So. State, Midvale. Space for two (2) attor-
neys and staff (could be leased singly).
Includes two spacious offices, large recep-
tion area, conference room, sink/wet bar,
file storage, large private parking lot. call
(§ (80 i) 255-359 i or (80 i) 562-5050.
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Professional Downtown area (Judge Build-
ing) offce sharing space available includes

2-3 offices, receptionist, conference rooms,
secretarial space, kitchen, Westlaw, tele-
phone system, fax, copy machine and
postage machine, walk to courts. Rent may
be partially offset by legal services. Reply
to (801) 363-0725 or 364-1722.

PRIME OFFICE SPACE. Layton Barnes
Bank Building. One or two attorneys
turnkey operation. Already one attorney on
site. Call (801) 546-1100. Ask for Erik!

LAW FIRM AT 39 EXCHANGE
PLACE has office space for lease with
secretarial area, includes receptionist, con-
ference room, fax, copier, library, parking
and kitchen. Also available in this histori-
cal building is a 844 sq. ft. suite, which
includes small conference room and recep-
tion area, or a 440 sq. foot suite on the
main floor. Call (j (801) 534-0909.

"Fully equipped, small firm has opening.

Excellent location and view. No salar, but
we wil make overhead livable for right
applicant." Call David J. Friel (j (801)

486-3751.

BEAUTIFUL OFFICE SPACE AVAIL.
ABLE to share with four established
attorneys at Brickyard Tower in SLC. Cov-
ered parking, fully equipped, low cost.
Some overflow available. Call Geniel (j
(801) 484-211 1.

OFFICE SPACE FOR SALE OR LEASE:
2,180 square feet, ideal for legal offce: For
information call (801) 463-11 0 1.

Prime office sharing space available for
one attorney with established firm. Excellent
downtown location, close to courthouse.
Complete facilities, including conference
room, reception area, telephone, fax,
copier. Please call (801) 532-7858.

OFFICE SPACE FOR LEASE: Entire car-
riage house of So. Temple mansion.
Approx. 2,000 sq. ft. $2,000/mo. Plus utili-
ties. Lease terms negotiable. Call Mary (j
(801) 539-0270. Available immediately.

OFFICE SPACE WANTED: ECONOM-
ICAL UTAH OFFICE SPACE
SOUGHT for General (In-House) Counsel
to group of Canadian and Western United

States corporations. No receptionist or secre-
tarial services required and use of office
phones and equipment not necessary. Prefer
South Salt Lake Valley location, and prefer
to office with qualified patent/
trademark/copyright attorneys who are avail-
able to assist with multiple ongoing projects.
Please forward information to: Offce Man-
ager, c/o Post Office Box 895, Draper, Utah
84020.

OFFICE SHARING SPACE AVAILABLE
IN MURRAY with established PI/Real
EstatelBusiness attorney at 6400 South State
(Meridian Title/Perry Home Bldg.) Room
for two additional attorneys. Shared copier,
fax, conference room. Rent estimated at
$650 per month/per attorney. Available first
week of May. Call Denise or Bryan (j (801)
269-8900.

SERVICES

UTAH VALLEY LEGAL ASSISTANT
JOB BANK: Resumes of Legal assistants
for full, part-time, or intern work from our
graduating classes are available upon
request. Contact: Kathryn Bybee, UVSC
Legal Assistant Department, 800 West 1200
South, Orem, UT 84058 or call (801) 222-
8489. Fax (801) 225-1229.

CHILD SEXUAL ABUSEIDEFENSE:
FORENSIC STATEMENT ANALYSIS:
CHILD/STATEMENT CREDIBILITY:
*Complete objective understanding of state-
ment evidence: *Current supporting research
related to jury decision: *Identifies defense

scenarios: *Goes beyond the medical exam
by identifying person, place and event:

*Bruce M. Giffen, M.Sc. Evidence Special-
ist, American College Forensic Examiners:
1270 East Sherman Avenue, Ste. 1, Salt
Lake City, Utah 84105, (801) 485-4011.

APPRAISALS CERTIFIED PERSONAL
PROPERTY APPRAISALS - Estate Work,
Fine furniture, Divorce, Antiques, Expert
Witness, National Instructor for the Certified
Appraisers Guild of America. Eighteen years
experience. Immediate service available.
Robert Olson c.A.G.A (801) 580-0418.

TAX PROFESSORS WANTED: Adjunct
part-time tax instructors, to teach LL.M.
Taxation degree in a N.A.P.N.S.C. accred-

ited post-graduate educational program in

Salt Lake City. Next part-time two year
program begins Sept., 1996. LL.M. Taxa-
tion degree (or M. S. Tax degree or M.
Acct. Degree) and a strong tax background
is preferred. Classes are held in the evening
one night per week, 6 to 10 P.M., with flexi-
bility for the instructor's schedule.

Washington School of Law, Washington

Institute for Graduate Studies. Contact
Dean Joslin, TeL. (801) 943-2440 or Fax
resume to (801) 944-8586.

Authentic oak Globe-Wernicke antique
sectional bookcases, antique oak secretar-
ial desk, other fine antique law

furnishings-excellent condition. Call (801)

272-1013.

36.0 HOURS CLE CREDIT (including
3.0 hours ethics) "CHANGE: CAN YOU
SURVIVE? . . . preparing attorneys to
thrive into the next milennium."
Unique, highly interactive workshop
including: Coping with changes in
legallusiness environments; building rela-
tionship with clients, colleagues and
judges; mediation; negotiation; leadership;
interpersonal communication skils; pro-
fessional ethics; stress management. .
and much more!
June 24-27, Denver
July 8-11, San Francisco
August 12-15, Seattle
August 19-22, Caribbean Cruise
September 16-19, Denver
Setpember 30-0ctober 3, Hong Kong
October 14-17, Salt Lake City
November 11-14, Cancun
December 2-5, Vail
For more information and immediate regis-
tration, call Milennium Associates toll
free at (800) 605.5000.
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CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE

ForYears 19_and 19_

Name:

Utah State Board of
Continuing Legal Education
Utah Law and Justice Center

645 South 200 East
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111-3834

Telephone (801) 531-9077 FAX (801) 531-0660

Utah State Bar Number:

Address: Telephone Number:

CLEHours Type of Activity 
* *

CLE Hours Type of Activity 
* *

CLE Hours Type of Activity 
* *

CLE Hours Type of Activity* *

IF YOU HAVE MORE PROGRAM ENTRIES, COPY THIS FORM AND ATTACH AN EXTRA PAGE



**EXPLANATION OF TYPE OF ACTIVITY

A. Audio/Video Tapes. No more than one half of the credit hour requirement may be obtained
through study with audio and video tapes. See Regulation 4(d)-101(a).

B. Writing and Publishing an Article. Three credit hours are allowed for each 3,000 words in a
Board approved article published in a legal periodicaL. An application for accreditation of the article must
be submitted at least sixty days prior to reporting the activity for credit. No more than one-half of the
credit hour requirement may be. obtained through the writing and publication of an article or articles. See
Regulation 4(d)-101(b).

C. Lecturing. Lecturers in an accredited continuing legal education program and part-time teach-
ers who are practitioners in an ABA approved law school may receive three hours of credit for each hour
spent in lecturing or teaching. No more than one-half of the credit hour requirement may be obtained
through lecturing and part-time teaching. No lecturing or teaching credit is available for participation in a
panel discussion. See Regulation 4( d)-l0 1 (c).

D. CLE Program. There is no restriction on the percentage of the credit hour requirement which
may be obtained through attendance at an accredited legal education program. However, a minimum of
one-third of the credit hour requirement must be obtained through attendance at live continuing legal
education programs.

THE ABOVE is ONLY A SUMMARY. FOR A FULL EXPLANATION SEE REGULATION 4(d)-101
OF THE RULES GOVERNING MANDATORY CONTINUING LEGAL EDUCATION FOR THE
STATE OF UTAH.

Regulation 8-101- Each attorney required to fie a statement of compliance pursuant to these
regulations shall pay a filing fee of $5.00 at the time of filing the statement with the Board.

I hereby certify that the information contained herein is complete and accurate. I
further certify that I am familiar with the Rules and Regulations governing Mandatory
Continuing Legal Education for the State of Utah including Regulations 5-103(1).

DATE: SIGNATURE:

Regulation 5-103(1) - Each attorney shall keep and maintain proof to substantiate the claims made on
any statement of compliance filed with the board. The proof may contain, but is not limited to, certificates
of completion or attendance from sponsors, certificates from course leaders or materials claimed to provide
credit. This proof shall be retained by the attorney for a period of four years from the end of the period
of which the statement of compliance is filed, and shall be submitted to the board upon written request.
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Get the convenience and flexibility of Michie's

UTAH ADMINISTRATIVE CODE
1995 EDITION

Michie's Utah Administrative Code, 1995
Edition offers the following advantages:

An official publication of Utah

Replacement pamphlets issued
quarterly

148 individual Agency/Title

pamphlets

Fully annotated

Comprehensive master index in a ,
separate pamphlet

Pamphlet of cross-reference tables
and changes

Five cloth-covered, three-inch
ring binders with tab dividers

separating departments

Separate departmental indexes
available

Excellent companion to Michie's
Utah statutory Code (fully
annotated)

Envir()I1entå Quality (7)
Fair Corp6ration(Utah State) (1)
Finandallnstitutìons (6)
Governor (3)
Health (17)
Housing Finance Agency (1)
Human Resource Management (1)
Human Services (15)
Industrial Commission (8)
Insurance (1)
Lieutenant Governor (1)
Money Management Council (1)
National Guard (1)
Natural Resources (6)

Reclamation (8)
Pardons (Board of) (1)
Public Safety (7)
Public Service Commission (1)
Regents (Board of) (5)
School and Institutional Trust Lands (1)
Statehood Centennial Commission (Utah) (1)
Tax Commission (6)
Transportation (10)
Treasurer (1)
Workers' Compensation Fund (1)

~'MICHIE



Utah State Bar
645 South 200 East
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111

BULK RATE
U.S. POSTAGE
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LEXIS~-NEXIS~

For Small Law Firms

LEXISQi MVP is now LEXIS-NEXIS ADVANTAGE For Small Law Firms-

with more features, more flexibility and more affordability for solo practitioners

and small law firms on a budget. Consider the ADVANTAGE:

· LOW, FLAT MONTHLY RATES ... · COMPREHENSIVE ... state and specialty
affordable, predictable pricing, for as little libraries, statutes, administrative materials,

as $110 per month':-. law reviews and more,

· UNLIMITED ACCESS ... search as much · FLEXIBLE CHOICES ... select any
as you want and as often as you need - at combination of Flat-Rate libraries to meet

home or in the office, the individual information needs of every
attorney in your firm.

· CURRNT ... case law always up-to-date.

· ONLINE EXPERTISE ... allows you to
compete with even the largest firms.

· THE LEXSEEQY/LEXSTAP FEATURES ...
an easy and convenient way to retrieve
individual cases or statute sections from
virtually any jurisdiction simply by using
the citation.

Give yourself the ADVANTAGE you need to compete - and win!

For more information, call

LEXIS" NEXIS'

ADVANTAGE
FOR SMALL LAW FIRMS1-800-356-6548 Uta8tateBa

." LEXIS'.NEXIS'
&AmcmL.rofihoRocdEl"".juplcgrp

* All pricing includes applicable subscription fee. Prices in California, Michigan, New Jerse~; New York and Ohio begin at $150 per month. Price quoted is for one attorney.
Additional charge applies for each attorney in the firm. Note: state and local taxes not included. Some testtictions appl)~ Prices subject to change. LEXIS! NEXIS, LEXSEE and

LEXSTAT are registered trademarks of Reed Elsevier Propertes Inc.! used under license. The INFORliATION ARRAY logo is a trademark of Reed Elsevier Properties Inc., used
under license. ¡t1996 LEXIS-NEXIS! a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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